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Abstract 
In brackish groundwater desalination, high recovery ratio (of fresh water from saline feed) is 
desired to minimise concentrate reject. To this effect, previous studies have developed a batch 
reverse osmosis (RO) desalination system, DesaLink, which proposed to expand steam in a 
reciprocating piston cylinder and transmit the driving force through a linkage crank mechanism to 
pressurise batches of saline water (recirculating) in a water piston cylinder unto RO membranes. 
However, steam is largely disadvantaged at operation from low temperature (< 150
o
C) thermal 
sources; and organic working fluids are more viable, though, the obtainable thermal cycle 
efficiencies are generally low with low temperatures. Consequently, this thesis proposed to 
investigate the use of organic working fluid Rankine cycle (ORC) with isothermal expansion, to 
drive the DesaLink machine, at improved thermal efficiency from low temperature thermal sources. 
Following a review of the methods of achieving isothermal expansion, ‘liquid flooded expansion’ 
and ‘expansion chamber surface heating’ were identified as potential alternative methods. 
Preliminary experimental comparative analysis of variants of the heated expansion chamber 
technique of effecting isothermal expansion favoured a heated plain wall technique, and as such was 
adopted for further optimisation and development. Further, an optimised isothermal ORC engine 
was built and tested at < 95
o
C heat source temperature, with R245fa working fluid – which was 
selected from 16 working fluids that were analysed for isothermal operation. Upon satisfactory 
performance of the test engine, a larger (10 times) version was built and coupled to drive the 
DesaLink system. Operating the integrated ORC-RO DesaLink system, gave freshwater 
(approximately 500 ppm) production of about 12 litres per hour (from 4000 ppm feed water) at a 
recovery ratio of about 0.7 and specific energy consumption of 0.34 kWh/m
3
; and at a thermal 
efficiency of 7.7%. Theoretical models characterising the operation and performance of the 
integrated system was developed and utilised to access the potential field performance of the 
system, when powered by two different thermal energy sources – solar and industrial bakery waste 
heat – as case studies.  
 
 
Keywords: Reverse osmosis (RO), batch operation, desalination, quasi-isothermal, solar, waste 
heat recovery, organic Rankine cycle (ORC).  
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Chapter 1    Introduction 
 
Scarce energy and water resources, and climate change due to energy-related pollution are the key 
drivers for this research work; as such it is aimed at making advances in the efficient application of 
sustainable energy for water quality improvement. This thesis explores a new approach to the 
desalination of brackish groundwater using renewable or sustainable heat from a variety of 
sources. The goal is to convert low-grade heat sources into useful work coupled to a desalination 
process for effective recovery of freshwater from saline feedwater. This chapter begins by outlining 
the motivation behind the study and it goes on to outline the immediate context of the research 
advances described in the rest of the thesis. An unconventional thermal power cycle, the isothermal 
Rankine cycle, is introduced as it will form the basis for the rest of the thesis. 
 
 
1.1 Global water and energy challenges 
Energy and water are two of the most vital resources for the socio-economic development and 
sustenance of humanity on earth. However, despite progress towards the UN millennium 
development goal, about 768 million people in the world still lack access to improved (safe) 
drinking water, and over 2 billion people suffer inadequate supply [1]. Salinity in water resources 
(both surface/sea and ground water) contributes greatly to the fresh water shortfall, and also affects 
agricultural yields. Desalination of saline water to recover fresh water has been practiced for some 
decades, and is a well-established means of water supply in many countries [2], most notably Saudi 
Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Kuwait in the Middle East [3]. However, in Europe, Spain is a 
leading producer of the desalinated water, with about 8% of the worldwide desalination capacity 
[4]. The global capacity of desalination plants has been increasing steadily since the early 1970's, 
and was over 25 million m
3
/day by the year 2000 [5], and is now over 74 million m
3
/day [6]. 
Although seawater desalination projects seem to have attracted more attention, the number of 
brackish desalination projects is increasing at a more rapid rate. Brackish groundwater desalination 
is very crucial for regions with low precipitation, especially arid and semi-arid regions of the world. 
Desalination processes consume large amounts of energy; however the global energy supply is also 
faced with a number of challenges. 
 
Virtually all work done by humans on the planet requires some form of energy, and in most cases 
involves the conversion of available form of energy into a desired form. Presently, fossil fuel is the 
primary source of energy on the planet, accounting for about 81% (Oil 31.5%, Gas 21.3%, and Coal 
28.8%) of the global energy demand, with other sources including Nuclear and Renewables 
17 
 
accounting for the remaining fraction [7]. Humanity’s strong dependence on fossil fuels for energy 
has eventually given rise to a global energy challenge which stands to threaten the future of the 
global energy supply. These challenges include: rising energy cost, increasing demand, energy 
security and concerns for climate change due to energy related pollutions. The average cost of oil is 
soaring yearly (except during the period of the recession in 2009, which saw a slight decrease for 
the first time in 3 decades, and the recent crash). Demand is also on the increase, according the IEA 
the global energy demand (which is presently about 500 EJ) could increase by more than 30% by 
the year 2035 [7]. Increase in demand alone does not make much impact, but the magnitude of the 
effect of the demand depends on the security of the supply. The Earth is said to have a finite 
quantity of fossil fuels which will eventually be depleted at some point; analysts have predicted a 
depletion time of about 35 to 110 years [8, 9]. Yet, about 1.6 billion people (a quarter of the world’s 
population) have no access to electricity, and another 1 billion only have unreliable and intermittent 
supply [10].  
 
1.2 Alternative energy source(s) 
The energy challenges have fostered growing interest into sustainable alternatives or renewable 
energy sources such as: wind, solar, geothermal, biomass and waste heat [11]. Presently, renewable 
energy sources account for less than 15% of the global energy supply [12], of which biomass is a 
major contributor. However, solar has recorded the fastest growth, and the renewables have been 
projected to possibly become the world’s second largest source of power generation by 2016 [13]. 
As a means of encouraging the exploitation of the renewable heat sources, ‘heat policies’ (including 
incentives, grants, tax benefits etc.) have been introduced in some countries [14, 15]. In the UK, 
‘renewable heat incentives’ are provided as financial supports for the utilisation of renewable heat 
in heating buildings; while renewable electricity generation is encouraged through the ‘renewable 
obligations’ which requires electricity suppliers to source a portion of their electricity from 
renewable sources; and the ‘feed-in-tariff’ schemes which pays energy users for generating the 
electricity they use from renewable sources, and for any electricity exported back to the grid [16].   
 
Studies have already shown that the renewable heat sources have the potential of meeting the global 
energy demand several times over [17, 18]. For instance, of these energy sources, biomass is an old 
and well-known energy source, it has the advantage of continuity over the intermittence of other 
energy sources like solar, but its wide spread adoption is inundated by the competitive demand for 
fertile land for farming food crops [19]  and high replenishment time, however biomass from 
agricultural, industrial and municipal wastes are quite promising.  
18 
 
On the other hand, solar energy has the highest capacity [20]. It stands out as a potential solution for 
meeting the global energy demand, the annual fraction of the sun’s energy striking the earth is about 
3900000 EJ, but considering technical constraints (including conversion efficiencies), only about 
1600 EJ can be harvested [17] which is still over 3 times the global energy need. Thus, the solar 
energy resource is evidently abundant and could meet the global energy demand, but its widespread 
adoption is not yet economically competitive. Nevertheless, it is viable and most suited for 
decentralized applications in remote or isolated regions of the world with high solar insolation.   
 
Besides the natural renewable thermal sources, the potential of exploiting waste heat from existing 
thermal processes (including industrial processes and internal combustion engines) that would 
otherwise be wasted have also been considered promising [21]. This is achievable, as between 20 to 
50% of the energy input to these processes are discharged (lost) as waste heat [22, 23]. For example, 
in the US industries, this equates to about 5 – 13 EJ of waste heat, according to the US Department 
of Energy (DOE) [24]. In the face of the global energy challenges, it can be agreed that waste heat 
recovery offers a viable means of reducing the effect of the energy challenges for industrial 
facilities by increasing the energy productivity.  
 
In harnessing the thermal energy, external combustion heat cycle engines are generally employed to 
convert the thermal energy into useful mechanical work which can be used to drive electricity 
generators or other applications. A number of such large scale (>1 MW) thermal plants have been 
built and commercialised for electricity production, such as the solar thermal power plants in Spain  
[25] and USA [26], the waste heat recovery power plant built by Echogen [27], and the biomass 
fired power plants in Austria  [28] and UK [29]. Medium scale power systems are also being 
developed, and small-scale (< 100 kW) applications are widely investigated by researchers [30, 31]; 
however, there is still a scarcity of engines, commercially, that readily convert low grade thermal 
sources into useful work for small scale applications (like desalination), partly due to the associated 
cost and low conversion efficiencies [31]. But since, globally, these alternative thermal sources are 
abundantly available in distributed form as low to medium grade heat, they are considered well 
suited for decentralized small-scale applications, thus where the cost of providing conventional 
energy supply is prohibitive, the renewable energy sources can be harvested to power desalination 
applications. 
 
1.3  Renewable energy powered desalination 
Over the years, there have been a number studies on alternative energy (especially solar) driven 
desalination technologies, as seen in reviews such as [32-34]. Reverse osmosis (RO) technique is 
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increasingly gaining popularity over thermal distillation technique, as it is considered more energy 
efficient, due to its relatively lower specific energy consumption (SEC) [35, 36]. RO desalination is 
a mechanical separation technique which involves the application of pressure to saline water against 
a semipermeable membrane, such that water is forced through the membrane as permeate, leaving 
behind the salt particles as concentrate. For most of the installed solar RO desalination plants, the 
energy required to produce the pressure is generated from solar photovoltaic (PV) array [37, 38] 
(whose electrical output is converted to mechanical energy); but cost and low efficiency of scale 
tend to be drawbacks of this technology.  
 
Nevertheless, heat cycle engines can also be used to produce the required mechanical work directly 
(without the electrical to mechanical energy conversion process associated with the solar PV 
method, thus avoiding the inherent losses associated with the conversion process), or if necessary be 
further converted to generate electricity to drive the system. The heat engine allows the possibility 
of a variety of heat sources to be exploited. In a typical application (as depicted in Fig. 1.1a), the 
heat engine converts the thermal energy from the heat source into shaft work, to power a high 
pressure (HP) pump which continuously pressurises feed of saline water through the RO membrane.  
 
The energy required to be delivered by the HP pump strongly depends on the characteristics/salinity 
of the feed water to be desalinated – the higher the salinity, the higher the pressure, and thus the 
higher the energy. – The salinity of water is usually expressed in terms of its total dissolved solids 
(TDS). The TDS include inorganic salts (principally calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium etc.) 
and small amounts of other dissolved matter. Sea-water typically has a TDS of more than 25000 
mg/L. Water is considered brackish when it’s TDS concentration is between 1000 and 10,000 mg/L. 
According to the WHO, water is considered good for drinking at a TDS level of less than 600 mg/L 
[39].  
 
Ideally, in the desalination of brackish groundwater, high recovery ratio would be preferred, so as to 
maximize fresh water output and minimize the volume of concentrated brine rejected, since the 
disposal could pose an environmental problem. However, high recovery ratio tends to require large 
energy inputs due to increase in osmotic pressure as a result of concentration increase with water 
removal at the RO module outlet, i.e. the concentration and thus the osmotic pressure increases from 
the inlet to outlet of the module. The conventional method of continuous flow (Figure 1.1a) 
operation suffers from this high energy requirement or otherwise low recovery ratio. One possible 
way to minimise this issue is to employ several RO stages in series, with intermediate pumps in 
place – multistage continuous operation (Figure 1.1b) –  to supply appropriate pressure to each stage 
[40], however, this would require an infinite number of stages for the energy consumption to 
approximate the theoretical minimum.  A potential solution to address this drawback is to have a 
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cyclic/batch operation, rather than continuous operation. Example of such cyclic RO desalination 
system is the “Closed Loop Desalination” (CLD)  [41, 42] (Figure 1.1c). The concept of the cyclic 
CLD utilises: a recirculation pump to recycle the concentrate through the RO module so as to 
maintain fairly even concentration, HP pump with variable pressure according to the salinity of the 
concentrate, and a valve to enable the concentrate to be discharged at the end of the cycle – when 
the desalination reaches a desired recovery level. The energy saving profile is depicted in Figure 
1.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Different modes of operation in RO desalination: (a) Continuous (b) Multistage 
continuous (c) Closed-loop, and (d) Batch mode 
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Figure 1.2: The energy consumption profile for continuous, multistage continuous [40] and batch 
operations. For the continuous operation, the pump pressure is constantly supplied to equate the 
high osmotic pressure at the concentrated outlet. 
 
Another desalination system that uses cyclic operation is ‘DesaLink’, proposed by Davies [35]. 
Here, batches of a given volume of saline water are fed into a water pump cylinder, which 
pressurises the saline water (as it is recirculated) through the RO module (Fig. 1.1d). The driving 
force is provided by steam pressure in another cylinder (power cylinder), via a coupling mechanism. 
The coupling mechanism is made up of an arrangement of crank and linkages (Figure 1.3), in which 
the crank, OP, reciprocates about the fixed point O. This arrangement provides increasing 
mechanical advantage as the power piston advances, thus ideally balancing the forces of the 
declining pressure (of the expanding steam) in the power cylinder and the increasing saline water 
pressure in the pump cylinder.  
 
In a nutshell, the operation of the cyclic/batch mode RO desalination can be distinguished from the 
continuous mode, in that, with the former, the pressurisation is halted at some time intervals during 
the operation, and the module is purged. This, together with the recirculation of the pressurised feed 
during operation helps maintain fairly uniform, relatively lower concentration through the system at 
each moment in time in the module, hence obviating the additional energy requirement due to 
concentration increase, as with the continuous operation [35]; and thus resulting in energy 
consumption that approaches the theoretical minimum (Fig 1.2c).  
 
Qiu et al [43] described a prototype of the DesaLink machine that was tested with compressed air to 
simulate steam as the working fluid (Figure 1.4). At this time the machine was envisaged as a type 
of steam Rankine cycle driving the batch-RO process. However, there are several theoretical and 
practical disadvantages of using steam, in particular the high specific volume at low temperatures 
and the need for a pressure steam boiler. 
(a) Continuous (b) Multistage continuous (c) Cyclic/Batch 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of DesaLink concept [35]. The initial and final positions of the system are 
shown by bold and dashed lines respectively. 
 
 
Figure 1.4: DesaLink batch RO desalination system [43] 
 
In this current work the focus is moved from steam to alternative working fluids such as 
hydrocarbons. In this sense, the thesis is a study of the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) with specific 
characteristics as needed to drive the batch-RO process. Though the term ORC is adopted in this 
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thesis for convenience, it can be understood to encompass a range of low temperature Rankine cycle 
designs using working fluids which, though typically organic, could also include fluids such as 
ammonia, siloxanes or even water, as long as the design is intended for low temperature (typically < 
200
o
C) application. An evaluation of the working fluid options is within the scope of this study. 
 
In seeking to optimise overall efficiency and recovery rate of the ORC-RO concept, this study 
makes use of unconventional version of the Rankine cycle, referred to as the isothermal Rankine 
cycle, indicating that the expansion stage of the cycle is carried out isothermally or nearly 
isothermally. This cycle was identified at an early stage of the study as having potential advantages 
(higher specific work output) over the conventional Rankine cycle using adiabatic expansion. 
Because of its importance to this whole thesis, the basic concept of the isothermal Rankine cycle is 
introduced next. A more quantitative description of the cycle is reserved for later chapters. 
 
The isothermal Rankine cycle simply entails providing continuous heat supply to the working fluid 
during the expansion phase such that it expands at constant or near constant temperature. The 
version explored in this study proposes to provide sufficient heat to the expander such that it uses no 
separate boiler; instead the working fluid is heated in the expander. A schematic is depicted in 
Figure 1.5(a), while (b) shows the temperature-entropy (T-s) diagram for the cycle (assuming an 
ideal reversible cycle). On operation, a liquid working fluid is directly injected into the hot 
expansion chamber, where it vaporises and expands at constant temperature (Th) whilst performing 
work against the piston. At the end of the expansion (assuming it was ideally expanded to same 
pressure level as the condenser), on the return stroke of the piston, the vapour exits via a regenerator 
(where its temperature is reduced) and is condensed back to liquid at temperature Tc in the 
condenser. Noting that the net work done of an ideal reversible cycle is equivalent to the enclosed 
area on a T-s diagram, it can easily be seen from Figure 1.5b that the isothermal cycle promises 
more work output than the conventional adiabatic cycle. 
      
Figure 1.5: System schematic (a) and T-s diagram (b) of the isothermal Rankine cycle 
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Further advantages of the cycle are foreseen to be: 
- High efficiency theoretically approaching that of the Carnot cycle, because heat is 
substantially added at the constant upper temperature (due to the use of the isothermal 
expansion) and rejected at the lower temperature 
- High work ratio as in the conventional Rankine cycle, and distinct to gas power cycles such 
as the Brayton or conventional Stirling cycle which tend to have poor work ratio due to the 
absence of phase change in the working fluid 
- Ability to use a wide range of working fluids (including both zeotropic and azeotropic 
fluids) and thus optimise the cycle for a broad range of design constraints  
- Absence of any external boiler which may be onerous from health and safety and 
maintenance considerations 
 
The broad aim of the thesis is therefore to investigate the feasibility of using the isothermal Rankine 
cycle to drive the batch-RO process, thus revealing the extent to which these potential advantages 
can be realized as well as identifying advantages of the approach. Specific aims and objectives will 
be identified once a literature survey has been conducted to provide further context to the work. 
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Chapter 2    Review of low temperature Rankine cycle 
RO desalination and of isothermal vapour 
power cycles 
 
 
 
 
The isothermal Rankine cycle as mention in Chapter 1 has important novel aspects and its use to 
drive desalination is entirely new. However, the idea of using an isothermal expansion in a vapour 
power cycle is not without precedent. After reviewing the recent work on Rankine-cycle RO 
desalination, this chapter reviews various low-temperature vapour power cycle heat engines with 
quasi-isothermal expansion (the prefix is used to indicate that isothermal expansion may only be 
achieved in the ideal limit).The review covers the methods employed to realize the heat transfer. 
The heat engines take the form of Rankine cycle with continuous heat addition during the expansion 
process, or Stirling cycle with a condensable vapour as working fluid. Compared to more standard 
Stirling engines using gas, the specific work output is higher.  Cryogenic heat engines based on the 
Rankine cycle have also been enhanced with quasi-isothermal expansion. Liquid flooded expansion 
and expander surface heating are the two main heat transfer methods employed. Liquid flooded 
expansion has been applied mainly in rotary expanders, including scroll turbines; whereas surface 
heating has been applied mainly in reciprocating expanders. Some of the material presented in this 
chapter has been published by the author in a review article in the journal ‘Energy’ [44]. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Heat cycle engines, as introduced earlier in chapter 1, can be employed to convert energy from a 
variety of thermal sources into mechanical energy to drive a number of systems including RO 
desalination. Generally in RO desalination systems, tremendous improvement in energy 
consumption reduction can be achieved with pressure exchange devices, which are employed to 
recover hydraulic energy from the fresh water output flow; this in addition with the recent advances 
in RO membrane technology (example in terms of increased productivity and higher salt rejection) 
have significantly bolstered the market share of the RO desalination [45]. However one particular 
benefit that could be realized in coupling a heat engine with a RO desalination system is that, the 
feed saline water provides a heat sink for the heat engine’s condenser, while at the same time it is 
preheated to increase the RO membrane permeability, thus resulting in further reduction in energy 
consumption. Though, the practical application of the heat engines to RO desalination is still far 
from full commercialisation, research studies are albeit advancing in the literature [46, 47].  
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In this chapter, the state of the art in the use of low temperature heat cycle engine coupled to RO 
desalination will be reviewed. Thereafter, vapour power cycles will be reviewed with focus on the 
current methods of achieving efficiency improvements by means of isothermal expansion. 
Following the literature review, the aims and objectives of the thesis will be presented.  
 
2.2  Rankine cycle RO desalination 
Desalination by reverse osmosis is typically a filtration process across a semi-permeable membrane. 
The process works against the phenomenon of natural osmosis that would normally occur between 
two solutions of different concentrations separated by semi-permeable membrane, wherein solvent 
from the lower concentration naturally moves to high solute concentration, due to the chemical 
potentials of the solutions across the membrane. The minimum pressure difference (or pressure in 
the high concentration solution) that would be required to maintain equilibrium (such as to stop the 
movement of solvent across the membrane) is referred to as the osmotic pressure, 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚, of the 
solution, and is directly proportional to the concentration of the solution. However, in reverse 
osmosis, external pressure (greater than the osmotic pressure) is applied to the high concentration 
solution to overcome the osmotic pressure, and force the solvent to flow in reverse – from the 
higher concentration, through the membrane, to the lower concentration. Thus in reverse osmosis 
desalination, external pressure is applied to a feed saline water (high concentration solution), such 
that fresh water (solvent) is passed, forced through RO membrane as permeate, while much highly 
concentrated solution is rejected as brine.   
 
The amount of pressure energy required depends on the osmotic pressure of the feed saline water 
and the recovery ratio, r. The recovery ratio can be idealised as a ratio of the volume of achieved 
permeate to the volume of the feed saline water. The ideal minimum energy, E, required to produce 
a volume 𝑉𝓅 of fresh water can be given by [35]:    
 
 𝐸 = 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚𝑉𝓅
1
𝑟
ln (
1
1 − 𝑟
) (2.1) 
 
 𝑟 =  
𝑉𝓅
𝑉𝒻
=  
?̇?𝓅
?̇?𝒻
 (2.2) 
 
And the specific energy consumption SEC required for producing a unit volume of permeate can be 
expressed as: 
 𝑆𝐸𝐶 =
𝐸
𝑉𝓅
=  𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚  
1
𝑟
 ln (
1
1 − 𝑟
) (2.3) 
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Typical specific energy consumption values for sea water desalination is about 8 kWh/m
3
 [48]; 
however, with the aid of pressure exchange energy recovery devices (which are employed to 
recover energy from the pressurised membrane reject flow stream, to augment in driving the feed 
flow), these values can be reduced to about 2.3 kWh/m
3
 [48, 49]. 
The specific energy consumption can generally be adopted as a representative parameter in 
accessing the performance of desalination system, though, for solar thermal desalination systems, 
the ratio of the volumetric flow rate of desalted water to the aperture area of the solar collector can 
be considered as an appropriate representative parameter because it reflects the combined effects of 
the solar collector’s efficiency, heat engine’s thermal efficiency and specific energy consumption of 
the RO unit [50]. However, the specific energy consumption corresponding to thermal energy 
requirement can be influenced by the efficiency of the heat cycle engine employed to drive the RO 
process. Different heat cycle engine configurations have thus been studied for driving RO 
desalination systems. 
El-Nashar and Husseiny [51] studied a brackish water RO desalination system driven by a dish 
Stirling cycle engine (and a diesel engine as backup). The Stirling cycle (using a gaseous working 
fluid) operates at high temperature and results in high performance. Another high temperature gas 
cycle design was proposed by Childs [52, 53]. The proposed RO desalination system features a 
reciprocating piston engine, coupled directly to hydraulic pistons, which are in turn connected to 
pump pistons, where the saline water is pressurised against the RO module. The hydraulic system 
was employed to absorb or provide power to the system (i.e. performing power compensating 
function). The proposed thermal engine design was a recuperated closed loop Brayton cycle (whose 
performance was predicted to approach that of the classic Stirling cycle); however the concept could 
potentially be applied with other heat cycle engines that use reciprocating pistons e.g. the classic 
steam engine. 
A preliminary design of a solar thermal RO system driven by steam engine was presented by 
Bowman et al [54]. Line-focus tracking solar collectors were used to heat a high pressure liquid-
vapour water storage tank. Steam from the heated water tank is fed to a reciprocating piston steam 
engine which directly drives the RO HP pump. Analysis of the system showed that 26 m
3
 of 
freshwater per day (8.5 h) could be produced from 5400 ppm brackish water at a recovery rate of 
75% [55]. A similar system was also presented by Attia [56], albeit, with no separate HP pump; 
instead it was proposed to have the saline water contained in one side of a rod-less piston cylinder 
and pressurised directly by the steam in the other side. 
Water/steam as working fluid has also been studied in the more conventional Rankine cycle engine 
configuration. Nafey and Sharaf [57] modelled the performance of water as a working fluid 
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alongside  three organic working fluids – butane, hexane and toluene – operating at temperatures of 
about 80, 130 and 300
o
C respectively in a Rankine cycle RO system. The predicted SECs and 
efficiencies of the organic fluids were 6.8, 7.3 and 7.8 kWh/m
3
 and 8.2, 15 and 25% respectively, 
while permeate outputs were respectively 166, 200 and 520 ltr/m
2
/day. For the different 
temperatures considered, the thermal efficiency for water was predicted to be somewhat similar (or 
slightly higher) to those of the organic variants, however for the low temperature scenarios (80 to 
100
o
C), the evaporating pressures for water (0.6 bar) could be considered too low for practical 
utilisation, in comparison to the predicted 10 bar for Butane at same temperatures.  
Studies have also investigated other organic fluids for RO desalination; Delgado-Torres et al.  [58, 
59] carried out a design study of solar thermal ORC-RO sea water desalination for a range of 
working temperatures and working fluids, and presented potential ORC efficiencies of 15 – 32%, 
with freshwater production range of 0.36 – 0.88 m3/m2 per day (8 h). A later study [50] analysed 
R245fa ORC for different solar thermal collector temperatures, and predicted efficiencies of 9 – 
16% and fresh water outputs of 0.5 – 1.2 m3/m2/day from sea water; while for brackish water, with 
the same temperature range and ORC efficiencies, water output of 1.8 – 4.7 m3/m2/d was predicted. 
In a design study by Karellas et al [60], a water production of 47 m
3
/h (at 15% recovery ratio) was 
projected with R134a ORC efficiency of 6.9% from operating temperature of 86 – 113oC. Bruno et 
al [61] carried out a design study and presented ORC mechanical power capacity requirement of 
11.7 kW for a desalting capacity of 15 m3 per 7 h/d from 3,000 ppm brackish water. Manolakos et 
al. [62] reported an experimental R134a ORC-RO desalination system that produced 2.55 m
3
 (per 9 
hours) of fresh water from sea water, at a recovery ratio of 21%, and with a SEC of 2.3 kWh/m
3
 
(8.28 kJ/litre) and thermal cycle efficiency of 1.17%; although a system efficiency of 7% was 
initially predicted in the design study [48]. It was also proposed to cascade the R134a cycle with 
R245fa upper cycle for higher temperature and thus higher efficiency [63]. In an experimental study 
on Freon (R11) ORC driven brackish water desalination, Libert and Maurel [64] achieved thermal 
ORC efficiency of 2.2%, fresh water output of 130 ltr/m
2
/day, mechanical SECs of respectively 1 
kWh/m
3
.  
 
An overview of low temperature driven RO systems can be given as in Table 2.1, as can be 
observed from the presented studies, a good number of organic working fluids have been 
investigated (as an alternative to the conventional use of water as working fluid) for heat engine in 
driving RO desalination. The obtainable performance depends on the thermodynamic properties of 
the working fluid considered and the operating temperature. For example, in the ORC-RO 
desalination design study by Bruno et al [61], R218 was found to be the optimum choice, with 
efficiency of 7.81% (amongst R125, R32, R134a, R290) for FPC collector (< 90
o
C); while R245 
was optimal (amongst R218, R227, R134, R134a, RC318, R31, R1270) for ETC collector (<121
o
C).  
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Table 2.1: Overview of low temperature (< 300
o
C) heat engine driven RO systems   
 
Reference 
(study type) 
Feed water 
(ppm) 
Collector type/ 
Temp. (
o
C) 
Working fluid 
 
Cycle 
Efficiency 
(%) 
SEC 
(kWh/m
3
) 
Freshwater 
production 
(ltr/m
2
/day) 
Recovery 
ratio 
 
 
[57] 
(design) 
 
SW 
45,000 
FPC / 80-100 
 
Butane 8.2-8.1 6.85  
e 
 166  
c
 0.3 
Water 8.9-10.1 7  
e
 188-192  
c
 
CPC / 130-150 
 
Hexane 14.5-13.9 7.3  
e
 200-230 
 c
 
water 17.7-13.4 7.4  
e
 220-280  
c
 
[50] 
(design) 
SW 
35,730 
CPC / 82-100  
R245fa 
9.3-11.8  504-744  
c
 0.45 
FPC / 83-113 9.3-13.6 552-960  
c
 
ETC / 124-148 13.5-16.1 984-1224  
c
 
BW 
5,331 
CPC / 82-100 9.3-11.8  1782-2600 0.6 
FPC / 83-113 9.28-13.6 1920-3310 
ETC / 124-148 13.5-16.1 3408-4752 
[60] 
(design) 
SW 86-113 R134a 6.9 3.2-5.3 5.5  
f
 0.15 
[61] 
(design) 
SW 
36,000 
FPC / 87 Octaflouropropane 7.8 2.9 21-29  
d
 0.5 
ETC / 121 R245fa 13.2 42-53  
d
 
PTC / 290 Isopentane 29.3 75-117  
d
 
BW 
3,000 
FPC / 87 Octaflouropropane 7.8 0.8 58-96  
d
 0.75 
ETC / 121 R245fa 13.2 140-172  
d
 
PTC / 290 Isopentane 29.3 170-220  
d
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[62] 
(experimental) 
SW 
41,000 
ETC / 75 R134a 0.73-1.17 2.3 80-140  
c
 0.18-0.2 
[48] 
(design) 
SW 
42,700 
ETC / 75 R134a 7 2.5 240  
c
 0.2 
8.4  
e
 
[64] 
(experimental) 
BW 
3,000 
 
92 
Freon (R11) 2.2 1 130  
[58, 59] 
(design) 
SW 
35,730 
235 MM 15-26 1.8 47-90  
f
 0.49 
235-300 D4 15-27 45-90  
f
  
244-300 Toluene 22-32 64-110  
f
  
[63] 
(design) 
SW 
42,710 
137 R245 upper cycle 
R134 bottom cycle 
11.8 2.5 100  
d
 0.2 
9.75  
e
 
[65] 
(experimental) 
BW 
2,000 
FPC R114  0.67  0.5 
[66] 
(experimental) 
SW 
31,000 
60 R134a 3.5-5 2 - 3 300  
g
 0.19 
Note: SW = sea water; BW = Brackish water; FTC = flat plate collector; ETC = evacuated tube collector; CPC = compound parabolic collector; 
c
 = 24 
hours day; 
d
 = 7 hr day; 
f
 = 1hr day; 
g 
= litre/hr; 
e
 = without pressure exchange energy recovery device 
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Besides the thermodynamic performance, environmental issues such as the global warming 
potential (GWP) and the ozone depletion potential (ODP) also influence choice of fluid. For 
example fluids containing chloroflourocarbons such as Freon have high ODP, as such would 
normally not be a good choice, while fluids such as Toluene have toxicity concerns.  
 
In a nutshell, it can be seen that the practical performances of the reported experimental systems are 
in the range of 0.7 – 1 kWh/m3 and 2 – 3 kWh/m3 specific mechanical energy consumption for 
brackish water and sea water respectively, with thermal efficiencies often less than 5%. However, it 
can also be seen that the efficiency of the heat cycle engine is key in the overall performance of the 
desalination system; the higher the efficiency in thermal to mechanical energy conversion, the 
higher the volume of desalted water per unit thermal input. Hence for maximum utilization of 
available thermal energy, and maximizing water production, it would be expedient to adopt heat 
engines with high thermal efficiencies, or employ appropriate techniques of efficiency 
improvements. As mentioned in chapter 1, isothermal expansion of the working fluid in the heat 
engine, is one potential technique for achieving such improvement; the subsequent sections of this 
chapter will explore this technique in detail. It is hoped that this will aid this thesis to improve on 
the above performance figures.  
 
2.3 Vapour power cycles with isothermal expansion 
The previous section shows that RO desalination system could be driven by a wide array of thermal 
power cycle engines. The classical thermal power cycles using the concept of isothermal expansion 
are the Stirling and Ericsson cycles. These gas power cycles are noted for having the high 
theoretical efficiencies of the Carnot cycle – which is the maximum obtainable efficiency for given 
temperature limits [67]. On the other hand, for vapour power cycles (typically the Rankine cycle), 
the working fluid is a condensable vapour, and is intermittently vaporised and condensed; the 
expansion process is ideally adiabatic (i.e. the fluid expands without experiencing heat transfer 
during the process) and produces less work than its isothermal counterpart [68]. Nevertheless, in 
comparison to the gas compression work of the gas power cycles, less input work is required to 
pressurize the condensed liquid of the vapour power cycles, and the cycle pressure-volume 
characteristics exhibit higher net work output than the gas cycles [69]; thus the vapour cycle engines 
have higher specific work output. The vapour power cycles can also exhibit advantages over the gas 
cycle equivalents because the phase change allows smaller surface areas and temperature 
differences to drive the boiling/condensation required by the cycle. This inference arises from the 
higher heat transfer coefﬁcients associated with phase change (by orders of magnitude) relative to 
that of forced convection for gas [70]. The smaller surface areas lead to compact heat exchangers 
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and engine size [71]; this together with the higher work output gives the vapour cycle engines 
higher power density; and the low temperature differences aid better performance (relative to the 
gas cycles) in low-grade heat applications. This has been demonstrated in a study that showed the 
Rankine cycle to be more efficient than Stirling cycle for temperature range of 150 – 300oC [72].   
 
In power plants operating on the Rankine cycle, reheating is a practical approach to improve the 
cycle efficiency and specific work output. As the number of stages of reheating increases, the 
expansion and reheat processes approximate an average isothermal process and the cycle efficiency 
increases [73]. But in the reheating process, the steam must be returned back to the boiler for each 
reheat, which, besides requiring many additional components, inevitably adds complexity to the 
plant layout and geometry, and results to heat and pressure losses [74]. Alternatively, the vapour 
cycle engine could be designed in such a way that (like the Stirling or Ericsson engines) heat is 
continuously transferred to the working fluid during the expansion process thus resulting in 
isothermal expansion, or more realistically,  quasi-isothermal expansion – which may be somewhere 
between the adiabatic and ideal isothermal processes.  
 
In the following sections, relevant research works with emphasis on low temperature vapour power 
cycles with quasi-isothermal expansion will be presented. Various methods employed to effect 
quasi-isothermal operation, including concepts, studies and results, will be reviewed to provide an 
insight into their practicality, system performance and energy efficiency. The first part (subsections 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2) of the review presents the general theoretical advantage of quasi-isothermal 
expansion, including the various heat transfer methods used to achieve it. While the second part 
(subsections 2.3.3 - 2.3.5) covers the power cycles to which the methods are applied. For each 
power cycle, the theory and principle of operation is explained, and then specific studies are 
reviewed in which these cycles have been implemented. Figure 2.1 classifies the methods and 
vapour power cycles for quasi-isothermal operation according to the approach used in this review. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Overview of the review approach 
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2.3.1 Quasi-Isothermal expansion 
The paths of both the isothermal and adiabatic expansion processes can be illustrated graphically on 
a pressure-volume (P-v) plane as shown in Figure 2.2, using the gas equation 𝑃1𝑣1
𝑛 =  𝑃2𝑣2
𝑛. The 
expansion index n is equal to 1 and k for isothermal and adiabatic processes respectively [75], 
where k is the ratio of the specific heats (Cp/Cv) of the gas, and is always >1 [76]. For example, 
under some range of operating conditions, k is about 1.4 and 1.3 for nitrogen gas and steam 
respectively [77].  
 
Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of isothermal and adiabatic expansion processes   
 
The work output is simply the integral (∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑉) between the two end states (1 and 2), as is 
represented by the area under the path curves. Hence, from the figure it can be seen that the area 
under the curve (i.e. the expansion work output) for the adiabatic expansion is less than that of an 
isothermal expansion having the same initial operating conditions. This can also be seen 
numerically from the integration of both curves from state 1 (start of expansion) to state 2 (end of 
expansion).  
 
The work done by isothermal expansion can be given as [78]: 
 𝑊𝑖𝑠𝑜 = ∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑉 =  𝑃1𝑣1 ln (
𝑃1
𝑃2
)  (2.4) 
 
Similarly, the work done by adiabatic expansion can be expressed as: 
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𝑊𝑎𝑑 =  ∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑉 =  𝑃1𝑣1
1 − (
𝑃1
𝑃2
)
1−𝑛
𝑛
𝑛 − 1
  
(2.5) 
 
Hence, from the above equations, the relative improvement of the isothermal expansion work over 
the adiabatic work can be expressed in terms of the expansion index and pressure ratio 𝑟𝑝 = 𝑃1 𝑃2⁄  
as: 
 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑊𝑖𝑠𝑜
𝑊𝑎𝑑
− 1 = [
(𝑛 − 1) ln(𝑟𝑝)
1 − ( 𝑟𝑝)
1−𝑛
𝑛
] − 1 (2.6) 
 
For example, with 𝑟𝑝 = 7 and n = 1.4, Eq. (2.6) shows that the isothermal expansion promises 83% 
more work than the adiabatic. 
 
The expansion process of conventional vapour power cycles is generally assumed adiabatic, and as 
such is subject to this reduced work output [68]. The adiabatic expansion process is also 
characterised by drop in temperature from T1 to T2’. Hence, modifying an adiabatic expansion to an 
isothermal one would ideally require the addition of heat to the expanding fluid to maintain its 
temperature constant.  
 
In reality, when the heat absorbed by the vapour is not sufficient to maintain isothermal expansion, 
the result is termed quasi-isothermal expansion. In this case, the heat absorbed shifts the expansion 
process from adiabatic behaviour towards the ideal isothermal behaviour. Consequently, the work 
output will be more than the adiabatic work, but less than the isothermal work available, in 
proportion to the extent to which the expansion approaches the isothermal case. This extent has 
been termed isothermality, γ, defined as the ratio of actual work output to the ideal isothermal work 
[79].  
 𝛾 =
𝑊𝑎𝑐
𝑊𝑖𝑠𝑜
 (2.7) 
 
Thus it determines the work output as a fraction of the isothermal work available. On the other 
hand, for rotary expanders some authors have described the extent of isothermal behaviour as the 
ratio of discharge temperature to supply temperature [80].  
 
2.3.2 Methods of effecting quasi-isothermal expansion  
Over the years, a number of methods have been developed, by which a vapour power cycle’s 
working fluid can continuously gain heat during the expansion process to effect quasi-isothermal 
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expansion; often times this result in variants of the traditional power cycles. The identified methods 
can be generally grouped on the basis of the means of heat transfer as: secondary fluid heating and 
expander surface heating. The methods and the power cycles (including the variants) to which it is 
applied are shown in Table 2.2.  
 
Table 2.2: Heating methods and the applicable power cycles for quasi-isothermal operation, with 
relevant examples from the literature   
                            Secondary fluid heating Expander surface heating 
Rankine cycle engine 
(sub section 2.3.3) 
Theoretical study of 
liquid flooded scroll 
turbine, using various 
fluids [81]  
Experimental study of the 
effect of  flooding liquid 
quantity in scroll turbine  
[82] 
Theoretical study of surface heated 
scroll turbine [83] 
Experimental study of surface heated 
reciprocating cylinder [84] 
Cryogenic engine 
(sub section 2.3.4) 
Experimental studies of 
evaporating cryogenic 
liquid in water [85, 86]  
Theoretical studies of surface heated 
reciprocating cylinder  [85, 87] 
Stirling cycle engine 
(sub section 2.3.5) 
 Theoretical studies of controlled 
evaporation in Stirling engine [88, 89] 
Experimental study of vapour Stirling 
engine [89] 
 
 
2.3.2.1  Expander surface heating 
A simple approach to achieve heat transfer to the working fluid during the expansion process is to 
provide a means of heating the expander sufficiently above the fluid temperature; such that during 
the expansion process, heat could be effectively transferred from the surface of the expansion 
chamber to the fluid, as illustrated in Figure 2.3a. This is quite popular for reciprocating expanders 
as found in conventional Stirling engines, and steam-jacketed steam engines.  The extent of 
Methods 
Applications 
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isothermal operation achievable here will depend on the rate of heat transfer, which is a function of 
the overall heat transfer coefficient and temperature differential between the engine wall and the 
fluid, and the surface area of the wall exposed to the fluid [90]. As such,  geometries giving high 
surface to volume ratios such as tubes and fins are generally utilised to increase the total heat 
transfer area, as found in conventional Stirling engines [91]. 
        
Figure 2.3: The two main means of heat transfer used to achieve isothermal expansion: (a) expander 
surface heating; (b) secondary fluid heating system  
 
2.3.2.2  Secondary fluid heating 
The heat transfer required to effect quasi-isothermal expansion could be provided by means of a 
secondary fluid which co-exists with the working fluid in the expander during the expansion process 
(Figure 2.3b). In this case, the secondary fluid – which will ideally be of a high thermal content – is 
dispersed into the working fluid such that during the expansion process, the temperature dropped by 
the expanding working fluid is quickly recovered from the secondary fluid. The heating fluid could 
ideally be a vapour – as with direct steam injection; or more practically, a liquid – as with liquid 
flooded expansion. 
 
The concept of achieving isothermal expansion by direct steam injection entails injecting small 
amount of relatively very high temperature steam (secondary fluid) into the expanding steam [92]. 
The secondary steam transfers heat to the working steam by virtue of its higher temperature thermal 
content, as such requires the secondary steam to be continuously injected with appropriate amount 
and temperature in such a way as to keep the expansion temperature constant.  
  
(a) 
Heat source 
 
Working fluid 
Heating fluid 
(b) 
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On the other hand, the liquid flooded expansion process involves literally flooding a screw or scroll 
machine with a large quantity of liquid simultaneously as the working fluid passes through the 
device, such that the liquid provides a medium of heat exchange with the working fluid whilst in 
transit through the device. Unlike with steam injection, the secondary fluid is normally different 
from the working fluid, and is immiscible with it. This concept can ideally be applied to 
compression and expansion processes (its application to expansion processes will be covered in sub 
section 2.3.3). Over the last two decades, there have been a significant number of studies on the 
application of liquid flooding to compressors. Researchers have studied oil-flooding in screw 
compressors [93] and scroll compressors [94] primarily to improve sealing and lubrication, but 
without much emphasis on heat transfer [95]. In recent years, conventional screw [96] and scroll 
[97] compressors have been effectively used in reverse as expanders (with minor modifications), 
thus widening the scope for liquid-flooded expansion. The combinations of the different working 
fluids and flooding liquid considered in the literature are shown in Table 2.3.  
  
Table 2.3: Combinations of different working fluids and flooding liquid   
Working fluid Flooding liquid Expansion 
device 
Ref. Study 
type 
Ammonia (R717)   
Carbon dioxide (R744) 
R410A 
Isobutane (R600a)             
 n-pentane     
R245fa 
Water 
 
 
 
Scroll 
[81] T 
Zerol 60 
R245fa Compressor oil Scroll [82] Ex 
Liquid air Water Reciprocati
ng cylinder 
[85, 
86] 
Ex 
T – Theoretical; Ex – Experimental 
 
The concept of flooded expansion (and compression) was studied by Hugenroth [98] in a liquid 
flooded Ericson cycle cooler, which used liquid flooding of both the compressor and the expander 
(to achieve nearly isothermal compression and expansion) to overcome the practical difficulties of  
achieving  isothermal conditions in the basic reverse Ericson cycle. In a later experimental work 
[99],  off-the-shelf automotive scrolls were used as the compressor and expander, nitrogen as the 
working fluid and alkyl-benzene as the flooding liquid. The performance of the off-the-shelf scroll 
machine was not sufficient to achieve high cycle efficiency. For increasing operating pressure 
ratios, the expander adiabatic efficiency was reported first to increase and then to decrease. This 
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effect was partly attributed to the limitation of the expander not being designed for liquid flooded 
operation 
 
To optimize the design of the compressor and the expander, Bell et al. [100] developed  
comprehensive models of both machines. Validation of the models and optimization of the design 
were also carried out [101]. The model developed was an extension of earlier models that were 
developed by Halm [102], and Chen et al [103] for scroll compressors without liquid flooding. The 
important contribution of the work was said to be the treatment of a mixture of gas and large 
fraction of oil. Also, Lemort et al. [104] further studied the performance of liquid flooded expansion 
using scroll expander and developed a detailed model of the flooded scroll expander, to facilitate 
predictions of the performance over a wide range of operating conditions and design changes. The 
model was able to predict the shaft power to about 6.7% maximum deviation from measured 
experimental value.  
 
2.3.2.3  Summary of methods of effecting quasi-isothermal expansion 
In summary, quasi-isothermal expansion has been identified as a realistic alternative to adiabatic 
expansion to improve the work output of vapour power cycle engines. This can be achieved by 
further heat addition to the working fluid during the expansion process. The heat can be transferred 
by means of heating the expander external surface, or by means of a secondary heating (flooding) 
fluid. The expander surface heating is found to be more popular with reciprocating engines, whereas 
the secondary fluid heating is more popular with rotary engines. 
 
2.3.3 Quasi-isothermal Rankine cycle engines 
The quasi-isothermal Rankine cycle is simply a Rankine cycle whose working fluid gains 
significant amount of heat during the expansion process of the cycle, such that it is somewhere 
between adiabatic and isothermal, but its reference limit is ideally isothermal, as depicted on the 
temperature entropy (T-s) diagrams in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4a shows a case where the expansion 
starts from a super-heated state [105]; while in Figure 2.4b, the expansion starts from a saturated 
state [106]. As a result of the heat addition during the expansion process, the spent vapour becomes 
significantly superheated at the end of expansion, thus necessitating regeneration (utilising the heat 
available at the end of expansion to preheat the feed working fluid) to improve the thermal 
efficiency. Studies have shown that the efficiency of the ideal cycle (with isothermal expansion and 
regeneration) can be up to 93% of the efficiency of a Carnot cycle operating with the same 
temperatures limits [92]. Where isothermal expansion is not fully achieved, the resulting quasi-
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isothermal cycle’s performance will depend on the quantity of heat successfully absorbed during 
expansion, which of course is dependent on the heat transfer technique employed.  
 
  
(a)        (b) 
Figure 2.4: T-s diagrams of Rankine cycle with isothermal expansion , (a) starting from superheated 
state [92]; (b) starting from saturated state [106]. 
 
Using the thermodynamic cycles of Figure 2.4, researchers have proposed and studied different 
versions of the quasi-isothermal Rankine cycle using different modes of heat transfer. Thus, both 
liquid flooded and external heated surface machines have been reported. These implementations 
will now be reviewed.  
 
2.3.3.1  Liquid-flooded Rankine cycle 
The idea of liquid flooded expansion can be applied to Rankine cycle, as patented by Woodland 
[107]. A schematic of the system is depicted in Figure 2.5. The working fluid and the flooding 
liquid are both pressurised and heated to the required high side pressure and temperature (via 
separate pumps and heat exchangers). The fluids are then mixed and fed to the expander where they 
flow together to do work. During the expansion process, temperature drop of the working fluid 
(vapour) is inhibited by heat gain from the liquid (because the liquid has a relatively higher heat 
capacity), thus resulting in a near isothermal expansion. At the end of expansion, the superheated 
working fluid is then separated from the liquid and passed through a regenerator (before being 
condensed) to preheat the condensed fluid pumped for the next cycle, as the flooding liquid is 
simultaneously re-pressurized and heated back to the high side conditions. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the liquid flooded ORC [81]  
 
Woodland [81] also carried out theoretical study of the application of liquid flooding to organic 
Rankine cycle (ORC) with regeneration, for different working fluids (ammonia, carbon dioxide, 
R410a and dry fluids such as isobutane, n-pentane and R245fa ). The analysis showed that, working 
fluids ammonia and R410a exhibited higher performance improvement due to the flooded 
expansion. For ammonia, the addition of the liquid flooding offered about 20% more improvement 
in thermal efficiency. A later study [108] that featured water as a working fluid in the liquid flooded 
ORC, showed a relative improvement of 10% due to the flooded expansion; the improvement 
increased with the source temperature. In contrast, the improvement for the dry fluids was 
significantly less (only about 5%), and approaches zero at higher (>250
o
C) operating temperatures. 
Higher work output was expected from the more isothermal flooded expansion than from ordinary 
expansion process. However, for these dry fluids, the improvement in work output is not high 
enough to significantly outweigh the additional energy inputs (pump work and heat input) required 
for the flooding process.  
 
Lemort et al. [82] developed a prototype of a flooded Rankine cycle engine with a hermetic scroll 
expander and R245fa working fluid. The study was focused on investigating the impact of flooding 
oil quantity on the expander performance. For operating pressure ratio of 4.2 bar, supply 
temperature of 92
o
C and oil mass fraction of 0.023 – 0.1, the results showed that the expander 
overall isentropic effectiveness (ratio of the measured power output to the ideal expander power) 
decreased with increasing oil quantity. Further investigation was recommended to ascertain with 
certainty the underlying reason; nevertheless, increase of supply pressure drops (at the expander 
inlet) and viscous losses were mentioned as likely reasons for the decrease in performance. This is 
in agreement with the results of a previous study on the performance of liquid flooded expansion 
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using scroll expander [104]. For a given pressure level, in the experiment, the measured power 
output reportedly decreased with the oil flow rate as a result of increasing pressure drops due of the 
oil suction process at the expander inlet. The study also analysed the variation of exhaust 
temperature with oil fraction for different operating speeds. As would be expected, the result further 
showed that the expansion tends to approach isothermal behaviour for higher oil fractions. The 
range of isothermal expansion (in this case defined as the ratio of discharge temperature to supply 
temperature) achieved was about 0.93 to 0.99 for oil fractions of 0.2 to 0.8 respectively. This shows 
that, although the liquid flooding facilitated sufficient heat transfer, such that isothermal behaviour 
is approached, there are practical challenges in translating it to net performance improvement. 
Another practical issue worth noting is that the separation of the refrigerant from the oil in the oil 
separator is not generally perfect, as such some amount of refrigerant usually remain entrained in 
the oil [99]. This entrainment may pose a durability issue in the long run, as higher oil flow rate will 
result to larger amount of refrigerant entrained, thus  it can result in the need for frequent servicing, 
as has been observed with oil flooded compressor [109].  
 
For the purpose of increasing the efficiency of a trans-critical CO2 Rankine cycle thermo-electric 
energy storage (TEES) system, Kim et al. [110] proposed the application of a variant of the liquid 
flooded concept to achieve isothermal expansion (and compression) for the discharging (and 
charging) process of the TEES system. The discharging process is basically the retrieval of 
mechanical-electrical energy from the stored thermal energy by means of a heat engine (Rankine 
cycle, in this case). Figure 2.6 depicts the discharging process of the proposed isothermal TEES 
system. 
 
The system is somewhat like a double cylinder engine. On operation, pressurised CO2 is heated in 
the evaporator and fed via valve ‘A’ into the first cylinder which is initially filled with hot liquid. 
The vapour then exerts pressure and expands against the hot liquid (serving as a liquid piston) 
which flows through the 4-way valve and the hydraulic motor (wherein the flow and pressure of the 
liquid is converted into rotary work). During the expansion, the circulation pump continually sprays 
a portion of the hot liquid unto the expanding vapour, thus providing a means of heating the vapour 
to effect isothermal expansion. The expended liquid continuous in flow, through the heat exchanger 
in the hot storage tank and back through the 4-way valve into the second cylinder, thus exhausting 
the hot expanded vapour in the second cylinder via valve ‘D’ and the regenerator to the condenser. 
As the stroke ends, the 4-way valve switches to reverse the flow (between the two cylinders), 
without changing the hydraulic pump’s direction of rotation. An analysis of the system performance 
for the operating conditions of 160 bar and 122
o
C showed that the isothermal expansion can result 
in a 46% increase in work output. 
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Figure 2.6: Isothermal thermo-electric energy storage (TEES) system [110]   
 
2.3.3.2  Expander surface heated engines 
The heating of expanders surfaces have been observed (in literature) mainly with positive 
displacements expanders including reciprocating piston cylinders, and scroll expanders; however 
the concept is ideally applicable to other expanders. For reciprocating piston cylinder engines, the 
steam jacketed steam engine is a classic approach to quasi-isothermal expansion. Nevertheless, 
certain features and observations are interesting in the modern context where steam or other 
(organic) working fluids may be used. 
 
In steam engines, there tends to be heat transfer between the steam and the cylinder wall, in such a 
way that heat is rejected by the steam to the cylinder during the admission and early expansion 
process, while heat is transferred from the cylinder to the steam in the later part of the expansion 
and exhaust. This phenomenon is most pronounced for dry steam (relative to superheated steam) as 
the heat rejection and gain respectively leads to steam condensation on the cylinder wall and re-
evaporation of some of the condensate during the rest of the expansion process thus leaving behind 
some amount of condensate-water in the cylinder. The condensation of steam in the cylinder results 
in a very rapid drop in maximum pressure and thus decrease in work output, which implies an 
increase in steam consumption (quantity of steam) required to achieve a given power output. This 
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consequently results to reduced efficiency, since not all the admitted steam is available to produce 
work for a given amount of heat energy input to generate the steam [111]. 
 
Besides the use of sufficiently superheated steam, or protecting the cylinder with lagging 
(insulation), steam jacketing the cylinder can be effectively utilised to mitigate the heat loss from 
the steam. Various experiments carried out by a number of researchers, as recorded by Clark [112] 
in the 1800s, have showed that the alternate condensation and re-evaporation in steam jacketed 
cylinders are much less than that in unprotected cylinder. The steam jacketed cylinders results to 
economy in the steam consumption and displayed a greater degree of efficiency than the cylinder 
with superheated steam, whilst both of them are clearly superior to an unprotected cylinder with 
saturated steam. The steam jackets have reportedly resulted to economy of 14 - 25% in steam 
consumption rate per power output, net specific work output increase of 42% (from 224 to 318 
kJ/kg) and efficiency (in terms of the total heat passed into the cylinder and the work output) 
increase of 28% (from 8.65 to 11.05%). Further results showed that better performance was 
recorded for higher working pressures – this could be explained by the fact that heat transfer is 
facilitated by higher pressure. It was also demonstrated that by the utilisation of the steam jacket 
with high temperature, heat can be supplied (from the cylinder to the working steam) in quantity 
sufficient to prevent (or mitigate) the initial condensation in the cylinder and to re-evaporate the 
whole of such that may have been condensed.  
 
On the other hand, though the reciprocating heat engine is already a matured technology, the scroll 
expander engine is a relatively compact device with few moving parts. Scroll expanders and 
compressors are widely used in refrigeration cycles and have become popular for use in small scale 
ORC heat engines [113]. Among these, scroll engines using isothermal expansion are an interesting 
option. Kim et.al. [83] proposed a scroll expander with external heating structure which included 
external fins attached on the scroll casing and a heating jacket (as depicted in Figure 2.7); such that 
heat could be effectively transferred from an external source, through the scroll casing into the 
scroll interior. In the expansion process of the system, the transfer of heat from the scroll interior to 
the working fluid will reduce the temperature drop that would have otherwise resulted, thus 
effecting a quasi-isothermal expansion, and consequently contributing to improvement in specific 
work and thermal efficiency. For air as the working fluid, the isothermal process can result in a 
potential 34% increase in the expansion work. The system was suggested to be applicable to 
Ericsson cycle, refrigeration cycle and Rankine cycle.  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the Rankine cycle with a heated scroll expander [83]  
 
For use in Rankine cycle, they also highlighted the possibility of the system acting as an expander 
and partially as a boiler, such that a very wet vapour could be employed as the working fluid at the 
point of entry into the expander, since the scroll machines are noted for tolerating substantial 
quantities of liquid fraction. In that case, given that sufficient heat is available from the scroll, the 
liquid fraction will vaporise during the expansion process, thus tending to reduce the rate of fall in 
pressure that would have otherwise resulted, and permitting higher volumetric expansion ratio and 
thereby enhancing the extraction of more work.    
 
2.3.3.3  Summary of quasi-isothermal Rankine cycle engine 
To summarise with regard to the Rankine cycle engine and its implementation with quasi-
isothermal expansion, the expander surface heating can achieve significant improvement in 
performance even though the expansion chamber surface area available for heat transfer may not be 
sufficient to approach the level of isothermal behaviour reported with the liquid flooding system. 
On the other hand, the liquid flooding may experience deteriorating performance in reality, mainly 
because, unlike the expander surface heating, the liquid flooding incurs additional pumping energy 
input (for the liquid loop) and increased suction pressure drop, which (together with other 
associated losses) can eventually outweigh the expected performance improvements. From the 
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perspective of technology availability, liquid flooding can be easily implemented, since its main 
components (scroll compressor, pump and heat exchanger) are readily commercially available. 
Nevertheless, it is a relatively new technology (that is yet to be fully developed), in comparison to 
steam jacketing, which can be regarded as a mature technology that has been proven effective and 
operational. However, for practical consideration for both technologies, proper insulation is 
recommended, to ensure that the heat loss (from the engine and piping) to the ambient is greatly 
minimised, so as not to result to a detrimental effect on the overall performance. In addition, further 
research work should be carried out on modelling of complex, unsteady multi-phase heat transfer 
with liquid flooding devices; and development of efficient separation mechanism for the flooding 
liquid separator. 
 
2.3.4 Cryogenic heat engine 
Cryogenic engines are another example where quasi-isothermal expansion is used. It is interesting 
to review the works in this area for possible application of similar features to heat powered engines 
working at higher temperatures. Cryogenic heat engines utilize the thermodynamic potential 
between the ambient atmosphere and a cryogenic fluid, which is generally regarded as an energy 
storage medium. The basic concept of the cryogenic heat engine is to utilize ambient heat from the 
atmosphere as heat source to heat a pressurised cryogenic fluid which can be used to drive a prime 
mover. This is in contrast with typical heat engines which utilize an energy source at temperature 
significantly above ambient and use the atmosphere as a heat sink [87]. As with conventional heat 
engines, the performance of the cryogenic engine is strongly dependent on the cryogenic working 
fluid employed. A study pointed out the benefits of using low-mass gases (like H2, He, Ne, N2, and 
air) in two-phase system, as having large maximum specific work values [114], with H2 having the 
largest value. Other common cryogens are  hydrocarbons, including liquefied natural gas (LNG), of 
which methane (CH4) is noted for having high specific work output potential [115]. Nevertheless, 
liquid nitrogen and liquid air are considered most attractive because they are essentially 
inexhaustible resource (that can be effectively produced from air) with considerable safety and 
environmental benefits.  
 
Standard thermodynamic power cycles can be employed to produce useful work from the cryogenic 
fluid. For instance, a cryogenic gas Stirling cycle could utilise seawater (ambient temperature) as 
the heat source to heat nitrogen gas in the expander, while liquefied natural gas (LNG) serves as the 
heat sink to cool the gas during compression [116]. Similarly, ambient evaporation of a cryogenic 
fluid and condensation by means of LNG as heat sink, can be employed for cryogenic Rankine 
cycle (Figure 2.8a); and multiple cryogenic cycles can be cascaded to yield better cold energy 
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recovery (Figure 2.8b and c) [117]. For these closed cycles, propane (C3H8) and ethane (C2H6) are 
commonly considered as the working fluids; nevertheless, other low boiling point substances can be 
employed. The cryogenic power cycle can also be used as the bottom cycle in combined (or hybrid) 
cycles with other relatively higher temperature power cycles [118]. However, the simplest and most 
applicable power cycle is the open system (direct expansion) Rankine cycle [119], where the spent 
exhaust gas is released into the atmosphere. In this case the principle of operation is similar to that 
of a typical open cycle steam engine.    
 
A schematic of a typical cryogenic heat engine is depicted in Figure 2.9. The cryogenic liquid stored 
in a tank (which may be vacuum jacketed) is pumped to the required working pressure; the 
pressurised liquid is then vaporised and heated in an appropriate ambient heat exchanger system, 
and then fed to an expander, where it expands to do work.  Since the rapid expansion process of the 
cryogenic fluid results in the temperature of the fluid always being less than ambient, the expander 
will be at a relatively higher temperature than the expanding fluid, thus during the expansion 
process, further heat may be transferred from the expander to the fluid, resulting to a possible quasi-
isothermal expansion process [87]. The T-s diagram of the ideal cycle at critical pressure operation 
is shown in Figure 2.9b. Process 1-2 indicates the pumping process, process 2-3 is the heating 
process in the heat exchanger, and process 3-0 is the isothermal expansion. Process 0-4-1 is the 
condensation stage (for closed loop system), or the liquefaction process which takes place remotely 
in an air processing plant [120] (for open system).  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Schematic configurations of cryogenic Rankine cycles [115]: (a) Rankine cycle, (b) 
cascaded Rankine cycle, (c) combined closed-open cycle   
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     (a)                                                                                (b) 
 
Figure 2.9: Schematic (a) and T-s diagram (b) of a direct expansion (open system) Cryogenic heat 
engine [79]  
 
2.3.4.1  Studies and performance 
Over the years, there have been  investigations on the application of cryogenic heat engine for 
power generation, and also as an automotive propulsion for non-polluting zero emission vehicles; 
concept and technical feasibility have been evaluated [121], flow simulations in the engine have 
been carried out [122], and demonstration models have been built to test its practicality [123]. Key 
for practical realisation of the engine is the heat exchanger. Considering the low temperature of the 
cryogenic fluid, it will be essential for the liquid to be vaporized without the accumulation of frost, 
so as to avoid deteriorating performance. William et al. [124] developed a frost free heat exchanger 
for using atmospheric air to vaporize and superheat relatively large quantities of liquid nitrogen 
without the adverse building up of frost. Amrit et al. [125] also developed a cryogenic heat 
exchanger and presented analytical model for turbulent flows.  
 
Research work carried out at the University of Washington highlighted substantial benefits in the 
overall energy efficiency for isothermal expander over an adiabatic one, in liquid nitrogen cryogenic 
engines [126]. The study investigated the specific work output as a function of peak cycle pressure 
for adiabatic and isothermal expansions and showed that the isothermal work increases 
monotonically with increasing pressure, while that for the adiabatic process is found to be only 
weakly dependent on peak cycle pressure above 4 MPa. For pressure range of 10 to 300 bar at 300 
K, the net specific work is 190 to 420 kJ/kg and 140 to 190 kJ/kg for isothermal and adiabatic 
conditions respectively.  
1 2 
3 
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Knowlen [127] studied the performance of two cryogens (namely CH4 and C2H6) alongside N2 for 
both isothermal and adiabatic expansion,  and also showed that for all the working fluids, at a given 
injection pressure, the specific work obtainable from isothermal expansion exceeded that of the 
adiabatic expansion, with the difference greater as pressure is increased. The study also examined 
the use of N2 as a heat sink for different closed loop CH4 and C2H6 topping cycles, and found that 
for binary (N2-CH4) and ternary (N2-CH4-C2H6) cascaded cycles, specific energies in the range of 
200-380 kJ/kg and 300-450 kJ/kg can be realized respectively, depending on the extent of 
isothermal operation achievable. Yuanwei et al. [128] proposed a Temperature - Energy level - 
Energy (T-Ω-H) diagram method for analysing the performance of two different configurations of 
three-loop cascaded cycles with seawater and LNG respectively as the heat source and heat sink. 
They claimed that the proposed method facilitates quick optimisation process on a base case design. 
A number of authors have also explored different closed cycles that use seawater and LNG 
respectively as the heat source and heat sink. Choi et al. [129] compared the performance of 
different configurations of two and three loop cascaded cycles and combined (closed-open) cycles 
in comparison with the conventional single closed or open cycles. The study showed that the 
cascaded cycles exhibited better performance than the conventional single closed or open cycles; it 
also showed that, C3H8-C2H6 cascaded cycle exhibited 51%, 49% and 89% more work output than 
C2H6-C3H8 cascade, C3H8 and C2H6 cycles respectively; while the C3H8 cycle gave 27% more work 
than C2H6. Liu and Guo [130] studied a variant of the cascaded cycle combined with vapour 
absorption process, the cycle employed a binary mixture of Tetraﬂuoromethane (CF4) and C3H8 as 
the working fluid. The study showed that, the proposed cycle can achieve 206 kJ/kg specific work 
output, which is 63% higher than that of a C3H8 cycle (124 kJ/kg). In a study by Li et al. [119], an 
open cycle with two-stage expansion was shown to exhibit 326 kJ/kg work output. This compares 
reasonably with the performance reported for other two-loop cascaded cycles. Hence, although 
cascading closed cycles can significantly improve performance, it is also possible to achieve 
reasonable performance improvement with the relatively simpler open system, with the aid of 
multiple expansion stages. 
 
In a bid to avoid drop in expander wall temperature, which could result to deteriorating 
performance, Knowlen [87] suggested the use of “warmant” anti-freeze liquid (as a heat transfer 
fluid) to be pumped through the wall, so as to maintain it at near ambient temperature. Also, a 
parametric analysis on engine (reciprocating expander) geometry showed that long strokes, small 
bore and low RPM enhances heat transfer during the expansion process. Nevertheless, the 
transferable heat will be limited by the expander’s surface area exposed to the fluid, which will limit 
the degree of isothermal operation achieved. For standard engine (without modifications to cylinder 
piston geometry), isothermality is typically about 0.75 and can be improved further by enhancing 
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heat transfer during expansion. Further analysis showed that finned piston and cylinder head 
geometries (Figure 2.10) having high surface-to-volume ratios can be used to facilitate further heat 
transfer during the expansion, resulting in potential net work output of 0.85 of the ideal isothermal 
work.   
 
 
Figure 2.10: Conical finned piston and heater core cylinder head [87]  
 
 
Liquid air and liquid nitrogen cryogens have also been studied. Liquid air has similar properties to 
those of liquid nitrogen since air is composed of 78% nitrogen. Chen et al. [79] studied the 
performance of a liquid air engine for a range of working conditions and reported that, for a 
properly designed and manufactured engine with operating conditions of 100 bar and 300 K, the 
practical (taking into account the losses associated with conventional engines) net work outputs of 
the liquid air engine for isothermalities of γ = 0.90 and 0.75 were respectively 200 kJ/kg and 150 
kJ/kg, i.e. respectively about 122 and 66% higher than that for an adiabatic engine (about 90 kJ/kg). 
Given that the energy consumption for liquid air production is about 1080 kJ/kg [120], the 
efficiency of the cryogenic engine (in terms of energy in and energy out) for the above stated 
isothermalites will be about 18.5% and 13.9%, while that for the adiabatic condition will be 8.3%. 
However, Ameel et al. [131]  indicated that the efficiency of the isothermal cycle can be improved 
by about 17%, if the liquefaction process is combined with the heat engine. 
 
Dearman [85] developed a variant of the cryogenic engine, whereby  the cryogenic liquid is directly 
injected into a heat exchange liquid (water) in a reciprocating expander, thus the heat exchange 
takes place inside the engine, consequently eliminating the need for the relatively complicated, 
heavier and expensive heat exchanger as required previously. The principle of operation is such 
that, when the piston is at the top of the cylinder, water is admitted into the cylinder dead space, and 
then a little amount of the cryogen is injected into the water. Since the water temperature (ambient) 
Warmant 
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is substantially higher than that of the cryogen, the cryogen rapidly vaporises, builds up pressure, 
becomes superheated and pushes the piston as it expands to do work. At the return stroke, the spent 
gaseous cryogen and the water are exhausted out. The water can be recovered, reheated and pumped 
back to the cylinder for another cycle [132]. 
 
Wen et al [86] studied the heat transfer behaviour between liquid nitrogen and water (as the heat 
transfer fluid) in Dearman’s engine, and reported a much stronger heat transfer than that obtained 
from boiling on smooth surfaces and flow boiling through pipes, but comparable to that of rough 
surfaces and pipes with porous inserts. The pressure was seen to develop very rapidly (up to 500 
kPa/s) and increased approximately linearly with the injection pressure; thus indicating that high 
pressure could be effectively developed to run the engine. Morse and Kytomaa [133] also carried 
out experimental study of the vaporisation of liquid nitrogen and LNG in water, and found that, the 
evaporation rate is significantly dependent on both the turbulence intensity of the water surface, and 
the thickness of the cryogenic liquid layer. However, vaporising LNG in water may require safety 
precautions against possible ignition of the vapour, as has been reported with incidents of LNG 
spills at sea [134].  
 
2.3.4.2  Summary of cryogenic heat engine 
In summary, the cryogenic engine provides an inherent means of effecting quasi-isothermal 
expansion with ambient temperature. The potential isothermal performance increases with 
increasing pressure and could be as much as twice that of the adiabatic case. Cascading multiple 
cycles would give better energy recovery than single closed or open cycles; however, the open cycle 
is the most applicable. For an operating pressure of 10 bar, the potential performance of the liquid 
nitrogen open cycle cryogenic engine can have an ideal efficiency of 19% and specific work of 200 
kJ/kg; but this performance is quite low in comparison to the reported 318 kJ/kg specific work 
achieved for a real surface heated (steam jacketed) engine operated at 5 bar [112]. Furthermore, 
unlike the surface heated engine, although the cryogenic engine has the advantage of not losing heat 
to the ambient (since it can be at the same or even lower temperature potential with the ambient), it 
could suffer evaporative losses and safety (explosion) risks at the storage tank; as it slowly absorbs 
heat from the ambient, which could result to excessive pressure rise [135].   
 
2.3.5 Vapour Stirling cycle engine 
The idealised Stirling cycle is a classical implementation of isothermal expansion. Though ideally 
efficient, it suffers from low specific power output at moderate temperatures and pressures [136]. 
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As a means of increasing the specific power output, the use of condensable working fluid has been 
investigated in prior arts – the vaporisation of liquid at the hot side of the Stirling engine followed 
by condensation at the cold side has been identified as a viable solution [88], the use of refrigerants 
as working fluid has also been considered [137]. Prior arts (including a number of patents) have 
investigated various means of employing vapour as the working fluid in the Stirling cycle engine 
(including liquid-piston variants).  
 
The concept of liquid-piston Stirling (fluidyne) engine is to replace the conventional solid-pistons of 
Stirling engine with columns of liquid (typically water) in U-tubed cylinder. Unless the liquid in the 
expansion cylinder has a low vapour pressure at the operating temperature or is separated from the 
hot gas by some kind of insulating float (generally referred to as dry fluidyne), ample evaporation 
will take place from the liquid surface and wetted cylinder walls to effect a mixture of gas and 
vapour working fluid [138]. As such the fluidyne engine can provide both gas and vapour power 
cycles. One critical design parameter in the fluidyne engine is the frictional losses in the oscillating 
liquid columns [139]. Studies have shown large dry fluidynes to be quite successful, but on the 
other hand, small dry fluidynes (which generally suffer from the large transient heat-transfer and 
flow losses associated with small-diameter tubes) have been reported to be impractical in the 
absence of evaporation [138]. The evaporation tends to raise the pressure during the expansion 
phase and thus increases the indicated power in the fluidyne engine. Owing to the fact that the 
power output is available in the form of  pulsating pressure/movement of liquid in a tube, the most 
obvious application was as a pumping engine [140]. However, a rotating shaft power output option 
has also been identified, via the use of hydraulic motor [141] or solid pistons [142]; with the former, 
as shown if Figure 2.11, the solid piston converts the pressure in the liquid piston into a force which 
can then be applied to a shaft, like conventional engines.  
 
 
Figure 2.11: Liquid piston Stirling engine [142] 
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Since liquids can conform to irregular shapes, unlike solid-piston, liquid pistons have the advantage 
of possibly allowing the adoption of working chambers with very large surface area to volume 
ratios such as wire matrix, tube bundle, metal foam, etc. (Figure 2.11), to substantially improve heat 
transfer to the working fluid and consequently bring the working fluid behaviour into the nearly 
isothermal regime (which will result to improved power output and efficiency). However, the high 
area to volume ratio will result to smaller size of flow passages, increased flow restrictions and thus, 
increased viscous losses. As such the heat transfer area and the viscous frictional losses must be 
adjusted to maximize the efficiency of the liquid piston engine [143].  Besides the increased viscous 
losses, the liquid piston also suffers operating stroke and frequency limitations imposed by gravity-
controlled oscillation and by surface instability at high frequency; and the need to keep a more or 
less constant orientation of the engine [142].  
 
Various concepts involving the conventional solid-piston Stirling engines variants with 
modifications on operational configurations have also been recorded. Redderson [69] patented a 
vapour Stirling machine based on the alpha Stirling configuration. It featured heating and cooling 
chambers on the hot and cold cylinder tops respectively, and with a regenerator interconnecting the 
two chambers (Figure 2.12). But in contrast, the working fluid in the cooling chamber is 
substantially in the liquid phase as such resulting to a significantly larger swept volume ratio than a 
conventional Stirling engine. On operation, the upward motion of the cold cylinder piston pumps 
the fluid through the regenerator into the hot chamber where it gets completely vaporised and 
superheated and then expands to perform work against the hot piston while gaining further heat 
from the hot chamber, thus tending to approach isothermal expansion. At the end of expansion, the 
upward motion of the hot piston pushes the spent vapour through the regenerator and into the 
condenser where it condenses back to water. As a means of providing output control, a control 
cylinder is included at the cold section to vary the effective mass of the working fluid within the 
engine. 
                                     
Figure 2.12: Vapour Stirling engine [69]   
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Davoud and Burke [144] patented a condensing vapour Stirling engine, in which at the end of 
expansion, a portion of the spent vapour is expelled (via a receiver cylinder) and condensed, while 
the remaining portion is compressed in the power cylinder, during which the weight equivalent of 
the condensed portion is pump and injected back into the cylinder as a fine spray of water. This was 
said to lower the entropy and enthalpy of the steam in the cylinder, and thus lower the compression 
work that would have been required. The compressed steam gets superheated in the heater tubes 
arrangement at the top dead centre of the cylinder, and then expands against the piston to do work.  
They later went further to patent a simpler version (with only one cylinder), in which bulk of the 
spent steam is expelled directly to the condenser. The condensed water is then pumped and injected 
into the cylinder top dead volume containing the heater tubes where it gets vaporised and 
superheated [145].  
 
2.3.5.1  Studies and performance 
West [88] developed a two-phase, two component working fluid  system for an alpha Stirling 
engine configuration (Figure 2.13), in which, the working fluid consists of both a condensable 
vapour (steam) and permanent gas (air), such that the air is contained in the cold section, and 
prevented from passing into the hot section by means of controlled evaporation (i.e. steam pressure) 
in the hot section. Water injected into the evaporator vaporises into the hot cylinder where it 
expands to do work. The expended vapour then passes into the cold end where it condenses and is 
subsequently removed.  
 
Figure 2.13: Basic layout of the two-phase, two-component Stirling engine [88]  
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The analysis showed that under moderate operating conditions the engine can achieve a cyclic 
power output at least five times greater than a conventional Stirling-cycle machine of similar 
dimensions, but at the expense of significantly lower ideal cycle efficiency. Nevertheless, by 
controlling the rate at which the liquid is evaporated into the expansion cylinder an indicated 
efficiency in the range of 3 to 9% at low temperatures (110°C to 130°C) may be achievable even 
without regeneration.  
 
Isshiki et.al. [89], developed a steam Stirling engine which operates as a hybrid of Stirling and 
Rankine systems, such that the engine featured a power cylinder (with heating tube at the cylinder 
top), displacer cylinder and a regenerator in between, as with Stirling; but also has injection/exhaust 
port, thus spent steam could be ejected, condensed, pump and re-vaporised externally just like 
Rankine. On operation, when the power piston comes near its top dead centre, saturated steam from 
the external boiler injected into the displacer cylinder, passes through the regenerator and heater, 
and then expands into power cylinder at near constant high temperature. On the return stroke, the 
spent steam passes through the regenerator and is exhausted to a condenser where it gets condensed 
and then pumped back to the boiler. Experiments carried out on a mini scale prototype operated at 
0.2 Mpa (gauge) and 250°C showed that output power of about 12 watt was achieved at 400 rpm. 
This is significantly higher (approximately five times) than the reported 2.6 watt achieved for a 
conventional gas Stirling engine operated at 320
o
C [146]. 
 
2.3.5.2  Summary of vapour Stirling engines 
In summary, the use of vapour as the working fluid in Stirling engines can result in power outputs 
about five times larger compared to conventional non-condensable gas working fluid. To facilitate 
more heat transfer to the fluid to approach a more isothermal behaviour, liquid pistons could be 
employed to allow the expansion space to be enhanced with high surface area geometries like wire 
matrices. However, it introduces practical issues that will need to be further investigated. As such it 
is recommended that further research be carried out on: modelling the behaviour of the oscillating 
liquid in liquid piston devices with particular attention to viscous forces and inertia effect of the 
liquid oscillation. Since the various technologies presented are still in the concept or early 
development stage, further experimental studies should be carried to give a better insight on their 
practical realisations; and optimization of the various full engine dynamics to maximize efﬁciency 
and power density for speciﬁc applications. 
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2.4 Review Summary 
Heat cycle engines can be employed to convert low grade thermal energy into useful work to drive 
RO desalination systems. Here, the higher the thermal to mechanical energy conversion efficiency, 
the higher the desalinated water output per unit of thermal input, thus high thermal efficiency is 
desirable for improved heat utilisation and water production. For typical low temperature (<180
o
C) 
Rankine cycle heat engine driven RO system, organic working fluids promises better performance 
than the conventional use of water as a working fluid. However, thermal efficiencies are generally 
low at the low operating temperatures. 
  
As a means of improving the performance of the heat engines, relative to the traditional ideal 
adiabatic expansion, isothermal expansion (continuous heat addition to the working fluid during the 
expansion process) has been identified to improve the specific work output and cycle efficiency of 
the engines. Variants of vapour power cycle heat engines with such isothermal operation include 
Rankine cycle with continuous heat addition during the expansion process, Cryogenic heat engines, 
and Stirling cycle with a condensable vapour as working fluid. The vapour Stirling cycle exhibits 
higher specific work output compared to the traditional Stirling engines using gas. 
 
Two main methods of effecting the quasi-isothermal expansion have been identified – liquid 
flooding and expander surface heating. In practical performance of the quasi-isothermal expansion, 
studies have showed that liquid flooded expansion approaches isothermal behaviour with increasing 
oil fraction; but at the expense of deteriorating overall performance, that was partly attributed to the 
resulting increased suction pressure drop and viscous losses. On the other hand, the expander 
surface heating has been shown to achieve significant improvement in performance (over 40% and 
20% increase in specific work output and efficiency respectively). Here, a relatively slower 
operating speed is required to enable significant heat transfer during the expansion process as the 
cylinder wall surface area available for heat transfer limits the isothermal operation. However 
expander geometries with high surface-to-volume ratios (such as fins) could be employed to 
facilitate heat transfer and further improve performance, as has been demonstrated with cryogenic 
engine. Furthermore, much higher surface area to volume ratios (such as wire matrix) could be 
easily realized with the adoption of liquid pistons. 
 
While the quasi-isothermal vapour power cycle engines have the potential to significantly improve 
performance, there are research areas to be further examined. This may require further research be 
carried out on: modelling of complex, unsteady multi-phase heat transfer with liquid flooding 
devices to predict performance and tailor to applications; modelling the behaviour of the oscillating 
liquid in liquid piston devices with particular attention to inertia and viscous losses; and the 
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investigation (selection) of other appropriate liquids and working fluids for a range of low 
temperature operations. Further experimental studies are also recommended to give better insights 
on the practical realisations and optimisations of the technologies presented. 
 
This chapter concludes that while the traditional ORC-RO is promising in low temperature 
application, improvement in performance can be sought through the use of the new isothermal 
techniques. However, there are research areas that need further examination. The relevant research 
gaps that need addressing by this thesis can be briefed as part of the objectives of the aims of the 
thesis, as presented in the next section.  
 
2.5 Aims and objectives of the thesis 
In light of the foregoing, this thesis broadly sets out to make advances with regards to efficiency 
improvement in small scale thermal engine applications – particularly the use of low-temperature 
engines to drive RO desalination process to recover freshwater from saline groundwater. To achieve 
this, reviews of the state of the art in the use of low-temperature Rankine cycles coupled to 
desalination by Reverse Osmosis, and the current methods of achieving thermal efficiency 
improvements by isothermal expansion, have been carried out; consequently, the following 
objectives are considered.  
 Develop theories to represent the operation of the isothermal Rankine cycle for use in 
desalination 
 Evaluate experimentally and theoretically, alternative methods of achieving isothermal 
expansion 
 Design and build test engine to ascertain the practicability – including selection and 
evaluation of an appropriate working fluid for isothermal operation and to meet technical 
and environmental constraints 
 Optimise the engine for low temperature operation, in the context of specific case study 
applications 
 And finally use the engine to drive a pre-built desalination system to produce fresh water. 
 
2.6 Thesis outline and structure 
The first chapter (Chapter 1) introduced the motivation and scope of the research work. The global 
energy challenges and the prevalent shortage of improved water situation were presented. 
Overviews of the potential measures to address the situation were also outlined.  
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This chapter (Chapter 2) have reviewed the use of low temperature heat cycle engine to drive RO 
desalination system. After highlighting the benefits of vapour power cycle with isothermal 
expansion over the more common adiabatic expansion, it proceeded to review various vapour power 
cycle heat engines with isothermal expansion, and the different methods employed to realize the 
isothermal heat transfer. 
Chapter 3 describes the development and set-up of two preliminary experiments; aimed at 
analysing the practicality of two different concepts of the heat engine with isothermal expansion – 
expander surface heating and regenerative liquid flooded expander – and selecting the optimum 
design (in terms of practicality and performance) for further development.  
Chapter 4 redesigns and optimises the selected concept for low temperature application. Here, 
various organic working fluids are screened for isothermal operation for maximum energy 
efficiency and engine size requirement; as a result, R245fa is found as one of the potential organic 
fluids. And a prototype isothermal ORC test engine is built for more detailed experimental analysis. 
Chapter 5 describes the scaling up and integration of the isothermal ORC engine to drive a batch 
RO desalination machine (DesaLink), and the experimental results of the integrated system for 
various operating conditions.  
Chapter 6 presents analytical models describing the systems cycle.  Models of individual 
subsystems are first developed based on physical relations between input and output parameters, 
and then validated by experiments results. The full model that combines the individual models is 
thereafter developed within Engineering Equation Solver (EES) environment.  
Chapter 7 presents case studies to provide insights on the potential on-site performance of the 
integrated system. Here, India and USA are considered for solar thermal and waste heat energy 
sources respectively. 
Chapter 8 gives the conclusion of the thesis, including the research outcomes with particular 
reference to the original aims. The main contributions of the research and recommendations for 
potential further work are also outlined. 
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Chapter 3     Preliminary assessment of variants of 
isothermal Rankine cycle engine 
 
 
 
This chapter analyses and compares experimentally two methods of effecting quasi-isothermal 
expansion in steam power cycle (surface heated expander and liquid piston regenerative expander) 
in terms of performance and practicality, with the aim of selecting the optimum variant for further 
development. A thermodynamic analysis of the isothermal cycle is introduced as a basis for 
theoretical development of these two variants and subsequent developments in the thesis. In 
preliminary experimental analysis, relatively higher efficiency was obtained from the surface heated 
variant in comparison to the regenerative (12% relative to 4.5%). The performance of the liquid 
piston variant was mired by practicality issues that would require further work to address; as such 
the surface heated variant was preferred. Some of the work presented in this chapter has been 
published by the author in the ‘International journal of low-carbon technologies’[84]. 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As reviewed in the previous chapter, the Rankine cycle heat engine is popular in converting thermal 
energy into mechanical power; and efforts to improve its performance have included heat addition 
during the expansion process, thus resulting in quasi-isothermal expansion – where the heat 
absorbed by the working fluid is not sufficient to maintain isothermal expansion. Amongst other 
factors, the heat transfer to the working fluid strongly depends on the geometry of the expansion 
chamber (i.e., the chambers’ surface area available for heat transfer). Furthermore, the surface 
heated expander and the liquid piston regenerative expander were identified as promising means of 
effecting heat transfer to heat engine’s working fluid during expansion. Standard reciprocating 
engines (without modifications to piston/cylinder wall) have limited surface area for heat transfer, 
on the other hand, modifications to the cylinder base and piston with fins can tend to potentially 
increase the surface area, however, this has practicality issues of the need to maintain alignment 
between mating surfaces.   
 
Besides the practicality issues, the surface area-to-volume ratio obtainable from this (fin) 
modification could be considerably less when compared to porous materials (such as wire mesh, 
metal foam, metal wool etc). These high surface-to-volume ratio porous materials have been 
investigated by a number of researchers for various heat exchanger applications including 
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regenerators for Stirling cycle, thermal storage, and convective heat transfer enhancements [147, 
148]. Prasad et al [149] experimentally investigated the heat transfer performance of wire mesh in 
solar packed bed air heater, and found that thermal efficiency enhancement of 75-90% can be 
obtained relative to conventional solar air heater. Abduljalil et al [150] carried out an experimental 
analysis to compare the performance of six different porous materials (steel scourers, steel wool, 
wire mesh screen and ceramic substrate) in regenerator application. The result showed that the steel 
wool and steel scourers performed poorly, relative to the ceramic substrate and the wire mesh. The 
poor performance of the wool and scourer was attributed to relatively higher friction pressure drop. 
A numerical study by Coasta et al [151] developed friction pressure drop correlation by 
characterising pressure drop phenomena in woven wire matrix. The developed correlation was able 
to predict pressure drop to less than 5% deviation from experimental data. An experimental study on 
packed spheres matrix, by Trevizoli et al [152], highlighted that average pressure drop exhibits 
parabolic increase with the operating frequency or superficial fluid velocity. 
 
Considering the high heat transfer potential of the porous materials, the concept of employing them 
in the expansion chamber to expedite heat transfer to the working fluid during expansion is worth 
exploring. However, this will necessitate the adoption of a liquid piston (as noted in the previous 
chapter) to transmit the working fluid’s pressure through the matrix unto a conventional solid piston 
where work can be extracted conventionally. Conversely, here, the liquid piston (besides being 
incompressible and immiscible with the working fluid) will essentially be a thermal fluid that will 
serve to heat the regenerator matrix. Although friction/viscous losses are expected as a result of the 
fluid flow restrictions through the matrix, this effect could be less daunting at low operating speeds, 
thus possibly better suited for slow speed applications.  
 
In other to assess the practicality of this concept (regenerative expander) in comparison to the 
surface heated expander variant, this chapter will experimentally investigate the performance and 
practicability of both variants (for steam cycle) under similar operating conditions/parameters; and 
select the optimum for further development. Modelling of the general isothermal cycle will be 
presented to estimate the potential performance in terms of efficiency and work output. For the 
surface heated variant, standard piston cylinder geometry will be considered for the sake of 
simplicity; while for the liquid piston variant, various porous materials will be analysed to select a 
low cost material that can yield reasonable performance based on surface area-to-volume ratio.  
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3.2 Performance analysis of ideal isothermal expansion 
The ideal isothermal (Rankine) cycle only differs from the classic Rankine cycle, mainly that, 
constant temperature is maintained during the expansion process in the former.  The performance of 
the ideal/reversible isothermal cycle (the non-ideal practical issues will be considered in the next 
chapter) can be analysed with the aid of the T-s diagram (Figure 3.1) with reference to the 
numbered states (1-6). State 1-2: heat addition to the water, 2-3: water vaporizes and expands at 
constant temperature (full expansion is assumed here for the ideal cycle), 3-4: exhaust of spent 
vapor, 4-5: condensation, 5-6: condensate water pumped (pressurized) back to repeat the cycle 
(state 6=1). 
 
                       
Figure 3.1: T-s diagram of the isothermal Rankine cycle   
 
3.2.1 Cycle efficiency and work output 
A general analysis of the ideal isothermal steam cycle can be carried out with the help of reasonable 
assumptions, namely: 
(i) the heat capacity 𝑐𝑝𝑓 in the liquid phase is constant from state (6) to (2); 
(ii) similarly the heat capacity 𝑐𝑝𝑔 in the vapour phase  is constant from state (3) to (4); and  
(iii) the work input to the pump is very small, so effectively the states (5) and (6) coincide on 
the T-s diagram.  
(iv) a regenerator with 100% effectiveness is applied 
(v) since full expansion is assumed for the ideal cycle, blow down is ignored  
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The efficiency,  of the cycle is given in terms of the specific heat input or rejected between 
different stages of the cycle: 
 
 𝜂 = 1 −
𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑞𝑖𝑛
 (3.1) 
 
 𝜂 = 1 −
𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡45
𝑞𝑖𝑛12 + 𝑞𝑖𝑛23
  = 1 − 
𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡45
(𝑞𝑖𝑛52 − 𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡34) +  𝑞𝑖𝑛23 
 (3.2) 
 
From fundamental thermodynamic relations: 
 
 𝑞𝑖𝑛23 = 𝑇ℎ(𝑠3 − 𝑠2) (3.3) 
Thus 
 𝜂 = 1 −
ℎ𝑓𝑔
(𝑐𝑝𝑓 − 𝑐𝑝𝑔)(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) + 𝑇ℎ(𝑠3 − 𝑠2)
 (3.4) 
 
And using the general thermodynamic relations 
 𝑠3 − 𝑠4 = 𝑐𝑝𝑔𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇3
𝑇4
) (3.5) 
 
 𝑠2 − 𝑠5 = 𝑐𝑝𝑓𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇2
𝑇5
) (3.6) 
With 
 𝑠3 − 𝑠2 = (𝑠3 − 𝑠4) + (𝑠4 − 𝑠5) + (𝑠5 − 𝑠2) (3.7) 
 
And 𝑠4 − 𝑠5 =  
ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝑇𝑐
 (3.8) 
 
Leads to 
 𝜂 = 1 −
(
𝑇𝑐
𝑇ℎ
)
1 − 𝜑 [
𝑇𝑐
𝑇ℎ
− 1 − 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇𝑐
𝑇ℎ
)]
 (3.9) 
 
Where, 
 𝜑 =
𝑇𝑐(𝑐𝑝𝑓 − 𝑐𝑝𝑔)
ℎ𝑓𝑔
 (3.10) 
 
In which ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the latent heat at 𝑇𝑐. It can be seen that if 𝜑 = 0, the efficiency will equal the Carnot 
efficiency 𝜂𝑐𝑛𝑡 = 1 − 𝑇𝑐 𝑇ℎ⁄ . The value of 𝜑 will depend on the fluid properties and operating 
temperatures. In this paper we consider only steam though other working fluids are possible. For 
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example, for 𝑇𝑐  = 50°C, we find that for a substantial range of temperatures 𝑐𝑝𝑓 = 4.2 kJ/kg K and 
𝑐𝑝𝑔 = 2 kJ/kg K, thus 𝜑= 0.3. The corresponding results for the cycle efficiency and, for 
comparison, the Carnot efficiency are shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that the theoretical cycle 
efficiency is close to the Carnot value.      
Table 3.1: Isothermal Rankine cycle efficiency   
𝑇ℎ
 
(
o
C) @ 𝑇𝑐  = 50°C  @ 𝑇𝑐  = 99°C 
𝜂  Carnot  𝜂𝑐𝑛𝑡 𝜂 Carnot 𝜂𝑐𝑛𝑡
175 
200 
250 
300 
350 
0.268 
0.304 
0.363 
0.412 
0.453 
0.279 
0.317 
0.382 
0.436 
0.482 
0.166 
0.207 
0.277 
0.335 
0.382 
0.17 
0.214 
0.289 
0.351 
0.403 
Isothermal Rankine cycle efficiency 𝜂and Carnot efficiency 𝜂𝑐𝑛𝑡, for different 𝑇ℎ and 𝑇𝑐 
 
However, the work output can be obtained from non-flow energy relations, as:  
 
 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑞𝑖𝑛 − (𝑢3 −  𝑢2) (3.11) 
 
And the work ratio 𝑟𝒲 can be given as: 
 𝑟𝒲 =
𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑤𝑖𝑛
𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡
 (3.12) 
 
Where 𝑤𝑖𝑛 is the pump work, which can be obtained in terms of the average specific volume, 𝑣𝑓, 
within the operating pressure range, as: 
 𝑤𝑖𝑛 = 𝑣𝑓(𝑃6 −  𝑃5) (3.13) 
  
 
3.3 Surface heated expander 
The surface heated expander is proposed to require no separate boiler; instead the working fluid is 
heated inside the power cylinder – provided sufficient heat is supplied. A schematic layout of the 
system is depicted in Figure 3.2. Operation may be described as follows. The power cylinder is 
heated externally by a heat transfer fluid (e.g. thermal oil) which is supplied from solar collectors or 
other heat source. Water injected into the cylinder evaporates on contact with the walls, thus 
expanding at constant temperature and performing work against the piston. Due to further heat 
transfer from the cylinder walls, the water vapour continues to expand at constant temperature until 
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the end of stroke. On the return stroke of the piston, the steam exits via a valve, and passes through 
a regenerative heat exchanger whereby its temperature is reduced to the temperature inside the 
condenser. Before being returned to the injector, the condensed water is pressurized by the feed 
pump and preheated in the heat exchanger. 
 
Figure 3.2:  surface heated expander schematic   
 
3.3.1 Rate of heat transfer 
The performance of the proposed machine will depend on the rate of heat transfer from the heated 
cylinder wall to the working fluid; hence, to assess the feasibility of the cycle with regards heat 
transfer, calculations have been carried out of the rate of convective and radiative heat transfer as 
follows. 
 
3.3.1.1  Convective heat transfer 
The convective heat transfer between the cylinder wall and the steam can be given as: 
 
 ?̇? = 𝛼 𝐴ɯ (𝑇ɯ −  𝑇𝑔) (3.14) 
where 𝛼 is the convective heat transfer coefficient, which will be calculated from the Nusselt 
number Nu = 𝛼D/k. For gases, Nu can in turn be correlated to Reynolds number (Re) as 
 𝑁𝑢 = 𝑎 𝑅𝑒𝑏 (3.15) 
(103 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≥ 105) 
  
Metering pump Condenser 
Hot thermal fluid 
Regenerator 
  
  
  
    
 
Work output 
Return to 
heater 
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Note that D is cylinder bore diameter, k is thermal conductivity of the gas, Re is Reynolds number 
defined as 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌Ѵ𝐷/𝜇, where ρ = gas density, Ѵ = mean piston speed, μ = dynamic viscosity, a 
and b are correlation constants.   
In the study of heat transfer in reciprocating internal combustion engines, Annand’s correlation is 
one of the most widely used correlations [153, 154]; it suggests that the value of constant a varies 
from 0.25 to 0.8, and that it increases directly with increasing intensity of gas motion [155, 156]. 
Typical Annand recommended values of 𝑎 and b are 0.4 and 0.7 respectively, but Whitehouse 
recommended values of a = 0.06 and b = 0.85 for a medium speed engine [157].   
   
 
Figure 3.3: Average heat transfer rate variation with mean piston speed   
 
In our study, the analysis of the heat transfer rate using Annand and Whitehouse correlations 
(Figure 3.3) shows that, the convective heat transfer approaches zero as the engine runs at very slow 
speed. As such, for a given slow piston speed (˂0.01m/s), the resultant forced convective heat 
transfer alone cannot supply all the required heat to sustain isothermal expansion. 
 
3.3.1.2  Radiative heat transfer 
The radiative heat transfer between the cylinder wall and the steam can be computed from the grey 
body equation [111]  
 𝑄 =  
𝜖ɯ 𝜖𝑔
1 − (1 − 𝜖ɯ)(1 − 𝜖𝑔)
𝐴𝜎(𝑇ɯ
4 −  𝑇𝑔
4) (3.16) 
 𝑄 =  
𝜖ɯ 𝜖𝑔
1 − (1 − 𝜖ɯ)(1 − 𝜖𝑔)
𝐴(𝑞𝑏ɯ − 𝑞𝑏𝑔) (3.17) 
 
Where, 𝜖ɯ, 𝑇ɯ and 𝜖𝑔, 𝑇𝑔 are the emissivity and temperature of the cylinder wall and steam 
respectively, A is the heat transfer area (cylinder and piston surface area). The term σT
4
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Boltzmann law) is equal to the total energy emitted q
b
 per unit time, per unit area of a blackbody for 
all wavelengths. 
 
The equation assumes non-selective (constant) emissivity and thus cannot be directly applied to 
obtain the energy transferred because the absorptivity and thus the emissivity of the steam varies 
with wavelength; therefore we can write  𝜖𝑔 as a function of wavelength as  𝜖𝑔𝜆. Hence, considering 
that, both the wall’s emitted energy and the steam’s absorbed energy vary with the wavelength of 
the radiation spectrum, it will be worthwhile to analyse these energies in their spectral components, 
to evaluate the energy transferred over the whole spectrum. 
 
Consider the energy absorbed within an elemetal range of wavelengths (waveband) 𝑑λ. The amount 
of energy 𝑑𝑄λ absorbed per unit time within the waveband 𝑑λ can be written as 
 𝑑𝑄λ = 𝑄λ 𝑑λ (3.18) 
Thus, the total amount of energy absorbed by the steam can be written as  
 
 𝑄 =  ∫ 𝑄𝜆 𝑑𝜆 =  ∫ [
      𝜖ɯ𝜖𝑔𝜆     
1 − (1 − 𝜖ɯ)(1 − 𝜖𝑔𝜆)
 𝐴 (𝑞𝑏ɯ𝜆 − 𝑞𝑏𝑔𝜆)]
∞
0
 𝑑λ (3.19) 
 
To assess the rate of radiative heat transfer achievable in practice, we carried out an analysis of 
radiant heat transfer assuming that the cylinder wall is a grey surface with emissivity of 0.57 at a 
temperature of 250°C. The optical absorptivity of water vapour in the infra-red region was modelled 
using SpectralCalc® software. For example operating parameters of: piston area 0.035 m
2
, stroke 
length 0.228 m, cylinder volume 0.008 m
3
, and expanding steam pressure decreasing from 9 bar to 
1.8 bar isothermally at 175
o
C, it was found that the absorptivity and thus the absorptance (the 
absorptive power per unit area) decrease as the piston advances; but the increase in the surface area 
of heat transfer exposed to the steam (in relation to increase in length of stroke) results in a steep 
increase in the energy emission rate from the cylinder wall, and consequently results in a net 
increase in the energy absorption rate of the steam (Figure 3.4). For this example, the heat required 
to maintain isothermal expansion of the steam is 3 kJ, and it was deduced that radiant heat transfer 
alone could supply this required heat in 37 s.  
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Figure 3.4: Variation of heat absorption with expansion 
 
Parametric calculations carried out to analyse the effect of operating parameter variations on the 
heat transfer time is shown in Figure 3.5 for a cylinder diameter range of 1 to 200 mm with steam 
pressure decreasing from 9 to 1.8 bar. The analysis shows that there is a very strong positive 
correlation (R
2
 = 0.996) between size and the radiative heat transfer time; the time required for 
isothermal expansion to be achieved reduces for smaller cylinders. This can be explained by the 
surface area available for the heat transfer. The surface area relative to the expansion volume i.e 
surface area-to-volume ratio (𝑆𝐴: 𝑉) can be shown to be obtained as:  
 𝑆𝐴: 𝑉 =
2𝐷 + 4𝐿
𝐷𝐿
 (3.20) 
 
where, D and L are the cylinder/piston diameter and stroke length respectively. The surface area-to-
volume ratio decreases with larger cylinder diameters (Figure 3.6); and for a given cylinder 
diameter, it can be seen to decrease sharply from the onset of the expansion stroke up till stroke 
length of about a quarter of the diameter, beyond which the decrease flattens.  
  
Figure 3.5: Effect of size variation on heat transfer time 
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Figure 3.6: Surface area-to-volume ratio variation with stroke length 
 
The heat transfer analysis shows that for very slow piston speed (<0.01 m/s) applications, radiation 
plays significantly a dominant role over convection in heat transfer to the steam. And the heat 
transfer rates suggest that it is feasible for the cycle to ideally achieve isothermal expansion. And 
this can be achieved faster for smaller cylinders.  
 
3.3.2  Surface heated expander preliminary Experiment 
To examine the feasibility of the proposed isothermal engine, a pilot experiment is carried out with 
the aim of accessing the piston output force achieved for different quantities of input water, and the 
corresponding work output and thermal efficiencies achieved in comparison to the ideal cycle.  
 
The experimental set up included a power cylinder, which was adapted from an off-the shelf 
pneumatic cylinder (SMC95) with a 1 MPa rated maximum pressure. To simulate solar or other 
thermal power source, electrical heaters were used. The standard cylinder base was replaced with a 
bespoke aluminium base fitted with an injection nozzle, a pair of cartridge heaters, thermocouple (K 
type, accuracy ± 2.5
o
C), and insulation pad; while the cylinder wall was equipped with trace heating 
tape and a thermocouple. The cylinder/piston seals were replaced with high temperature O-rings; 
Viton O-rings (rated 220
o
C) were used for cost savings, although other higher temperature seals 
such as Kalrez (rated 300
o
C) would have provided better tolerance. The assembly was insulated 
with Superwool insulation blanket. The temperature of the cylinder wall was controlled by means of 
PID temperature controller (XMT7100).  
 
The pump was assembled from a double acting 10 mm bore cylinder (SMC-C85) configured as a 
metering piston pump by means of two reversed non-return valves connected at the outlet port. This 
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configuration employed standard parts to minimize build time and development cost. The choice of 
the piston pump enabled metering of very small volume of water (<3 mL), which could be driven 
mechanically or pneumatically. The test system parameters and operating conditions are listed in 
Table 3.2. 
  
Table 3.2: System parameters for surface heated expander  
Parameter                                       Value 
Cylinder Bore      100 mm 
Piston Stroke      100 mm 
Wall temperature     250
o
C 
Heating power                               300 W 
Engine speed                                 150 mm/min  
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of experimental set-up for surface heated expander 
 
3.3.2.1  Test procedure 
The experimental set-up is depicted in Figure 3.7. The material testing machine (Instron® 5500R) 
was used to provide a means of variable resistance to motion (controlling the speed of expansion) 
and related data acquisition. On the start of operation, the metering pump injected the required 
volume of water into the heated cylinder. The water on vaporization into steam, expanded and 
pushed the piston against the load beam (incorporating a load cell) of the material testing machine; 
the resulting force (which is a measure of the steam pressure) and piston displacement were 
recorded in the computer as the load beam retreated. Values of the force (corresponding to the 
 
Instron Machine 
Metering pump                     Exhaust                     
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cylinder pressure), piston displacement and steam temperature were collected at various operating 
parameters, for analysis. 
 
3.3.2.2  Results 
The performance indicators taken into account were the expander output (piston force), the work 
output, and the cycle efficiency.  
 
The cycle efficiency ɳ can be given as: 
 ɳ =
𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑤𝑖𝑛
𝑞𝑖𝑛
 (3.21) 
 
Where 𝑤𝑖𝑛 is the pump work, which is a product of the driving pneumatic pressure and the swept 
volume, while 𝑤𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the work done by the expander piston, and 𝑞𝑖𝑛 is the heat input to the water 
and steam, which will be integrated approximately, using the trapezium rule as: 
 
 𝑞𝑖𝑛 =  
1
2
(𝑇 + 𝑇′)(𝑠𝑔
′ − 𝑠𝑓) +  
1
2
 (𝑇′ + 𝑇′′)(𝑠𝑔
′′ − 𝑠𝑔
′ ) (3.22) 
 
Where, 𝑇′ and 𝑠𝑔
′  are the temperature and specific entropy of steam corresponding to the pressure at 
the end of vaporization; while  𝑇′′ and 𝑠𝑔
′′ are obtained at the end of expansion.   
  
 
Figure 3.8: Pressure–volume (p-V) diagram of the surface heated expander 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the pressure (abs) variation with volume of the steam from 0.8 mL injected water. 
The kink on the curve corresponds to the time it takes for the injected water to be completely 
vaporized. Thus, in the region to the left-side of the kink, the fluid is a liquid-gas mixture. As shown 
in Figure 3.9, output piston forces ranging from 4 kN to 13.2 kN were achieved for a corresponding 
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input water volume of 0.5 to 1.6 mL, giving a very strong positive correlation (R
2
 = 0.99) between 
the output force and the injected water. 
 
Figure 3.9: Output force vs. input water at the beginning and end of stroke   
 
 
Figure 3.10: Cycle efficiency vs. input water   
 
The cycle efficiency increases as the volume of injected water increases (Figure 3.10); for 0.5 – 1.6 
mL of input water, efficiency range of 10 – 14 % was achieved, which is slightly over a half of the 
ideal cycle efficiency of 17% and Carnot efficiency of 18% (This is similar in performance to the 
reported efficiency ratio achieved by real Stirling engine [158, 159]). The less-than-ideal efficiency 
was attributed to non-isothermal operation. As the water vaporised and expanded as steam, its 
temperature dropped. This was due to the limited power of the electrical heaters, lack of thermal 
mass in the cylinder walls, insufficient surface area for heat transfer and heat losses in particular 
through the piston and rod. In future experiments, the use of thermal fluid to carry out the heating is 
expected to improve the situation by providing additional thermal mass and more uniform heating. 
Improved insulation is also expected to increase the cycle efficiency towards the ideal value. 
Nevertheless, high work ratio is achieved – within the same operating parameters, the pump work 
was found to be between 0.4J to 1.5J, while the work output was correspondingly 255 J to 532 J, 
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thus achieving high work ratio of about 0.997, which is in perfect agreement with the expected 
theoretical value of ˃0.99. 
 
3.4. Liquid flooded regenerative expander 
The regenerative expander variant is analysed in this section. A schematic layout of the proposed 
regenerative Rankine cycle engine is depicted in Figure 3.11, while the stages of operation are 
shown in Figure 3.12. At the start of operation, stage 1, the regenerative chamber is initially filled 
with the hot thermal liquid, and a metered volume of the working fluid is directly injected (via valve 
y) into the hot liquid at the bottom of the chamber. The working fluid then ascend while vaporizing 
and expanding (stage 2), thus pressurizing and displacing the thermal liquid (from the regenerative 
chamber) to the power cylinder, thereby indirectly performing work against the piston. Due to 
further heat transfer from the regenerator packing material (matrix) and to a lesser extent the 
thermal fluid, the vapour continues to expand at constant temperature, thus achieving isothermal 
expansion. At the end of expansion, on the return stroke (stage 3), the vapour exhausts via valve x, 
as the thermal liquid is pushed back through the heater (where it gets reheated) into the regenerator, 
thus charging the matrix ready for the next cycle.   
 
 
Figure 3.11: Schematic of liquid flooded regenerative expander Rankine cycle   
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Figure 3.12: Stages of operation of the regenerative expander cycle 
 
 
3.4.1 System analysis (matrix selection) 
The performance of the system can greatly depend on the choice of the regenerator matrix. Stacked 
screens and packed spheres are the commonly used geometries [160]; however, metal foam and 
packed rods will also be considered for selection. Ideally, the matrix geometry will be selected to 
achieve a balance between heat transfer (a measure of surface area) and flow friction (a measure of 
porosity). For enhanced thermal transport and compactness of heat exchanger size, large surface 
area-to-volume ratio or surface area density (SAD) is desirable. Thus the surface area density and 
the porosity form the key geometric parameters for the matrix selection. 
 
The porosity of the matrix is a measure of the void spaces of the matrix and can be expressed in 
terms of the void volume (𝑉𝑣) and total volume (𝑉𝑡), or in terms of the relative density ( 𝜌 ) of the 
matrix as: 
 
 𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (ҏ) =  
𝑉𝑣
𝑉𝑡
= 1 − 𝜌 (3.23) 
 
The relative density (𝜌 ) is the density of the matrix 𝜌 relative to the density of the solid material 𝜌𝑠 
of the matrix – defined as:  𝜌 ≡  
𝜌
𝜌𝑠
   
Work Output 
(1) Injection 
Y 
X 
(2) Vaporisation/Expansion (3) Return stroke 
Key:  Closed  Open Flow No flow 
X 
Y 
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The surface area density (SAD) can be given as 
 𝑆𝐴𝐷 =
 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴𝑠)
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑉𝑡) 
 (3.24) 
 
However, the surface area density can also be defined in terms of the porosity and solid volume as  
 
 𝑆𝐴𝐷 =
 𝐴𝑠(1 − ҏ)
𝑉𝑠 
 (3.25) 
 
These key parameters can be easily determined for matrixes with simple geometries such as uniform 
spheres and rods; however, complex geometries such as metal foam and wire mesh would require 
other geometric parameters to be defined.  
 
Sphere matrix (equal size), can be packed orderly or randomly; for ordered packing – simple cubic 
(sc) – arrangement, the SAD can be shown to be 
 
 𝑆𝐴𝐷 =  𝜋/𝑑 (3.26) 
 
While, the porosity can be given as 
 
 ҏ = 1 −
𝜋
6
 (3.27) 
 
This gives a maximum porosity of ҏ = 0.476 for ordered arrangement. Other ordered arrangements 
such as body centred cubic (bcc) have porosity of 0.32 [161], whereas the least porosity is observed 
for face centred cubic / rhombohedral packing, where the porosity is 0.2595 [162, 163]. On the 
other hand, random arrangement is difficult to calculate but porosity range of ҏ = 0.36 − 0.42 has 
been widely reported [162, 164]. 
 
Similarly, for closely packed uniform rods, the porosity of the rods matrix (for cubic packing 
arrangement) can be obtained as 
 ҏ = 1 −
𝜋
4
 (3.28) 
 
This gives a porosity of 0.215; however, for equilateral (𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≈ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) rods with random 
packing, porosity range of 0.25 – 0.46 can be obtained [162]. 
 
For wire mesh matrix, the relative density of a mesh screen can be obtained as [165].   
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 𝜌 ≡
𝜌
𝜌𝑠
=
𝜋𝑁𝑑2
2ŧ
√1 + (
1
1 + ɯ 𝑑⁄
)
2
 (3.29) 
 
And the surface area density can be given as  
 
 𝑆𝐴𝐷 =  
𝜋
ϣ + 𝑑
= 𝜋𝑁 (3.30) 
 
Where, N (mesh number) is the number of pores per unit length and is given as 𝑁 = 1 (𝑑 + ɯ)⁄ ; d 
is the wire diameter, ϣ is the aperture (width of pores), and ŧ is the screen layer thickness ŧ = 2𝑑. 
 
For metal foam matrix, the relative density can be calculated as [166]  
 
 𝜌 =
(√5 + 1)𝜋
4
(
𝑑
𝑎
)
2
−
𝜋
2
(
𝑑
𝑎
)
3
 (3.31) 
 
 
𝑑
𝑎
≈ √
20
(5√5 + 3)𝜋
𝜌
1/2
 (3.32) 
Where d is the strut diameter, and a = 2 mm, 1 mm, and 0.5 mm for different pore densities (defined 
as pores per inch (PPI)) 10 PPI, 20 PPI and 40 PPI respectively.  
 
And the surface area density can be obtained approximately as 
 
 𝑆𝐴𝐷 ≈
5.97
𝑎
𝜌
1/2
 
(3.33) 
 
Alternatively, the relative density could be specified by the manufacturer alongside the pore density; 
thus, the surface area density (or specific surface area in this case) can be more easily obtained from 
a readily available chart – e.g. from ERG Duocel® metal foams [167] – that gives the measured 
surface area density as a function of both the relative density and pore density. 
 
A comparison of the performance of the matrixes in terms of geometric parameters can be shown 
for aluminium base material (although materials with better thermal conductivity e.g. copper would 
be desirable for a given geometry). The geometries considered for selection were: 1.5 mm spheres, 
1.5 mm rods, 0.28 mm wire mesh with aperture 1.214 mm, and metal foam with pore sizes 40 PPI 
& 20 PPI. 
 
Figure 3.13 shows that, as would be expected, the surface area density decreases with increase in 
porosity. 1.5 mm spheres matrix show the highest surface area density of 2964 m
2
/m
3
 (at a porosity 
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of 0.259). Increase in diameter adversely reduces the SAD. For porosities above 0.5, the wire mesh 
appears to have a very slightly higher SAD of 2103 m
2
/m
3
 (at a porosity of 0.85); nevertheless, the 
1.5mm sphere and 40 PPI metal foam also have very close SAD’s at porosities of 0.46 and 0.88 
respectively.   
 
Figure 3.13: variation of surface area density with porosity   
 
Unlike conventional regenerator applications where fluid flows through the regenerator, here the 
fluid flows into the regenerator; as such the void volume would be required to be at least equal to 
the stroke volume of the power cylinder, so as to be sufficient to contain the thermal fluid during the 
return stroke of the piston. The size of the regenerator matrix relative to the stroke volume is 
inversely proportional to the porosity, and is given in Figure 3.14. 
 
 
Figure 3.14: relative matrix sizes   
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The comparison shows that, although the 1.5 mm spheres, the wire mesh and the 40 PPI metal foam 
all have similar SADs (at porosities of 0.47, 0.85 and 0.88 respectively), the sphere would require a 
regenerator size of more than twice the volume of the power cylinder stroke. Whereas, the metal 
foam and the wire mesh would only require a regenerator size slightly (less than a fifth) more than 
the stroke volume. Additionally, wire mesh is more readily available and cheaper, and as such is 
selected over metal foam. 
 
3.4.2 Liquid flooded regenerative expander experiment 
Using wire mesh as the regenerator matrix, a preliminary experiment is carried out to access the 
performance – the pressure characteristics, work output and efficiency – and the practicality of the 
concept of the liquid flooded regenerative expander. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 
3.15. The test engine was assembled as an open cycle; a condenser was not included, for simplicity. 
The regenerator cylinder was initially a glass pressure vessel so as to enable a visual insight of the 
fluid behaviour; but was afterwards replaced with flanged aluminium tube; while the regenerator 
matrix was made from a roll of aluminium woven wire mesh (1.31 mm aperture). The heat collector 
was made from a standard 2 inch aluminium pipe, fitted with double 360 W electric heating tapes 
and thermocouple (K type, accuracy ± 2.5
o
C); temperature control was implemented by means of a 
PID temperature controller (XMT7100).  The thermal fluid used was Globaltherm
Tm
 Syntec 
(thermo-physical properties attached in Appendix 1), because of its thermal/oxidation stability at 
high operating temperatures up to 350
o
C. The pump was assembled from a double acting 10 mm 
bore cylinder (SMC-C85) configured as a metering piston pump by means of two reversed non-
return valves connected at the outlet port. The power cylinder was a standard pneumatic cylinder 
(SMC95) but the seals were replaced with Viton O-rings for high temperature rating. Threaded rods 
with a beam assembly overhead the piston rod end were employed to provide a means of setting the 
desired stroke length. A displacement transducer – linear slide potentiometer (tolerance ± 20%) was 
affixed to the piston rod end to provide measurements of the piston stroke displacements. A needle 
flow control valve was employed to resist the fluid flow to the power cylinder, thus providing a 
means of an indirect load, to enable load pressure measurements to be taken. The pressure and 
displacement signals were acquired through LabVIEW® data acquisition system. The test system 
parameters and operating conditions are listed in  
Table 3.3.  
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Figure 3.15: The experimental set up (a) and its schematic representation (b) of the liquid flooded 
regenerative expander   
 
Table 3.3: Regenerative expander system parameters   
Parameter                                                    Value 
Regenerator diameter             100 mm 
                    height                                  300 mm 
wire mesh matrix 
                  wire diameter                        0.28 mm 
                   aperture                                1.31 mm 
Heating pipe diameter                             50.8 mm 
                     length                                 2.5 m                                      
                     temperature             250
o
C 
Thermal oil 
                     Thermal conductivity        0.102 w/(m.k) 
Power cylinder diameter                         100 mm 
                          stroke                            100 mm 
 
 
  
 
P  
 
Metering pump                    Displacement 
transducer                    
Pressure 
transducer                    
Flow control 
valve                     
Oil separator                     
Trace heater                   
Insulator                 
Power cylinder                   
Wire mesh matrix                    
Exhaust valve                     
 
Exhaust                     
Regenerative 
expansion chamber                
(a) (b) 
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3.4.2.1    Test procedure 
The experimental procedure is as follows: at the initial stage of operation, when the heater is 
switched ‘on’, ample time can be allowed for the thermal oil and wire matrix mass in the 
regenerator to attain the pre-set temperature (250
o
C); however, since heat is supplied to the 
regenerator from the bottom, via the thermal oil, the bottom region will absorb the heat first and 
naturally be conducted upwards. But heat transfer by conduction alone is quite a slow process, thus, 
to fasten the heating process, the heating is commenced from the full stroke position, i.e., the 
minimum oil level in the regenerator and maximum level of oil in the power cylinder. When the oil 
in the heating pipe gets heated to the desired temperature (250
o
C), the piston is engaged on a return 
stroke, thereby displacing the hot oil into the regenerator. For this initial heating stage, compressed 
air is employed to move the oil back into the full stroke position. The forth and back sequence of the 
oil flow is repeated until the regenerator temperature stabilises. This forth and back sequence 
facilitates convective heat transfer and thus enables the regenerator to be heated more quickly. Upon 
attaining the set temperature in the regenerator, the metering pump then injected the required 
volume of water into the base of the regenerator, where it vaporises. The pressure and displacement 
data are then collected for analysis. A basic gravity based oil separator was affixed above the 
exhaust valve, to enable oil expelled alongside steam during exhaust to be seeped back into the 
regenerator. The oil is denser than water, as such settles at the bottom of the separator. 
  
3.4.2.2    Results 
Two different modes of injection process were tested in this experiment – in the first instance the 
water was directly injected into the hot oil, while in the second instance the water was injected 
through a spiral coiled copper tube (Ø 4 mm of 1 meter length) placed in the oil. For both instances, 
a metered volume (3.5 mL) of water was injected. When the water was directly injected into the 
thermal oil, the water vaporised very slowly, and large bubbles were formed in the oil. The pressure 
did not rise significantly, and as a result the piston could be barely moved (the pressure build-up 
wasn’t enough to move the flow through the needle valve); whereas, injection through the copper 
tube resulted in a very rapid rate of vaporisation (Figure 3.16), as the water did vaporised in the 
tube. The performance variation can be attributed to the significantly higher thermal conductivity of 
the copper tube, and the overall heat transfer coefficient achieved from the liquid to metal contact, 
relative to that of the liquid to liquid interface.  
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Figure 3.16: Pressure profile in the regenerator cylinder, showing rapid pressure rise upon injection 
at time 1 s. 
 
As can be seen from the figure, the pressure in the regenerator cylinder is constant before water is 
injected, it then increases very rapidly (at a rate of about 14 bar/s) upon injection (this steep pressure 
rise corresponds to the vaporisation of the water), and the increase diminishes after some time 
elapsed (in fractions of seconds) towards the end of vaporisation. Afterwards, the pressure is seen to 
reduce slightly; ideally, a constant pressure would have been expected here (at the end of 
vaporisation), however, the observed drop in pressure can be partly attributed to fact that the vapour 
gets condensed at the top region of regenerator, due to the relatively lower temperature of the cover, 
and the significant heat loss to the surroundings.  
 
 
Figure 3.17: Pressure-volume (p-V) diagram of the regenerative expander 
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As shown in the p-V diagram (Figure 3.17), pressure of 8.7 bar at the start of expansion and 2.4 bar 
at the end of expansion was achieved for a 3.5 mL of injected water. The work output was 294 J and 
the thermal efficiency thus achieved was 4.5%. This is about a fifth of the Carnot efficiency (16%) 
obtainable for similar operating temperatures. However, this compares poorly against the reported 
performance of about a half of Carnot efficiency for conventional engines.  
 
The poor performance can be attributed to the fact that, there was significant level of foaming of the 
oil especially towards the end of expansion and during exhaust (Figure 3.18), which consequently 
led to substantial amount of oil being expelled (into the separator) alongside the spent vapour during 
exhaust.  
   
 
Figure 3.18: A typical foaming action of the thermal oil in the Liquid flooded expansion chamber, 
(a) minimal foaming at the early stage of operation, (b) substantial foaming at later stage 
 
This foaming phenomenon hampers the returning of the oil (from the separator) into the cylinder, 
and hinders the filling of the cylinder during the return stroke; moreover, in the separator, the oil 
tends to quickly thicken and also entraps some water bubbles. The combination of these effects 
consequently reduced the effectiveness of the separator in returning the expelled oil back into the 
cylinder, thus reducing the oil level in the cylinder, and as a result creating undesired space (dead 
volume) that consequently lead to reduced pressure build-up upon the next cycle of injection, 
otherwise inevitably requiring increased amount of water input to achieve a desired pressure. 
 
3.4.3 Summary of findings with regenerative liquid flooded expander 
In a bid to expedite heat transfer to the working fluid during expansion, a heat power cycle engine 
with an auxiliary expansion chamber enhanced with high surface area density matrix has been 
Foaming 
(a) (b) 
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investigated.  Preliminary experiment showed that efficiency of 4.5% was achieved for 3.6 mL of 
injected water. Despite the fact that rapid vaporisation and pressure build-up was achieved with the 
aid of spiral copper tube, the performance (efficiency) was mired by the vapour condensing whilst 
in the regenerator (partly as a result of poor insulation), oil foaming, and ineffectiveness of the oil 
separator employed. To address these issues, it is recommended that the system be re-designed to 
reduce foam formation; in this case, de-foamers or anti-foaming agents could be investigated for 
addition to the oil, to reduce/hinder the formation of foam or break away already formed foam. 
Other thermal fluids with minimal foaming characteristics and better thermal properties could also 
be investigated. The oil separator could be optimised for improved performance by employing some 
form of heating, to maintain low oil viscosity, and prevent entrapment of water bubbles. 
Furthermore, adequate insulation would also be required to minimise heat loss.    
 
3.4  Discussion 
The two variants (regenerative expander and surface heated expander) of the isothermal steam 
Rankine cycle were experimented with similar operating conditions/parameters (100 mm cylinder 
diameter, 100 mm stroke, and 250
o
C heat source temperature). The regenerative expander 
investigated (with wire mesh matrix) had a surface area density of 2100 m
2
/m
3
 while that for the 
surface heated variant decreased from 440 to 60 m
2
/m
3
 as the stroke length increased from 5% of 
100%. As such the regenerative variant clearly had much higher average surface area and thus 
higher potential of achieving very high heat transfer to maintain isothermal expansion. However, 
the experiment showed that it consumed 3.5 mL water input and delivered work output of 294 J, 
with a work ratio of 0.992 and thermal efficiency of 4.5%; whereas, the heated expander variant 
achieved a work output of 378 J, with a work ratio of 0.996 and thermal efficiency of 14% from 1.6 
mL of injected water. Hence, relative to the regenerative expander, the surface heated variant 
delivered more work output from significantly less water input, and achieved about 3 times higher 
efficiency, despite the high heat transfer potential of the regenerative variant.  
 
The poor performance of the regenerative variant is mainly attributed to reduced work output due to 
the dead volume caused by foaming of the oil and incomplete recovery of vented oil back from the 
oil separator; and furthermore, the phenomena of significant condensation. Consequently requiring 
more (than would normally be required) water input, in other to achieve a reasonable pressure level.  
 
It is worth mentioning that, the surface heated expander also exhibited some level of dead volume 
(as a result of the clearance volume of the piston/cylinder base, and also the spaces at inlet and 
outlet ports) which must have reduced its performance to some extent. This however, appears to be 
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minimal relative to that exhibited by the regenerative expander.  Attempts to address the practicality 
issues encountered with the regenerative expander will require significant amount of optimisation 
efforts, as such the surface heated expander is preferred for its impressive performance with simple 
practicality.    
 
 
3.5  Chapter Summary 
Surface heated expander and regenerative expander are considered as two variants of expander that 
could effect heat transfer to a working fluid during expansion. Both variants entailed injection of 
working fluid (water) into a heated expansion chamber, where it vaporises and perform work quasi-
isothermally due to further heat addition from the chamber during expansion. The surface heated 
expander simply entailed heating the expander surface, while the regenerative variant employed a 
porous matrix (for increased heat transfer surface area) to be charged by a thermal oil (which also 
acted as liquid piston). The matrix selection process included packed spheres, packed rods, wire 
mesh and metal foam for consideration; however, wire mesh was favoured for its reasonable surface 
area density and porosity. 
 
The two variants were evaluated experimentally for similar operating conditions – temperature and 
engine size – to enable direct comparison between their performances (in terms of thermal 
efficiency and work output in relation to the quantity of water input). The result showed that, 
although the regenerative expander markedly had higher surface area available for heat transfer, the 
achieved performance (4.5% efficiency and 293 J work output) was substantially poor, relative to 
that of the surface heated variant (14% efficiency and 378 J work output at 1.6 mL input water); 
therefore the surface heated variant was considered optimal.  
The performance of the regenerative was mired by practicality issues such as foaming of the oil, 
inadequate oil separation, and vapour condensation in the expansion chamber. As such further work 
would be required to investigate anti-foaming agents and better thermal fluids. Nevertheless, both 
variants suffered significant heat loss to the ambient, as such adequate insulation is essential.  
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Chapter 4    R245fa ORC with isothermal expansion  
 
 
 
This Chapter explores the isothermal expansion of organic Rankine cycle (ORC) working fluid to 
achieve improved efficiency; for the potential of driving a batch-RO desalination system, 
‘DesaLink’. Though water was convenient for initial experimentation, the organic fluid is 
advantageous with regard to power density and heat transfer properties. The previous chapter 
identified expander surface heating as the preferred method to achieve isothermal expansion. This 
chapter includes a more complete analysis of the isothermal Rankine cycle, taking into account 
effects of cut-off point and blow down which all tend to result in a less than ideal performance. 
Experimental investigations with R245fa working fluid have shown thermal efficiency of 8.8%. And 
it is predicted that scaling up the engine swept volume by a factor 10 could produce enough power 
to drive DesaLink. Some of the work of this chapter has been presented at the ‘Desalination for the 
Environment Clean Water and Energy’ conference and published in the ‘Desalination and Water 
Treatment’ journal [168]. 
 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 
The proposed quasi-isothermal steam cycle (with surface heated expander and direct vapour 
generation in the expansion chamber) investigated in the previous chapter, was demonstrated to be 
practicable, with impressive performance in the small-scale low temperature applications (where 
conventional steam Rankine cycle, though matured in the large-scale  medium to high grade heat 
operation, is generally reported inefficient, partly due to low heat extraction [169, 170]).  However, 
when the temperature level of the available heat source is very low and not sufficient for the steam 
cycle, organic working fluid becomes an attractive alternative. Lately there has been a significant 
growth of interest in organic Rankine cycle (ORC).  
Recent advances in organic working fluids (e.g. refrigerants, siloxanes and hydrocarbons) have 
expanded the scope for Rankine cycle use in small-scale medium (˂400oC) and low grade (˂200oC) 
temperature heat source applications. They overcome the limitations of water; this is owing to their 
lower boiling point and higher molecular weights. Studies have shown that for low temperature heat 
sources, the organic fluids achieve higher efficiencies compared to water [171]. However, the 
choice of the working fluid is quite critical; besides environmental issues, it entails a proper 
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matching of the thermodynamic properties of the fluid and the operating conditions, so as to ensure 
optimum performance whilst maintaining chemical stability on operation [172-174].  
For low temperature heat sources, Quoilin et al. [175] evaluated various ORC thermodynamic 
cycles (at 120 – 189oC) and reported that overall efficiencies of about 7 – 8% can be obtained. 
However, Declaye et al [97] experimented on a R245fa ORC system and reported a maximum cycle 
efficiency of 8.5% for evaporating temperature of 97.5
o
C. On the other hand, Jradi [176] achieved a 
thermal efficiency of 5.7% for the HFE7000 working fluid at average evaporating temperature of 
125
o
C.  Pei et al [177]  developed and tested a small-scale ORC with R123 working ﬂuid and 
achieved a thermal cycle efﬁciency of 6.8% at 101oC evaporating temperature. Furthermore, Wang 
et al. [178] tested an ORC engine, operated between 70 and 80
o
C and obtained a cycle efficiency of 
3.6% for constant flow rate (0.97 ltr/h) of the working fluid; the efficiency reached a maximum of 
6.2% at an increased flow rate of 2.275 ltr/h; hence indicating that the efficiency could be improved 
by regulating the flow rate.  
 
Hence, while reasonable efficiencies can be obtained from the organic Rankine cycle, its 
performance is strongly dependent on the choice of working fluid and the operating conditions. 
Thus, in this chapter, the performance of ORC will be re-investigated for isothermal operation. To 
achieve this, the performance of the isothermal ORC engine will be modelled and various working 
fluids will be analysed to select the potential fluid(s); experimental work with a potential fluid will 
be carried out to ascertain its real performance. And finally, the feasibility of employing the 
isothermal ORC engine to drive a batch desalination system will be considered. 
 
4.2. Description of the isothermal reciprocating heat engine 
Figure 4.1 depicts the schematics of the isothermal reciprocating engine. The processes that occur 
within one cycle of operation in the cylinder, C, are as follows:  
 
 Injection (C1-C2): During the injection process, the intake valve opens, and the metering pump 
injects a volume (with mass, 𝑚) of pressurized working fluid into the cylinder.  
 Vaporization (C2-C3): The injected liquid is heated and vaporized by the hot cylinder wall to 
become dry saturated vapour, with pressure PC3. In this process, the vapour performs some 
work, since the volume of the vapour is greater than that of the liquid. 
 Expansion (C3-C4): The vapour expands and performs further work against the piston. Due to 
continuous heat transfer from the cylinder wall, the vapour is superheated, as the expansion 
proceeds isothermally to pressure PC4 at the end of stroke.  
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 Blow down (C4-C5): At the end of stroke, the exhaust valve is opened and some of the vapour 
blows down (through a regenerator, if employed) into the condenser and the vapour’s pressure 
(PC4) is reduced to the condenser Pressure (PC5).  
 Exhaust (C5-C1): On the return stroke, the piston displaces the remaining vapour through the 
regenerator (if employed) into the condenser, until piston gets back to the cylinder head, and 
then the valve is closed in preparation for the next cycle. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Detailed operation of the isothermal Rankine cycle: (a) the system schematic (b) T-s 
diagram showing states in the system at different positions in the system A – E and times C1 – C5 
(c) P-V diagram showing states in the cylinder (position C) at different moments in time during the 
cycle (1 – 5)   
 
4.2.1  System analysis 
The working process of the processes within one cycle of operation could be modelled with a set of 
appropriate non-flow analyses. However, it can be assumed that the mass of fluid in the regenerator 
and condenser is much larger than in the cylinder, therefore the flows and pressure in the condenser 
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are effectively steady over time; thus flow analysis can be approximated here. The analysis is 
carried on the basis of mass ‘m’ of working fluid corresponding to one cycle of the engine. 
 
The work input by the pump in injecting the working fluid into the cylinder entails the work 
required to pressurize the liquid. Thus the pump work can be obtained as: 
 
 𝑊𝐴𝐵 = 𝑚𝑣𝑓𝑙(𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑙) (4.1) 
 
Where, 𝑃ℎ and 𝑃𝑙 are the upper and lower pressures of the cycle corresponding to saturation 
temperatures 𝑇ℎ and 𝑇𝑙 respectively; while 𝑣𝑓𝑙 is the specific volume of the saturated liquid at 𝑃𝑙. 
 
The heat input required to heat and vaporize the fluid is given by: 
 
 𝑄𝐵𝐶3 = 𝑚[𝐶𝑝𝑓 (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑙) + 𝑇ℎ(𝑠𝐶3 − 𝑠𝐶2)]  ≈ 𝑚(ℎ𝐶3 − ℎ𝐵) (4.2) 
 
The work output during the vaporization phase can be given as: 
 
 𝑊𝐶23 = 𝑚𝑃ℎ(𝑣𝑔 − 𝑣𝑓) (4.3) 
 
The heat input required to achieve isothermal expansion of the superheated vapour can be given as: 
 
 𝑄𝐶34 = 𝑚 𝑇ℎ(𝑠𝐶4 − 𝑠𝐶3) (4.4) 
 
And the expansion work output can be given as: 
 
 𝑊𝐶34 = 𝑄𝐶34 − 𝑚(𝑢𝐶4 − 𝑢𝐶3) (4.5) 
 
The work input during the return stroke to exhaust the vapour can be given as: 
 
 𝑊𝐶51 = 𝑃𝑙(𝑉𝐶5 − 𝑉𝐶1) (4.6) 
 
The net work output is: 
 
 𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑊𝐶23 + 𝑊𝐶34 − 𝑊𝐶51 − 𝑊𝐴𝐵 (4.7) 
 
Thermal efficiency can thus be given as: 
 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑄𝑖𝑛
=
𝑊𝐶23 + 𝑊𝐶34 − 𝑊𝐶51 − 𝑊𝐴𝐵
(𝑄𝐵𝐶3 + 𝑄𝐶34)
 (4.8) 
 
If a regenerator is utilized to preheat the liquid before injection, then the heat saved can be given as: 
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 𝑄𝐶4𝐸 = 𝑚[𝐶𝑝𝑔 (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑙)]  ≈ 𝑚[ℎ𝐶4 − ℎ𝐸] (4.9) 
 
And the improved thermal efficiency becomes: 
 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑊𝐶23 + 𝑊𝐶34 − 𝑊𝐶51 − 𝑊𝐴𝐵
(𝑄𝐵𝐶3 + 𝑄𝐶34 − 𝑄𝐶4𝐸)
 (4.10) 
 
 
4.2.2.  Practical performance 
For real engines, the expansion process of the working fluid may not absorb sufficient heat to 
maintain isothermal expansion. The extent of isothermal behaviour achieved can be termed 
isothermality, 𝛾, defined as the ratio of the actual work to the isothermal work [79], as mentioned in 
Chapter 2,  
 
 𝛾 = 𝑊𝑎𝑐/𝑊𝑖𝑠𝑜 (4.11) 
 
Also in order to account for friction losses (that inevitably exists between piston and cylinder walls) 
and other thermodynamic losses, the efficiency terms: engine efficiency, 𝜂𝑒𝑛, and pump efficiency, 
𝜂𝑝𝑚, can be taken into consideration. As such, the realistic net work of the cycle becomes: 
 
 𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑡 =  𝜂𝑒𝑛[𝑊𝐶23 + 𝛾𝑊𝐶34 − 𝑊𝐶51] − 𝑊𝐴𝐵 𝜂𝑝𝑚⁄  (4.12) 
 
Similarly, the realistic heat saved by the regenerator to preheat the feed liquid can be expressed in 
terms of the regenerator effectiveness, 𝜂𝑟𝑒, to account for thermodynamic losses.  
 
Therefore, the realistic efficiency becomes:  
 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝜂𝑒𝑛[𝑊𝐶23 + 𝛾𝑊𝐶34 − 𝑊𝐶51] − 𝑊𝐴𝐵 𝜂𝑝𝑢⁄
(𝑄𝐵𝐶3 + 𝑄𝐶34 − 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑄𝐶4𝐸)
 (4.13) 
 
 
4.2.3.  Effect of dead volume on engine performance 
With the aid of the pressure-specific volume (P-𝑣) diagram in Figure 4.2, the operating maximum 
pressure achievable in the cylinder can be illustrated to depend on volume/mass of injected liquid, 
𝑚, cylinder wall temperature, 𝑇ɯ, and cylinder dead volume 𝑉𝑑.   
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Figure 4.2: P-v diagram showing the effect of dead volume. Large dead volumes move the 
operation starting point to the right, thus reducing the specific work (area under the curve) 
realisable.  
 
Ideally, the maximum pressure achievable corresponds to the saturation pressure at the wall 
temperature (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑇ɯ)). And since the specific work transfer during the vaporization phase is 
given by 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑣𝑔 − 𝑣𝑓), it can be seen that for a given desired max pressure, to completely extract 
this work, the specific dead volume 𝑣𝑑 (ratio of the dead volume to mass of injected fluid) of the 
cylinder should be as little as the specific volume of the liquid 𝑣𝑓  at the desired pressure. This 
implies that the dead volume should be equal to the volume of injected liquid. In reality, this may 
not be the case. If the dead volume is slightly greater than the liquid volume, 𝑣𝑓 < 𝑣𝑑 < 𝑣𝑔, the max 
pressure will still be maintained, but the vaporization work will be reduced to 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑣𝑔 − 𝑣𝑑). If the 
dead volume is as large as the volume of the dry vapour, 𝑣𝑑 = 𝑣𝑔, the fluid will be in the dry 
saturated vapour state, at the same max pressure, but no vaporization work can be extracted. 
Conversely, if 𝑣𝑑 > 𝑣𝑔, the fluid will be in a saturated vapour state at a relatively lower pressure; 
and the pressure will no longer depend on 𝑇ɯ, but rather on the specific dead volume (𝑖𝑒. , 𝑃 =
𝑓(𝑣𝑑)). In this case, no vaporization work is realized, and the achievable expansion work is 
relatively low since the pressure is reduced.    
 
4.3. Organic working fluid comparison 
The selection of working fluid for Rankine cycle is strongly correlated to the choice of the heat 
source, as the efficiency of the ORC varies considerably with the thermodynamic properties of the 
working fluid employed [179].  Hence, in order to compare a reasonable number of working fluids, 
a pre-screening is carried out based on the two main thermodynamic parameters i.e. the evaporating 
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and condensing temperature and pressure (depending on the available heat source and heat sink). 
The maximum evaporating temperature, 𝑇𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝, is limited to 150
o
C, while the minimum condensing 
temperature, 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑, is 30
o
C. But if necessary, the minimum 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 is raised to correspond to a 
minimum vapour pressure slightly above atmospheric pressure 1 bar (the permissible minimum 
pressure desired to avoid air infiltration issues). 
 
With aid of the models outlined in section 4.2, analysis of the working fluids has been carried out 
using Engineering Equation Solver (EES) [180]. The thermodynamic properties of the working 
fluids are computed directly in EES, using the built-in property functions. Given that a regenerator 
is employed, the regenerator effectiveness is assumed to be 0.8; the pump and engine efficiencies 
are also both taken to be 0.8. 
  
 
Figure 4.3: Variation of efficiency with temperature for different working fluids   
 
Sixteen working fluids were considered, and the variation of the thermal efficiency with evaporating 
temperature for the different working fluids is shown in Figure 4.3. Generally, the efficiency 
increases sharply with temperature, but the increase diminishes as the temperature approaches the 
critical temperature of the fluid. As can be seen from the figure, most of the fluids show very similar 
efficiencies at lower temperatures (below 70
o
C). A comparison of the fluids parameters and 
performance at a reference evaporating temperature of 100
o
C is given in Table 4.1. The maximum 
efficiency limit for the temperatures – Carnot efficiency, 𝜂𝐶𝑛𝑡, –  is included for comparison. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of working fluids parameters and performance for isothermal ORC   
Substance 𝑻𝑪𝒓𝒊𝒕 
      [
o
C] 
𝝆 
[kg/𝒎𝟑] 
𝒌 
[W/m.K] 
𝑻𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒅 
[
o
C] 
𝑻𝑬𝒗𝒂𝒑 
[
o
C] 
𝑷𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒅 
[bar] 
𝑷𝑬𝒗𝒂𝒑 
[bar] 
E 
[kJ/𝒎𝟑] 
𝜼𝑪𝒏𝒕 
   [%] 
𝜼𝒕𝒉 
[%] 
V 
[𝟏𝟎−𝟔𝒎𝟑] 
            
R11 198 7.915 0.0146 40 100 1.73 8.17 249 16.09 11.69 22.08 
R114 145.7 14.33 0.0153 30 100 2.5 14.06 372 18.77 12.46 26.7 
R123  183.7 5.53 0.0142 30 100 1.1 7.87 200 18.77 13.23 19.08 
R124 122.3 20.74 0.0175 30 100 4.46 23.77 593 18.77 11.96 26.15 
R245fa 154 7.87 0.0199 30 100 1.77 12.69 310 18.77 12.9 19.16 
R134a 101 27.29 0.0194 30 100 7.71 39.75 854 18.77 10.64 26.92 
R227ea 102.8 30.91 n.a 30 100 5.27 28.27 606 18.77 10.34 37.78 
R236fa  124.9 16.45 0.0225 30 100 3.2 19.36 470 18.77 12.01 26.1 
R1234ze 109.4 22.76 0.0128 30 100 5.80 30.27 709 18.77 11.33 28.04 
nPentane 196.5 3.855 0.0221 50 100 1.6 5.9 194 13.41 9.58 33.42 
nButane 152 5.542 0.0250 30 100 2.84 15.26 413 18.77 12.75 23.7 
Iso-Butane 134.7 7.994 0.0257 30 100 4.05 19.84 528 18.77 12.25 27.88 
HFE7000 164.6 7.96 n.a 40 100 1.20 6.62 186 16.09 11.15 31.2 
R141b 204.2 5.14 0.0141 40 100 1.33 6.77 202 16.09 11.61 21.01 
Water 374 0.743 0.029 110 150 1.43 4.76 169 9.46 7.37 4.61 
RC318 115.2 24.85 0.0175 30 100 3.66 20.54 489 18.77 11.24 34.4 
Ammonia 132.3 6.77 0.0345 30 100 11.67 62.57 1612 18.77 13.03 7.06 
𝜌 and 𝑘 are the density and thermal conductivity of the vapour at the end of expansion; E – Energy density – the amount of work output that can be obtained 
from a unit swept volume of engine size;  V – liquid volume required for 1kJ of work output 
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The table indicates that R123 gives the highest efficiency, followed by: ammonia, R245fa, n-
Butane, R114, isobutane and R236fa, which all have good efficiencies of >12%. Amongst these 
fluids, R236fa, R114, and isobutane have high vapour densities and thermal conductivities, and as 
such have better potential to absorb heat during expansion. On the other hand, in terms of engine 
size, high saturation pressures result to higher energy density and smaller engine swept volumes. As 
such, ammonia and R134a (both having the highest operating pressures) exhibit the largest energy 
density and thus would require the smallest engine volume for a given amount of work output. 
Although, the small engine volume is desirable, excessive high operating pressures may exceed 
material or safety limits. R245fa, R114, n-Butane, R236fa and isobutane have modest pressures and 
show more than 1.5 times better energy density than R123. Conversely, besides water and ammonia, 
R123 and R245fa show relatively better pump size – with regards the volume of liquid required to 
deliver a kJ of work.   
However, it should be noted that some substance contribute to global warming (GWP) and ozone 
layer depletion (ODP), owing to these negative effects on the environment, less harmful substances 
are preferred. R11 and R114 (chlorofluorocarbons – CFCs) have high ODP and GWP and have 
already been banned under the Montreal protocol. R123 and R124 (hydrochlorofluorocarbons – 
HCFCs) are in commercial use at present but have already been scheduled for phase out, while no 
phase out date is set for R245fa, R236fa, (hydrofluorocarbons – HFCs). Water, ammonia and the 
alkanes are environmentally friendly; however, alkanes are flammable and as such poses safety 
concerns. On the other hand, ammonia and R123 are toxic, while R245fa and R236fa are non-
flammable and non-toxic.   
 
4.4. Isothermal ORC pilot experiment 
A pilot isothermal ORC prototype engine was built (Figure 4.4), and using R245fa as the working 
fluid, an experiment was carried out to assess the piston output force, the work output and thermal 
efficiency in relation to the quantity of injected liquid, in comparison to the ideal cycle.  
 
The set up of the test engine is quite similar to that in the previous chapter (section 3.3.21); 
however, here the power cylinder and the metering pump are assembled with a condenser unit 
(which was absent in the previous case) as a closed cycle on aluminium strut (Figure 4.4). The 
configuration of the power cylinder (including the heating system and injection mechanism) is same 
as in the previous chapter. The metering pump’s configuration is also similar to that in the previous 
chapter; albeit with a larger cylinder bore diameter (25 mm bore), to meet the required metering 
capacity for the organic fluid. The condenser unit was fabricated as a water cooled counter-flow 
helical coiled copper tube in flanged aluminium tube housing, fitted with a thermocouple and 
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pressure gauge (accuracy class 2.5); and a liquid receiver affixed at the condenser exit. The cooling 
system was implemented by means of a 120 mm fan radiator (GTS120-LITE) and a 4 ltr/min 
circulating pump. 
  
 
Figure 4.4: The isothermal ORC pilot prototype  
 
Before the start of experimentation, the complete assembled system was pressure tested with 
compressed air to check for leakages; and then evacuated (using a vacuum pump) to remove air and 
moisture. After which the unit was charged with the R245fa fluid to the required condenser 
pressure. The system parameters and operating conditions are listed in table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: System parameters for the isothermal ORC pilot prototype 
Parameter                                       Value 
Cylinder Bore      100 mm 
Piston Stroke      100 mm 
Wall temperature     90
o
C 
Heating power                                300 W 
Condenser temperature                  30
 o
C 
Condenser pressure (abs)               2 bar 
Engine speed                                  <200 mm/min 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the pilot isothermal ORC experimental set-up  
 
4.4.2 Test procedure 
Figure 4.5 shows schematically the experimental set-up. The Instron machine (material testing 
machine, Instron® 5500R) was employed to simulate a variable load with a controlled expansion 
speed. On operation, the metering pump injected the required volume of liquid into the heated 
cylinder. The resulting vapour expanded and pushed the piston against the load beam (incorporating 
a load cell) of the Instron machine; the resulting force (which is a measure of the vapour pressure) 
and piston displacement were recorded in the computer as the load beam retreated. Values of the 
force and piston displacement were collected at various operating parameters, for analysis. 
 
4.4.3 Results 
The results were taken, after heating the cylinder and making some runs to allow the system 
temperature to stabilize. The achieved p-V diagram (for 9.5 mL injected liquid and 50 mm/min 
piston speed) is shown in Figure 4.6. The vaporization phase is clearly shown as the plateau on the 
curve – evaporation pressure (abs) of 7.2 bar which corresponds to a saturation temperature of 
76.3
o
C. The pressure is dependent on the pump’s driving pneumatic pressure (< 9 bar). The extent 
of isothermal expansion achieved is shown in Figure 4.7, for different piston speeds. On close 
inspection, it can be seen that the isothermality tends to slightly decrease with increase in speed. 
Nonetheless, isothermality of about 1 was achieved, i.e., the achieved expansion work equalled the 
expected isothermal work; thus implying that isothermal expansion was fully achieved.  
Metering pump                     
 
Instron Machine 
Condenser 
Liquid 
receiver 
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Figure 4.6: Experimental P-V diagram of the isothermal ORC pilot engine 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Variation of isothermality with piston speed   
 
 
Figure 4.8: Cycle efficiency and work vs. input liquid   
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Figure 4.8 shows the variation of the cycle efficiency and work output achieved with the volume of 
injected liquid. As expected, the pressure at the end of stroke, and thus, the work output increases 
with increase in the quantity of injected liquid; 0.35 – 0.49 kJ of work was achieved for 6 – 12 mL 
of liquid input. However, the efficiency is seen to increase and then decrease slightly. High under-
expansion losses (i.e., inadequate work extraction, due to the stroke length being too short relative 
to the increased pressure at the end of stroke) diminished the achieved performance as the liquid 
volume increases. Nevertheless, a maximum cycle efficiency of 8.8% was achieved (at 8 mL of 
input liquid), which closely matches the expected theoretical value of 9.2%, and is more than a half 
of the Carnot efficiency (14.4%) obtainable at the same evaporating and condensing temperatures. 
The achieved performance is better than the reported efficiency of about 5% for conventional ORC 
engines with same working fluid and at similar operating conditions [97, 181]. Nevertheless the 
performance can be further improved by increasing the stroke length to extract more work and/or 
employing a regenerator to save on the heat input. 
 
4.5 Potential application to DesaLink 
The results from the pilot isothermal ORC prototype showed promise for application to the 
DesaLink described in Chapter 1. The following calculations were carried out to assess 
compatibility for scale up. In DesaLink experiments, Qiu et al [43] showed that initial and final 
driving pressures of 9 and 1.78 bar at 3.2 kJ work was required (for a 200 mm bore power cylinder 
with 0.0072 m
3
 stroke volume) to produce fresh water output of 2.4 litres per cycle at cycle time of 
7.5 mins from 4000 ppm brackish water.  In comparison, this study indicates good isothermality in 
the order of tens of seconds cycle time, and work output of 0.35-0.49 kJ for a 100 mm bore cylinder 
with 0.00078 m
3
 stroke volume (about a tenth of that of DesaLink). This suggests that the 
isothermal ORC can be easily scaled-up (by a factor of ten) to drive DesaLink on a similar scale.    
 
With the aid of the models outlined in section 4.2, using EES in modelling and computing state 
properties; assuming a condenser temperature of 30
o
C and a corresponding pressure of 1.79 bar, the 
final pressure at stroke end is taken as 2.58 bar, while the starting pressure is 9.8 bar with a 
corresponding evaporating temperature of 88.8
o
C. Consequently the required mass of fluid is 
obtained to be 0.095 kg, which corresponds to 72 mL of liquid. Thus, for one cycle of operation, 72 
mL of R245fa will be required to produce 2.4 litres of fresh water. With regards to thermal 
requirements, 79 W of heat input will be needed to produce 19 litres of fresh water per hour.  
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4.6  Chapter Summary 
 
ORC with isothermal expansion have been investigated for improved efficiency at low source 
temperatures. Various working fluids were analysed in terms of efficiency and engine size for 
temperatures below 150
o
C. The analysis showed that R123 offers the highest cycle efficiency 
amongst the fluids studied, but suffers the disadvantage of large engine swept volume. Ammonia 
and R245fa also offer good efficiencies, with ammonia having the most compact engine size but 
with detrimental high operating pressures.  
 
Experimental investigation with R245fa showed that isothermal expansion was achieved for 
operating speed < 200 mm/min. Although the work output increased steadily with increase in the 
volume of injected liquid, the efficiency was impaired as a result of under expansion losses; 
nevertheless efficiency of 8.8% was realized. Preliminary assessment of the engine’s potential in 
application to desalination (DesaLink) indicated that, on a similar scale, the engine could produce 
sufficient power to drive DesaLink. This prompted further work to scale up and realise the 
isothermal ORC-RO concept, as will be described in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5    Application to desalination 
 
 
 
This chapter discusses the integration of the isothermal ORC to drive the batch desalination 
machine ‘DesaLink’. A larger capacity ORC unit was built and coupled to the power unit of the 
DesaLink machine. Experimental results showed that, with 112 mL of R245fa injection, the ORC 
produced 2.3 litres of fresh water per cycle, from 4000 ppm saline feed water, at thermal or 
mechanical specific energy consumption (SEC) of 4.4 kWh/m
3
 or 0.34 kWh/m
3
 respectively, which is 
significantly lower (better) than those of conventional systems.  
 
 
5.1 Introduction  
 
Having achieved promising performance (in terms of work output and efficiency) from the 
isothermal ORC system in the previous chapter, this chapter investigates the performance of the 
isothermal ORC (when scaled up by 10 times increase in capacity, relative to the pilot prototype in 
the previous chapter) in RO desalination application (particularly the batch RO desalination system 
‘DesaLink’), in comparison with conventional ORC-RO systems. As mentioned in chapters 1 and 2, 
the performance of ORC-RO desalination can generally be assessed by the ORC thermal cycle 
efficiency, volume of fresh water output, the recovery ratio and the mechanical or thermal specific 
energy consumption (SEC). Practical studies on conventional low temperature ORC-RO systems 
(with energy recovery devices) have reported typical specific mechanical energy consumption of 
about 1 kWh/m
3
 (3.6 kJ/litre) [64] and 2.3 kWh/m
3
 (8.28 kJ/litre) [62] for brackish water and sea 
water respectively; however, the reported performance of the ORC engines at the low temperature 
operation is significantly low  (often less than 5% efficiency).    
 
Having gained an insight of the obtainable performance of the conventional ORC-RO desalination 
systems; this chapter will proceed with the description of the development and experimentation of 
an up-scaled isothermal ORC system in driving DesaLink, and the assessment of the energy and 
desalting performance of the integrated system. However, it is worth mentioning here that, this 
experiment is primarily aimed at establishing the feasibility of the integrated isothermal ORC 
DesaLink system, and as such will be limited to considering the desalination of only a typical 
brackish water salinity (4000 ppm), since the previous work by Qiu [182] had already extensively 
experimented DesaLink for a range of brackish water salinities (2000 – 4500 ppm). 
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5.2 The integrated isothermal ORC DesaLink test rig 
A schematic of the quasi-isothermal ORC coupled to DesaLink is depicted in Figure 5.1. The 
DesaLink machine has a saline water feed line, a water cylinder, RO membrane, circulating pump, a 
triangular crank linkage mechanism, and a power cylinder – which provides the driving force. The 
initial DesaLink setup had a compressed air supply line (to the power cylinder) which provided the 
driving pressure. However, in this study, the rig has been modified such that the driving pressure is 
provided by the proposed isothermal ORC subunit attached to the power cylinder (Figure 5.2). On 
operation, liquid injected into the heated power cylinder vaporizes, expands and drives the 
triangular crank linkage mechanism, at increasing mechanical advantage, thus pressurizing a batch 
of saline water in the water pump cylinder through the RO module where the salt is trapped while 
fresh water is permeated out. To overcome the low side pressure of the ORC closed cycle, the other 
(piston rod) side of the power cylinder is connected to the condenser, to provide a back pressure, so 
as to facilitate the return stroke.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematics of the isothermal ORC DesaLink system   
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Figure 5.2: The DesaLink machine fitted with the isothermal ORC system   
 
 
The batch operation process of the RO subunit can be explained with the Schematic of Figure 5.3. 
the operation starts with the refill phase (with valves 1 and 3 open, valves 2 and 4 closed), where, 
the feed pump feeds a batch of saline water through the membrane into the water pump cylinder, as 
the piston moves downward to accept the feed. Having filled both the pump cylinder and RO 
module with saline water, the pressurisation stage commences (with valves 2, and 3 open, while 
valves 1 and 4 closed) as the piston pressurises the saline water against the membrane; thus causing 
freshwater to permeate through the membrane. As freshwater permeates out, the concentration of 
the solution in the system increases gradually, however, with the aid of the re-circulation pump the 
concentrations at the inlet and the outlet of the module are kept nearly equal. After the water pump 
piston reaches the end of its stroke, only concentrated brine is left in the module. Thus, it is 
necessary to purge the module by introducing feed water (with valves 1 and 4 open, valves 2 and 3 
closed). In the purging stage, the concentration at the outlet decreases towards the value at the inlet. 
After purging out the residual concentrate, the system reverts back to the refill status, for the feed 
pump to supply the next batch of saline water, and repeats the cycle of operation. 
ORC unit 
Water cylinder 
RO module 
(behind) 
 
Power cylinder 
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Figure 5.3: Stages of the batch operation of DesaLink  
 
5.3 Details of the units of the test rig 
The key components of the test rig can be grouped into RO subunit, ORC subunit, Instrumentation 
and Data acquisition. 
5.3.1 RO sub-unit 
For the RO subunit, the water pump cylinder was a 105 mm bore diameter glass reinforced fibre, 
GRF, pressure vessel, the recirculating pump was a Wilo, 3 m
3
/h max flow volume pump, while the 
RO membrane was Dow FILMTEC
TM
 BW30-2540. The saline water feed line included a 200 ltr 
water barrel, 0.7 h.p submersible pump and cartridge filters. 
5.3.2 ORC sub-unit 
The ORC sub-unit included the power cylinder, condenser and the metering pump (Figure 5.4). The 
original cylinder base of the power cylinder was replaced with a bespoke fabricated cylinder base 
with integrated heat exchanger design (Figure 5.5). The new cylinder base was milled from solid 
aluminium block (engineering drawing attached in Appendix 4). The two sides of the cylinder base 
were designed to enhance heat transfer; the external side featured a fin design (fins with 2.5 mm 
thickness and 4 mm channel width), while the internal side employed parallel plate. The external 
side of the cylinder base serves as the heat collector i.e. to absorb heat from a thermal fluid, and 
(1) Purging 
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transfer the heat to the other (inner) side, where it heats up the cylinder. A copper plate attached to 
the inner face aids to provide increased surface area for heat transfer. Since the cylinder is mounted 
in horizontal orientation, this plate is essential to contain the injected liquid, to avoid the liquid 
flowing down (accumulating) to the bottom of the cylinder wall, and to spread the liquid and ensure 
sufficient surface area for heat transfer. The incorporation of the heat exchanger to the cylinder base 
provides the necessary heat during expansion to effect quasi-isothermal expansion. 
  
Figure 5.4: The ORC sub-unit of the DesaLink rig 
 
Figure 5.5: Exploded view of the finned cylinder base assembly   
Power cylinder 
Condenser 
Liquid receiver 
Metering pump 
Cylinder base 
Thermal fluid line 
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The thermal fluid employed (to be circulated through the finned cylinder base) was ethylene glycol 
and water mixture. A mixing ratio of 70% (glycol) was done to elevate the boiling point 
temperature to about 120
o
C, as the heating temperature was desired to be maintained at about 
100
o
C. The thermal fluid circulation system included a 5 litre stainless steel kettle with 2 kW 
immersion heater, fitted with a thermocouple and temperature control unit; Grundfos 15-60 
domestic circulating pump moves the thermal fluid through the system via a 5/8 diameter steam 
hose; and 2-30 ltr/min turbine flow meter (+/- 3% accuracy). The inlet and exit of the cylinder base 
were equipped with thermocouples. 
 
On the other hand, the condenser was fabricated as a counter-flow double helix coil in tube heat 
exchanger.  The helical coil was made from 6 mm diameter copper tube of 6.5 m length; the helix 
coil diameter of the outer coil was 80 mm with 9mm coil pitch and 16 turns; the inner helix also had 
same pitch and no of turns, but with a coil diameter 50 mm. The end of the coils were welded (silver 
brazed) to a common access port. The coil assembly was enclosed in a 100 mm bore aluminium 
cylinder (shell/water side) with flanged ends and gasket seals (Figure 5.6).  The inlet and exit of the 
condenser were fitted with thermocouples and pressure gauges. A liquid receiver was attached at the 
coil (working fluid) exit of the condenser, to collect the condensate from the condenser before being 
fed to the metering pump, this serves as a buffer tank to minimise pressure fluctuations in the 
condenser and to avoid bubbles of vapour getting into the pump. Additionally, to avoid temperature 
build up (over time) in the liquid receiver, 2 turns of 10 mm copper tube coil (with 70 mm coil 
diameter) was provided in the receiver, such that, if necessary, the cooling water will be passed 
through the coil in the receiver before being fed to the water side of the condenser. On the other 
hand, the working fluid metering pump was adapted (similar as described in the previous chapters) 
from a 50 mm bore, double acting cylinder pump, fitted with non-return valves, and a three way 
solenoid valve for pneumatic control. 
 
   
Figure 5.6: Different views of the condenser   
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5.3.3 Instrumentation 
The test rig was instrumented by pressure, temperature, flow rate, conductivity, and displacement 
measuring devices to enable the collection of the appropriate data, with which to analyse the 
performance of the desalination system. These measuring devices will be described as follows. 
 
All thermocouples utilized in the measurements were K-type thermocouples (accuracy 2.5
o
C). 1.5 
mm diameter stainless steel mineral insulated thermocouples were used for measuring the fluid 
temperatures at different positions in the test rig, while welded tip thermocouples were used for 
surface measurements. On the other hand, the pressure transducer utilized were Gems
TM
 sensors 
with 0.25% accuracy. 
 
Displacement transducers were implemented with linear slide potentiometers (± 10% tolerance) to 
measure the stroke lengths of the power and water pump pistons, to enable calculations of the swept 
volumes. To improve the accuracy of the conversion of voltage signals to displacement values, the 
voltage output signals were processed in the data acquisition system in such a way that zero error 
correction was automatically effected at the start of operation. However, position sensing at various 
points of end of movement on the rig were implemented with magnetic proximity, and micro limit 
switches. 
 
5.3.4 Data acquisition  
The control architecture and data acquisition of the rig was based on LabVIEW® software from 
National Instruments (NI). The control design provided a user interface on the computer screen for 
real time visual supervision of the parameters and operating status of the rig. A mixed signal data 
acquisition system was implemented with a range of NI data acquisition packages, and a computer. 
NI-9174 chassis DAQ (data acquisition) with four slots, was used to accommodate different signal 
input modules for the temperature, pressure, conductivity and flow measurements. The 
thermocouples were connected to NI-9213 thermocouple input module, which occupied one of the 
four slots in the chassis. The NI-9213 module is a 16-channel input module, thus all the 
thermocouples required for the text rig were accommodated without taking too many slots. 
However, the pressure transducers and the conductivity cell were connected to NI-9203 analogue 
current input module, which was also inserted on another slot of the chassis. The flow sensors were 
connected to NI-9421 on the third slot of the chassis. On the other hand, for the displacement 
sensing, the slide potentiometers were connected to the analogue voltage side of NI USB-6008 
DAQ; conversely, the proximity sensors were connected to the digital voltage side of the DAQ. 
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5.4 ORC DesaLink experiment 
The description of the integrated isothermal ORC DesaLink experimental procedure and results are 
presented in this section. The performance of the ORC loop is characterised by the achieved 
pressure level in the power cylinder, the work output, and the thermal cycle efficiency of the ORC 
loop; in addition, the performance of the cylinder base is also presented. On the other hand, the 
performance of the RO loop is characterised by the average desalting rate (i.e. the volume of water 
produced in relation to the time of operation per cycle); while the overall performance of the 
integrated system is characterised by the ensuing mechanical and thermal SECs.   
 
5.4.1 Test procedure  
Upon setting up the test rig, the saline water loop was first flushed with de-chlorinated tap water 
with 2 ppm sodium-metabisulphate solution, in order to protect the RO membrane from oxidation 
due to chlorine attack [183]. After which the feed saline water was prepared from sodium chloride 
(Nacl) solution, to the appropriate concentration (4000 ppm). The saline feed water was also flushed 
through the system to get a uniform salinity through the pipe work, and to bleed off pockets of 
trapped air. The heating system was activated and the temperature was set to 95
o
C and allowed 
sufficient time for the system temperature to stabilise and achieve steady state, whilst the thermal 
fluid was circulated through the cylinder base. The pump stroke was set to correspond to the desired 
liquid volume, afterwards the start operation was activated, and a metered volume of the working 
fluid liquid was injected into the cylinder base; and the measurement data profiles were viewed on 
the PC screen (Figure 5.7) as they are been recorded by the DAQ (after a number of initial test runs 
to achieve a smooth operation). 
 
 
Figure 5.7: DesaLink control panel (LabVIEW)   
5.4.2 Results  
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The cylinder base wall (internal) temperature profile achieving steady state condition is shown in 
Figure 5.8. With a thermal fluid temperature set-point of 95
o
C, a heat source power set at 1.5 kW, 
and a fluid flow rate of 50 ltr/min, the set-point temperature was achieved in about half hour; 
however, it took more than one hour for the temperatures to be fairly stabilized. The outlet 
temperatures very closely match those of the inlet, with a maximum temperature drop (from inlet to 
exit) of 0.5
o
C observed during the rising gradient, and about 0.15
o
C during the stable regime. On the 
other hand, the temperature at the wall was about 3
o
C less than the inlet temperature, while that at 
the wall’s cladded copper plate was about 5oC less. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Thermal fluid and cylinder base wall temperature profiles   
 
 
The performance of the ORC cycle can be accessed with the aid of the p-V characteristics of the 
power cylinder, as be shown in Figure 5.9. Upon injection, the liquid evaporated at an average 
pressure (gauge) of 7.5 bar, which reduced to 2.5 bar at the end of the expansion, and was blown 
down to the condenser pressure of 1.6 bar at the release of the exhaust valve. The work output 
computed directly from the p-V diagram represents the indicated/reversible work; however the 
actual work is obtained by subtracting the losses due to friction at the cylinder seals. For low 
friction pneumatic cylinders (without cushion), the minimum pressure required to overcome the 
friction at the piston seal could be as low as 0.05 bar for large bore cylinders (>125 mm), however 
during operation, the pressure equivalent of the seal’s sliding resistance varies linearly with the 
operating pressure at a gradient of less than 1% of the operating pressure [184].  
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Figure 5.9: Pressure volume (p-V) diagram of the ORC subunit   
 
The profiles of the R245fa pressure in the power cylinder and the water pressure in the RO loop are 
shown in Figure 5.10. As the R245fa evaporates fairly uniformly at 7.5 bar in the power cylinder, 
the saline water pressure in the pump cylinder increases gradually (due to the increasing mechanical 
advantage from the linkage system) until the end of evaporation; from whence the pressure transits 
and declines, as the R245fa pressure decreases upon expansion. Here, the gains from the rising 
mechanical advantage is not sufficient to overcome the decrease from the expanding power 
pressure, thus, there is a net decline in the water pressure (nevertheless, it remains higher than the 
power pressure). However, resetting the linkage system for a slightly higher mechanical advantage 
(by slightly increasing the starting angular position of the triangular crank), slightly increases the 
operating pressures in water cylinder, minimises the decline in the water pressure during the 
expansion stage and results to increased pressure towards the end of the stroke, which eventually 
reduced the operating cycle time from 1170 s to 810 s as shown in Figure 5.11a.  
 
Awkwardly, the improved operating cycle time is seen to be almost twice that observed in the 
original version of the machine reported by Qiu (using compressed air) [182]. This unfortunate 
situation can be attributed to the fact that the achieved net driving pressure is significantly less than 
would be ideal. Since the piston rod side of the cylinder was connected to the condenser as mention 
earlier, the evaporating pressure of 7.5 bar less the condenser pressure of 1.5 bar gives a net driving 
pressure of 6 bar, which is less than the 8 bar driving pressure that would be ideally required (as in 
Qiu’s work). To alleviate this issue, a further improvement in the cycle time was achieved by 
reducing the condenser pressure (to 0.7 bar), thus, slightly increasing the net driving pressure; and 
consequently reducing the cycle time by more than 120 s (Figure 5.11b). The net work done (with 
friction considered) is obtained as 2.85 kJ, while the efficiency is 7.7%, and isothermality is 0.85. 
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Figure 5.10: Pressure profiles of power and water cylinders   
 
 
   
Figure 5.11: The improved pressure (gauge) profiles in the power and water cylinders; (a) with 1.5 
bar condenser pressure (b) improved cycle time, with lower condenser pressure of 0.7 bar  
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Figure 5.12: Profile of the volume of fresh water production   
 
The evaporation phase together with the expansion phase of the R245fa constitutes the 
pressurisation phase of the saline water, during which, fresh water is continuously permeated out 
from the RO module. At the end of the pressurisation phase, a waiting time of 60 seconds was set to 
allow further permeate to drip out the module, because the water pressure at the end of the 
expanding stage (9 - 17 bar) was significantly higher than the osmotic pressure of the bulk solution 
(about 3 bar); as a result, the pressure difference was sufficient to drive additional fresh water 
through the membrane. During this waiting time, the water pressure decreased sharply, as 
freshwater is removed from the system with no further external pressure applied. The cumulative 
volume of the permeated fresh water is shown in Figure 5.12, the volume increased uniformly at a 
rate that depends on the water pressure; and a total of about 2.3 ltr of fresh water (of about 500 
ppm) was obtained.  At the end of the water production of the waiting time, the purging process 
commenced, with new saline water (about 1 ltr) pumped through the RO module to wash out the 
accumulated brine from the membrane. After the purging, the power cylinder’s exhaust valve was 
released (and the power pressure drops down to the condenser pressure) to enable it for the return 
stroke; then the next batch of feed saline water refilled the water cylinder, ideally forcing both 
pistons to return to their initial positions with the aid of the weight of the triangular crank. However, 
here, some external force was manually applied just to overcome the initial limiting friction of the 
system, after which the return stroke continued on its own, followed by the start of next cycle.  
 
Based on the results, for each cycle of operation, about 2.85 kJ of work was performed by the power 
cylinder per cycle to produce 2.3 ltr of fresh water from the RO module. This equates to a 
mechanical specific energy consumption of 0.34 kWh/m
3
 (1.24 kJ/ltr). In terms of thermal energy, 
about 37 kJ of heat was consumed to evaporate the R245fa in the power cylinder to perform the 
work which produced the 2.3 ltr permeate; thus equating to a thermal SEC of 4.4 kWh/m
3
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kJ/ltr). The mechanical energy consumption performance achieved with the ORC-DesaLink system 
can be presented in comparison to those of the reported practical performances for conventional 
ORC-RO desalination systems as depicted in Figure 5.13; while an overview of the general 
performances is given in Table 5.1. In comparison, it can be seen that the ORC-DesaLink consumes 
about 35 to 51% of the mechanical energy consumed by conventional ORC-RO systems to 
desalinate a unit volume of water, despite the fact that these systems operated at significantly lower 
feed water salinity and recovery ratio. However, it worth mentioning that due to the slow speed of 
the DesaLink machine, the fresh water production capacity per unit plant area occupied by the 
machine is relatively low compared to the conventional systems. 
 
Figure 5.13: The achieved specific mechanical energy consumption of the ORC-DesaLink, in 
comparison with conventional ORC-RO systems by Maurel [65], Libert and Maurel [64] and 
Manolakos et.al [66].  
 
Table 5.1: Overview of the performance of the ORC-RO DesaLink system in comparison to 
conventional ORC-RO systems   
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5.6 Chapter Summary 
 
An integrated isothermal ORC unit has been built and coupled to drive the batch desalination 
machine, DesaLink. Experimental work carried out to access the performance of the integrated 
ORC-DesaLink system showed that at 7.9% ORC efficiency, 2.3 ltr of fresh water was produced 
from 4000 ppm saline feed water, at a specific mechanical energy consumption of 0.35 kWh/m
3
 
(which is about a half of the energy requirement of conventional ORC-RO desalination systems). 
Based on the obtained results, the ORC-DesaLink can be expected to produce an output of about 12 
ltr of fresh water per hour.  
 
However, the achieved cycle time for each batch of operation was undesirably slow, as a result of 
low net driving pressure. Efforts employed to increase the net driving pressure, and thus improve 
the cycle time included: increasing the mechanical advantage of the linkage system, and reducing 
the condenser pressure. Recommendations for further improvement would require increasing the 
heating temperature of the power cylinder base, to increase the evaporating pressure, and of course, 
a corresponding higher pneumatic pressure supply to the metering pump to enable injection of the 
working fluid at a higher pressure into the power cylinder.  
 
Nevertheless, having proved the feasibility of the ORC-DesaLink system, the following chapters 
will proceed to developing models to describe/characterize the operation of the integrated system 
and using the models to analyse the potential performance of the system in real live scenarios, as 
case studies.  
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Chapter 6    System modelling 
 
 
 
This chapter presents a description of the theoretical models adopted to describe (characterise and 
predict) the behaviour/performance of the integrated ORC-DesaLink system. Models for the sub-
units of the integrated system were first developed and validated (with experimental data) and then 
integrated into a complete system model.  
 
 
6.1 Introduction  
 
The integrated ORC DesaLink system has been shown practicable in the experimental work carried 
out in the previous chapter. However, the operational behaviour and performance of the system in 
different operating conditions can be further investigated. As such, here, it is sought to develop 
models to characterize the integrated system. 
 
The modelling of the ORC DesaLink system can be realized from a group of sub models – the ORC 
sub-model, the linkage mechanism sub-model and the RO sub-model. The RO sub-model has been 
comprehensively studied (alongside a compressed air based driving power model) by Qiu in a 
MATLAB/Simulink environment [182]. However, here, the relevant models will be modified to 
represent the current system design; most especially, the compressed air based power sub-model 
will be replaced with the ORC cycle sub-model that will be presented shortly in this chapter. The 
ORC cycle sub-model is a further development on the cycle models previously presented in Chapter 
4. 
 
The structure of the ORC DesaLink model is presented in Figure 6.1, the integrated system model is 
built by developing and interconnecting a set of semi-empirical sub models of the different sub 
systems. The sub models are initially developed based on the appropriate underling theories, and 
where necessary, model parameters, efficiency terms or correction factors are utilised and calibrated 
with experimental data, as the final model is validated with measurements from additional 
experiments. The models are developed in the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) environment. 
This environment has been chosen because of its comprehensive library of thermodynamic fluid 
properties, as already utilised in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the ORC DesaLink model 
 
6.2 ORC sub model 
The ORC sub model can be developed by interconnecting the sub-models of the different 
subcomponents of the cycle (condenser, metering pump and heated power cylinder); thus here, 
emphasis is placed on characterising the behaviour of the ORC subcomponents based on 
thermodynamic principles and heat transfer correlations.  
 
6.2.1 Condenser 
As described in the previous chapter, the condenser was fabricated as helical coil in tube, with the 
vapour inlet piped from the power cylinder; and a liquid receiver affixed to the outlet (Figure 6.2), 
by extension, the liquid receiver can be considered as part of the condenser.  
 
Figure 6.2: (a) ORC and (b) condenser setup 
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The prevailing pressure in the condenser (and by extension, the liquid receiver) is function of the 
mass of working fluid in the system, the volume of the system (mainly the power cylinder), the 
average temperature in the cylinder, and the heat transfer characteristics in the condenser. For a 
given condenser heat transfer coefficient, the pressure becomes mainly dependent on the state of the 
vapour in the power cylinder. This can be obtained with the aid of an appropriate equation of state 
(example the Peng-Robisson equation of state [185]) using the specific volume, and temperature of 
the vapour in the power cylinder as the state parameters. However, this can be easily computed 
directly in the EES software environment; example by using the expression 
 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑅245𝑓𝑎, 𝑣 = 𝑣, 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔); where, 𝑣 and 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 are the specific volume and average 
temperature of the vapour in the power cylinder, respectively.  Based on the system configuration, 
the volume of power cylinder is much larger than that of the condenser and liquid receiver, thus, on 
operation, the pressure exerted in the condenser is actually imposed by the conditions of the vapour 
in the power cylinder. 
 
At the condenser outlet, the condition of the fluid exiting, can be either subcooled, (in which case 
the pressure remains constant) or two-phase (in which case the pressure is going to increase), 
depending on the overall effectiveness of the condenser. However, it is desirable for the condenser 
to maintain a constant pressure despite having an increasing vapour temperature at the inlet. To 
achieve this, the heat transfer coefficient must be sufficient to ensure that the heat rejected by the 
vapour is completely evacuated by the cooling water.  
 
Hence, the condenser can be modelled based on the coefficient of heat transfer between the 
refrigerant and the cooling water. The heat exchange in the condenser can ideally be subdivided into 
three zones namely: superheated vapour zone, two phase zone and subcooled liquid zone.  
 
Since the helical coil is enveloped by the cooling water, and if there is only an insignificant 
temperature difference between the condenser and the ambient, it can be assumed that the 
condensation sensible heat (of the single phase zones) and latent heat (of the two phase zone) of the 
refrigerant are effectively transferred into the water, and we can neglect heat loss, while also 
neglecting fouling effect. Also, if the level of superheat and sub cooling in the single phase zones 
are minimal, there effect could be neglected since majority of the heat transfer is due to the 
condensation latent heat. 
 
The cooling load (heat) absorbed by the water from the refrigerant can be calculated as: 
 
 ?̇? = ?̇?ѡ 𝜌ѡ 𝐶𝑝,ѡ(𝑇ѡ,𝑜 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑖) (6.1) 
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However, based on Newton’s cooling law, the heat transferred can be given as 
 ?̇? = 𝑈𝑜 𝐴 ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 (6.2) 
 
Thus, based on energy balance, the overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝑈𝑜, between the water side and 
the refrigerant side can be determined as 
 
 𝑈𝑜 =
?̇?ѡ𝜌ѡ𝐶𝑃,ѡ(𝑇ѡ,𝑜 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑖)
𝐴 ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷
 (6.3) 
 
where, ?̇?ѡ,  𝜌ѡ, and 𝐶𝑃,ѡ are the volumetric flow rate, density and specific heat of the coolant water 
respectively; 𝑇ѡ,𝑖 and 𝑇ѡ,𝑜  are respectively, the water inlet and exit temperatures; and ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 is the 
log mean temperature differential defined as    
 
 ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 =
(𝑇𝑟,𝑜 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑖) − (𝑇𝑟,𝑖 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑜)
ln [(𝑇𝑟,𝑜 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑖) (𝑇𝑟,𝑖 − 𝑇ѡ,𝑜)⁄ ]
  (6.4) 
 
where, 𝑇ѡ,𝑖 and 𝑇ѡ,𝑜 are the inlet and outlet coolant water temperatures respectively; 𝑇𝑟,𝑖 and 𝑇𝑟,𝑜 are 
the temperatures of the refrigerant at the inlet and outlet respectively.  If the single phase zones are 
considered, the ∆𝑇𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 can be applied for each zone; in this case, the intermediary coolant water 
temperatures (corresponding to the saturation temperature at the zone boundaries) can be identified 
with the aid of energy balance for each zone.  
 
Furthermore, the heat transfer coefficient between the refrigerant and water sides can be related to 
the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝛼, and the other heat transfer resistances encountered along 
the heat path, as: 
 
 
1
𝑈𝑜
=
𝐴𝑜
𝐴𝑖𝛼𝑐𝑖
+
𝐴𝑜𝑙𝑛(𝑑𝑜 𝑑𝑖⁄ )
2𝜋𝑘𝐿
+
1
𝛼𝑜
 (6.5) 
 
where, 𝐴𝑜, 𝐴𝑖, 𝑑𝑜, 𝑑𝑖 are the surface areas and diameters of the outer and inner sides of the tube 
respectively, while k and L are respectively the thermal conductivity and length of the tube; 𝛼𝑜 is 
the water side (outside) convective heat transfer coefficient; and 𝛼𝑐𝑖 is the convective/condensation 
heat transfer coefficient of the refrigerant side (inside). 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient of the refrigerant side can be given in terms of the 
dimensionless parameter Nusselt number, Nu, and the thermal conductivity of the refrigerant 𝑘𝑖 as:  
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 𝛼𝑐𝑖 =
𝑁𝑢𝑖𝑘𝑖
𝑑𝑖
 (6.6) 
For the two phase zone, the Nusselt number of the flow in the helical tube can be obtained from the 
correlation developed by Kang et al. [186]. 
 𝑁𝑢𝑖 = 2.3 𝑅?̇?𝑖
0.94
 𝑃𝑟0.4 (6.7) 
 
 𝑅?̇?𝑖 =
?́?𝑥𝑑𝑖
𝜇𝑓√𝜌𝑓 𝜌𝑔⁄
 (6.8) 
                     (1100 < 𝑅?̇?𝑖 < 2500) 
      
where, Pr, ?́? and x are respectively the Prandtl number, mass flux and average vapour quality from 
inlet to exit; while  𝜌𝑓 and 𝜌𝑔, the densities of the liquid and vapour state respectively.   
 
However if the single phase zones are to be considered, their heat transfer coefficients can be 
calculated with the Nusselt number correlation for laminar flow (Re <1500) as [187] 
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑚 = [(4.364 +
4.636
𝑥3
) + 1.816 (
𝐷𝑛
𝑥4
)
3/2
]
1/3
 (6.9) 
 
 𝑥3 = (1 +
1342
𝐷𝑛2𝑃𝑟
)
2
 ;   𝑥4 = (1 +
1.15
𝑃𝑟
) ;   𝐷𝑛 = 𝑅𝑒 (
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
)
1/2
 (6.10) 
 
Or, in the case of turbulent flow (1500<Re>20000), as [187]  
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 = 𝑁𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 [1 + 3.4
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
] (6.11) 
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =
𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
8
(𝑅𝑒 − 1000)/ [1.07 + 12.7(𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)
0.5
(𝑃𝑟2/3 − 1)] (6.12) 
 
 𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = (0.79 ln(𝑅𝑒) − 1.64)
−2 (6.13) 
 
On the other hand, for the water side convective heat transfer coefficient, the correlation developed 
by Salimpour [188] and modified by Elsayed [189] (for small diameter tubes) is used  
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑜 = 24.55 𝑅𝑒𝑜
0.513𝑃𝑟𝑜
0.129ƴ0.938 (6.14) 
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Then, the water side heat transfer coefficient is  
 𝛼𝑜 =
𝑁𝑢𝑜𝑘ѡ
Ɖ
 (6.15) 
 
 
 
𝑅𝑒𝑜 =
𝜌 Ѵ𝑜Ɖ
𝜇
 (6.16) 
 Ɖ =
𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙
2 − 𝜋𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑜
2𝛾−1
𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 + 𝜋𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑜𝛾−1
 (6.17) 
 
 ƴ =
𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝜋𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙
 (6.18) 
 
where, Ѵ𝑜, 𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙, Ɖ,  are the average velocity, coil pitch and the hydraulic/effective diameter of the 
shell side respectively.    
 
To validate the aforesaid models, the condensing pressure and temperature were assessed for 
varying inlet vapour temperatures and mass flow rates. For the range of inlet vapour temperatures 
considered, the predicted constant pressure was in agreement with the measured pressure (Figure 
6.3). Thus affirming the earlier assertion made regarding the constancy of the pressure for a given 
sufficient overall heat transfer characteristics. To validate the heat transfer model, the refrigerant 
exit temperature from the condenser was assessed for a range of vapor mass flow rates (0.07 – 0.43 
g/s) and corresponding inlet temperatures of (30 – 40oC). For the vapor conditions considered, the 
heat transfer model predicted the refrigerant exit temperatures with a relative error of within ±10% 
(Figure 6.4).   
 
 
Figure 6.3: Predicted and measured condensing pressure for varying condenser inlet temperatures 
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Figure 6.4: Predicted vs measured refrigerant temperatures at condenser outlet 
 
6.2.2 Metering Pump 
The reciprocating piston pump is characterised by its swept volume (based on the piston diameter 
and stroke length) and efficiency. The reciprocating pump efficiency can be viewed in two aspects – 
volumetric efficiency and mechanical efficiency.  
For a given swept volume, the volumetric efficiency enables the actual volume of fluid discharged 
into the power cylinder to be determined, based on the fluid properties and operating pressure. The 
volumetric efficiency can be given as: 
 
 𝜂𝑉𝐸 = 1 − ((∆𝑃  𝛽  𝜑) + ⱴ𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 + ⱴ𝑣𝑎𝑝) (6.19) 
 
Thus, the volume of fluid that eventually gets pumped can be given as:  
 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞 =  𝐴𝑝𝑚 𝑆𝑝𝑚  𝜂𝑉𝐸 (6.20) 
 
where, ∆𝑃 is the differential pressure between the discharge and suction; 𝛽  is the compressibility 
(inverse of  bulk modulus) of the liquid at the pumping pressure/temperature; 𝜑 is the ratio between 
the  volume of the total pumping chamber (including the void volume at the valve ports) to the 
pump piston displacement volume (area, 𝐴𝑝𝑚, x stroke length, 𝑆𝑝𝑚); ⱴ𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 is the losses due to fluid 
slippage back past the pump valves before full closure, typically about 1 to 5% based on valve 
design and pumping speed;  ⱴ𝑣𝑎𝑝 is the fractional volume losses due to vaporisation of the liquid 
along the discharge duct (into the heated cylinder) and cavitation in the pump chamber [190].  The 
effect of this reduced metered liquid volume is that, the resulting vaporisation length and stroke end 
pressure in the power cylinder will be less than anticipated (this will be better appreciated later in 
section – 6.2.3.2). 
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On the other hand, the pump efficiency takes care of other internal irreversibility of the pump, 
which ultimately results to pressure losses across the pump, and thus, a reduced discharge pressure 
into the power cylinder. The pressure of the pumped fluid, 𝑃𝑜, can be cast as a fraction of the driving 
pressure, 𝑃𝑖, as 
 
 𝑃𝑜 = 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑃𝑖 − (∆𝑃𝑛𝑣 + 𝑓𝑝𝐴𝑝𝑚 + ∆𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑) (6.21) 
 
 𝑃𝑜 = 𝜂𝑝𝑚𝑃𝑖 (6.22) 
 
where, 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the pressure loss in the pump system. The pressure loss include a combination of 
various losses such as the minimum pressure required to open the non-return valve (𝑃𝑛𝑣), the 
pressure loss due to the friction (𝑓𝑝) at the piston seal and the cylinder wall, and other pressure drops 
due to hydraulic losses along the flow path, including acceleration pressure drop and losses due to 
sudden expansion of pipe chamber. The seal friction (both break-out and running) could be difficult 
to quantify, since it involves a lot of parameters that cannot be easily measured. The amount of 
break-out friction which an O-ring seal will develop depends on the length of time the surfaces of 
the rubber and the metal have been in contact. This is more significant at the initial start of 
operation, and diminishes with subsequent strokes; as such the break out friction could be ignored 
from operational analysis.  
To validate the above model, an experiment was carried out, wherein, different driving pressures 
where applied and the achieved output pressures in the power cylinder where recorded. For a range 
of injection pressures (5 to 9 bar), a pump efficiency of about 0.79 was found to yield the best 
prediction of the measured output pressure values, within ± 6.6% relative error (Figure 6.5).  
 
Figure 6.5: Measured and model pumped pressures for varying driving pressures 
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6.2.3 Heated Expander (Power Cylinder) 
The heated expander model can be sub-divided into the evaporator and expansion sub-models. The 
evaporator model will treat the heat transfer characteristics from the thermal fluid into the cylinder 
base interior surface (which serves as the heating surface to evaporate the working fluid), while the 
expander model will consider the expansion behaviour of working fluid vapour during the 
expansion process. 
 
6.2.3.1  Evaporator (heated cylinder base) model 
The cylinder base model is based on the surface temperature profile. The model of the cylinder base 
surface temperature can be developed from the models generally used in the analysis of rectangular 
fin heat sinks with high aspect ratio (channel width, ϣ << height, H) [191].  
 
Figure 6.6: Schematic of fin cylinder base  
 
At steady state condition, the heat supplied by the heat transfer fluid can be obtained as 
 
 ?̇?𝐻𝑇𝐹 =  𝜌  ?̇? 𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡) (6.23) 
 
The heat received at the cylinder base internal wall surface can be expressed as a fraction of the heat 
supplied  
 ?̇?𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝜂𝐻𝑇𝐹𝑄𝐻𝑇𝐹 (6.24) 
 
where, 𝜂𝐻𝑇𝐹 expresses the heat received at the internal wall as a fraction of the heat supplied by the 
fluid. Some of the heat provided is conducted to other parts of the assembly and lost to the ambient. 
Given the complexity of the machine geometry, as it involves many number of mating surfaces, it is 
Base plate (Copper) 
Cylinder base (Aluminium) 
H 
ŧ𝑎 
ŧ𝑐 
ϣ 
𝑡 
𝐿𝑐ℎ 
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difficult to calculate the heat loss directly. However, the heat loss fraction can be estimated by 
taking a heat balance between the supplied and received heat values which are calculated based on a 
set of reference measured temperatures of the fluid flow and base wall.  
 
The heat received at the cylinder base wall surface can be calculated as: 
 
 ?̇?𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑈 𝐴𝑓𝑏(𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹 − 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒) (6.25) 
 
where, 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹 is the average temperature of the thermal fluid given as (𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡) 2⁄ ; 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 
is the average temperature of the cylinder base, U is the overall heat transfer coefficient between the 
fluid and the cylinder base; 𝐴𝑓𝑏 is the total area of heat transfer surface (including the fin).  
 
Then the cylinder base surface temperature 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 can be predicted as  
 
 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹 − (
𝑄𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑈𝐴𝑓𝑏
) (6.26) 
 
 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹 − (
𝜂𝐻𝑇𝐹 𝜌 ?̇? 𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡)
𝑈 𝐴𝑓𝑏
) (6.27) 
 
wherein, 1 𝑈𝐴𝑓𝑏 ⁄ is the overall thermal resistance to heat flow along the path of flow. For the 
cylinder base under consideration, the thermal resistance can be expressed as:   
 
 𝑅𝑡ℎ =
1
𝑈𝐴
=
1
𝛼𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑓 𝐴𝑓𝑏
+
ŧ𝑎
𝑘𝑎  𝐴𝑎
+
𝑇𝐶𝑅
𝐴𝑐𝑗
+
ŧ𝑐𝑗
𝑘𝑐  𝐴𝑐𝑗
+
ŧ𝑐
𝑘𝑐  𝐴𝑐
 (6.28) 
 
where, ŧ𝑎 , 𝑘𝑎 , 𝐴𝑎 , are the thickness, thermal conductivity and area of the aluminium cylinder base 
respectively; ŧ𝑐 , 𝑘𝑐 , 𝐴𝑐 , are respectively the thickness, thermal conductivity and area of the copper 
base plate; while ŧ𝑐𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑐𝑗 are the thickness and area of the copper surface contacting the 
aluminium. The first two terms of the summation represents the thermal resistance from the thermal 
fluid to the base wall surface, whereas the entire summation represents the resistance from the fluid 
up to the cladding copper base plate. The term TCR represents the thermal contact resistance 
between the mating surfaces (of aluminium base and copper plate). Although this can depend on a 
number factors including contact pressure, surface roughness, void fill, etc., experimental studies 
have shown values in the range of 0.00012 – 0.0004 and 0.00016 – 0.0003 (m2.K/W) for 
aluminium/aluminium interface and copper/copper interface respectively for contact pressures 
below 2 MPa [192, 193]. The term 𝛼𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑓, is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the 
fluid and the fin, and can be obtained as 
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 𝛼𝐻𝑇𝐹,𝑓 = 𝑁𝑢𝑏
𝑘𝐻𝑇𝐹
Ɖ
 (6.29) 
 
here, 𝑘𝐻𝑇𝐹 is the thermal conductivity of the fluid; Ɖ is the hydraulic diameter of the channel, 
defined as Ɖ = 4(𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟⁄ ); and 𝑁𝑢𝑏 , the Nusselt number can be obtained 
from correlations (for rectangular ducts), assuming a fully developed laminar flow along the 
channel length, as is the case for most liquids with high Prandtl number and low flow Reynolds 
number [194-196]: 
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑏 = 8.235(1 − 1.88ɤ + 3.767ɤ
2 − 5.814ɤ3 + 5.361ɤ4) (6.30) 
 
For: (ℒ Ɖ𝑅𝑒𝑏𝑃𝑟⁄ ) ≥ 0.1   and    𝑅𝑒𝑏 ≤ 2100 
 
 𝑅𝑒𝑏 =  
ѴρƉ
𝜇
 (6.31) 
 
where, ɤ is the aspect ratio (= channel width/height), ℒ is the distance from the entrance of the 
channel, along the channel length, (0 ≤ ℒ ≤ 𝐿𝑐ℎ), and Ѵ the mean uniform velocity through the 
channels.        
 
The validation of the above described model for the cylinder base surface temperature is presented 
in Figure 6.7. For a given thermal fluid supply temperature (in the range of 70 to 95
o
C), the model 
predicts the cylinder base surface temperature with a relative error of less than ±3%. The heat 
transfer efficiency, 𝜂𝐻𝑇𝐹 , from the thermal fluid to the base surface was found to be about 45%.   
 
Figure 6.7: Predicted vs measured cylinder base surface temperature 
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6.2.3.2  Evaporation and Expansion model 
Upon injection into the heated cylinder base, the liquid working fluid initially evaporates at the 
pump pressure. For a given operating conditions, ideally, a given load at the piston would maintain 
equilibrium with the fluid to vaporise at constant pressure, such that the rate of vaporisation 
balances the displacement of the piston/load; and the piston stroke volume of the vaporisation 
phase, 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝, would be a function of the actual volume of pumped liquid and the dead volume 
present in the expansion chamber of the power cylinder (as indicated in chapter 3)   
 
 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝 = (𝑣𝑔 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞) − 𝑉𝑑 = 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑉𝑑 (6.32) 
 
 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝′ =
𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑉𝑑
 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡 (6.33) 
 
where, 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞  is the actual volume of liquid injected (with the volumetric efficiency taken into 
consideration as in the previous section – 6.2.2), 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞 is the density of the injected liquid; 𝑉𝑑 is the 
dead volume, while 𝑣𝑔 is the specific volume of the saturated vapour at the evaporating pressure, 
and 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the actual volume of the dry saturated vapour.     
However, in the present DesaLink configuration, this constant pressure vaporisation phase gets 
truncated by virtue of the apparent decreasing load, due to the increasing mechanical advantage 
(𝑀. 𝐴) introduced by the linkage mechanism. Here it is worth mentioning that, although there is also 
an apparent increasing load due to increasing osmotic pressure, 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚, in the saline water cylinder, 
the effect of the magnitude of the 𝑀. 𝐴 sufficiently exceeds that of the osmotic pressure, thus 
resulting to the net apparent decrease in load. As such the expansion phase appears to commence 
while the vaporisation is still ongoing.    
Thus, with considerations of the aforementioned effects of 𝑀. 𝐴 and 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚, the evaporating pressure 
can be given as: 
 𝑃2 =  𝑃1 (1 − 𝑎  𝑀. 𝐴  
𝑃1
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚
)  (6.34) 
 
Meanwhile, the pressure of the vapour can be approximated from the general polytropic process 
equation (albeit with different polytropic index, n, for the different phases of vaporisation, transition 
and expansion).  
 𝑃2 = 𝑃1 (
𝑉1
𝑉2
)
𝑛
 (6.35) 
Hence, the combined evaporation-expansion pressure equation can be given as: 
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 𝑃𝑝2 = 𝑃𝑝1 (
𝑉𝑝1
𝑉𝑝2
)
𝑛
(1 − 𝑎  𝑀. 𝐴  
𝑃𝑝1
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚
)
𝑦
 (6.36) 
wherein, 
 𝑛 = 0 ;   𝑦 = 1                               {𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 ( 𝑉𝑝 ≤ 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝′)} (6.37) 
 
 
𝑛 = ?́?(𝑥)2 = ?́? (
𝑉𝑝
𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡
)
2
             {𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑝′ > 𝑉𝑝
< 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡)} 
(6.38) 
 
 𝑛 ≈ 1 ;   𝑦 = 0                               {𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑉𝑝 ≥ 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡)} (6.39) 
 
where, 𝑉𝑝 is the instantaneous volume of the vapour in the cylinder at any point in time, 
𝑃𝑝1, 𝑉𝑝1 and 𝑃𝑝2, 𝑉𝑝2 are respectively the pressure and volume at any two successive points along 
the process path; 𝑥 (= 𝑉𝑝 𝑉𝑔,𝑠𝑎𝑡⁄ ) is a representative dryness fraction of the vapour (a measure of the 
extent of vaporisation),  coefficients 𝑎 and ?́? are constants; exponents n and y are respectively 0 and 
1 during the early stage of the vaporisation phase; the value of the index n is zero during the early 
vaporisation phase, however, during the transition phase it increases rapidly as a power function of 
the vapour dryness fraction; and is approximately unity for the rest of the actual expansion phase 
when the volume is more than the dry saturated vapour volume (i.e. when all the liquid must have 
vaporized).  
Based on the experimental results, coefficients 𝑎 and ?́? values of 0.0045 and 0.7 respectively, were 
found to yield the best correlation between the model and the achieved pressure profile (Figure 6.8).   
 
Figure 6.8: Measured and model power pressure variation with power stroke volume 
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6.3 Linkage system model 
The displacements of the pistons and the transfer of pressure force from the power piston to the 
water piston is characterised by the geometry of the linkage system. Details of this are as given in 
Figure 6.9 and Table 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.9: Schematic of the DesaLink linkage geometry 
 
Table 6.1: DesaLink geometric details   
Power cylinder    Water cylinder 
𝐿𝑝(m) 0.76  𝐿𝑤(m) 0.5  
Ł𝑝(m) 0.25 Ł𝑤(m) 0.35 
𝑥𝑜𝑓𝑓(m) 0.28 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓(m) 0.2 
𝜃𝑝(°) 3 – 55    𝜃𝑤(°) 48 – 100  
∅𝑝(°) 22 – 40 ∅𝑤 (°) 64 – 16  
    
 
Power cylinder 
∅𝑝 
Water cylinder 
∅𝑤 
𝐿𝑤 
𝐿𝑝 
Ł𝑤 
𝜃𝑤 
𝜃𝑝 
Ł𝑝 
𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝑥𝑜𝑓𝑓 
𝑆𝑝 
𝑆𝑤 
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Based on the trigonometric relations of the pistons and the linkage mechanism, the power piston 
displacement (𝑆𝑝) and that of water piston (𝑆𝑤) can be determined with respect to the angular 
positions of the crank ( 𝜃𝑝) within the operating min – max range.  
 
 𝜃𝑤 = 𝜃𝑝 + 45
° (6.40) 
 
 ∅𝑝 = sin
−1 ((Ł𝑝 sin 𝜃𝑝 + 𝑥𝑜𝑓𝑓)/𝐿𝑝) (6.41) 
 
 ∅𝑤 = sin
−1 ((Ł𝑤 cos 𝜃𝑤 + 𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓)/𝐿𝑤) (6.42) 
 
 𝑆𝑝 = (Ł𝑝 cos 𝜃𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝑝 cos ∅𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑛) − (Ł𝑝 cos 𝜃𝑝 + 𝐿𝑝 cos ∅𝑝) (6.43) 
 
 𝑆𝑤 = (Ł𝑤 sin 𝜃𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝑤 cos ∅𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥) − (Ł𝑤 sin 𝜃𝑤 + 𝐿𝑤 cos ∅𝑤) (6.44) 
 
On the other hand, the mechanical advantage of the linkage mechanism can be determined from the 
forces acting on the pistons and linkages. Given that the forces at the power and water pistons are 𝐹𝑝 
and  𝐹𝑤 respectively, the mechanical advatnage can be given as  𝑀. 𝐴 =
𝐹𝑤
𝐹𝑝
⁄  
But, the total driving torque (moment of the force about the crank pivot), 𝒯, from the power linkage 
is 
 𝒯𝑝 = 𝐹𝑝 Ł𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑝 + (𝐹𝑝 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼𝑝  Ł𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑝) (6.45) 
 
Similarly, at the water linkage, the torque is 
 
 𝒯𝑤 = 𝐹𝑤  Ł𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤 + (𝐹𝑤  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼𝑤   Ł𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑤) (6.46) 
 
However at equilibrium,  𝒯𝑝 =  𝒯𝑤 
Thus,  
 
 
𝐹𝑤
𝐹𝑝
=  
(Ł𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑝 +  Ł𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛∅𝑝)
  (Ł𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤 +  Ł𝑤  𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑤𝑡𝑎𝑛∅𝑤)
 (6.47) 
 
Hence, the mechanical advantage is 
𝑀. 𝐴 =
(Ł𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑝 +  Ł𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛∅𝑝)
  (Ł𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤 +  Ł𝑤  𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑤𝑡𝑎𝑛∅𝑤)
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6.4 RO subsystem model 
The major components of the RO subsystem are the pressurised water cylinder and the RO module. 
Thus the main parameters of emphasis of the RO sub model are the water pressure, the volumetric 
flow rate and concentration of the permeate.  
 
6.4.1 Water pressure 
The pressure transmitted to the water cylinder piston can be determined from the force available at 
the power piston and the effect of the mechanical advantage based on the linkage geometry. 
 
The pressure force available from the power piston is 
 
 𝐹𝑝 =  (𝑃𝑝 − 𝑃𝑐𝑛𝑑𝑠)  𝐴𝑝 (6.48) 
 
While the force delivered to the water piston is 
 
 𝐹𝑤 = 𝐹𝑝  𝑀. 𝐴 (6.49) 
 
Though the ideal water pressure 𝑃𝑤.𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙  can be simply obtained as 𝑃𝑤.𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹𝑤/𝐴𝑤; the actual 
water pressure  𝑃𝑤  can be expressed as:  
 
 𝑃𝑤 = ɕ  𝐹𝑤/𝐴𝑤 (6.50) 
 
wherein, 
 
 ɕ = 1 −  ƙ  𝑀. 𝐴
𝑃𝑤.𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚
 (6.51) 
 
 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚 = 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚,𝑖𝑛𝑖 (
𝑉𝑤,𝑖𝑛𝑖 + 𝑉𝑅𝑂
𝑉𝑤 + 𝑉𝑅𝑂
) (6.52) 
 
The initial osmotic pressure of the feed water solution can be obtained as [197] 
 
 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚,𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 𝑖∅𝑀𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑇 = 𝑖 ∅ 
𝐶𝒻,𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑀𝑚 1000
 𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑇𝒻 
(6.53) 
 
 
where, ɕ is a correction factor introduced to take into consideration the effects of losses in the 
linkage mechanism and the changing mechanical advantage and osmotic pressure of the saline 
water; in which ƙ is a constant; 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚,𝑖𝑛𝑖,  is the ideal initial osmotic pressure (due to the 
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concentration of the initial feed water 𝐶𝒻,𝑖𝑛𝑖); 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚, represents the increasing osmotic pressure with 
respect to the relative volume displacement of the water loop; 𝑉𝑤,𝑖𝑛𝑖 is the initial volume of the feed 
water (at maximum water piston displacement); 𝑉𝑤, is the water volume at any displacement; 𝑉𝑅𝑂 is 
the volume of the spaces in the RO module and pipe work (taken as 0.0011 m
3
 for the present 
configuration); i is the number of ions produced during dissociation of the solute; ∅ is a coefficient 
to account for the random pairing of some of the dissociated ions in the solution; 𝐶𝒻,𝑖𝑛𝑖  is the initial 
concentration/salinity (mg/L) of the feed water; Mm is the molar mass of the solute (g/mol); Rgas is 
the gas constant, equal to 0.08314 L·bar/mol·K; 𝑇𝒻 is the feed water temperature (K).   
 
The value of constant ƙ can be adjusted to achieve good fit between the model predicted and 
measured pressures. In accessing the water pressure profile relative to the piston displacement, ƙ = 
0.038 was found to yield the optimum fit (Figure 6.10), wherein, the calculated water pressure 
described the measured values with very good accuracy. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Model predicted and measured water pressures 
 
6.4.2 Permeate flow rate 
The rate of fresh water production, i.e., permeate flow rate is dependent on the net driving pressure 
across the RO membrane, which is basically the difference between the water pressure and the 
osmotic pressure across the membrane. Thus, the permeate flow rate can be given in terms of the 
net driving pressure and the membrane characteristics as:  
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 V̇𝓅 = 𝐼𝑚𝑝  Amem (𝑃𝑤 − 𝜎𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚)  ɕ?̇?𝓅 (6.54) 
 
However, the water permeability through the RO membrane can be affected by some factors of the 
operating conditions such as the operating temperature and pressure of the water, and fouling of the 
membrane [183]. These effects can be reflected by the correction term ɕ?̇?𝓅 
 ɕ?̇?𝓅 = 𝑇𝐶𝐹  𝐹𝐹 (
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚
𝑃𝑤
) (6.55) 
 
where, Amem, 𝐼𝑚𝑝 and Rr are respectively the active membrane area, intrinsic membrane water 
permeability and salt rejection fraction of the RO module; for the RO module used in this study 
(Dow
®
 FilmTec
®
 BW30-2540), the membrane area,  permeability and salt rejection are taken as 2.6 
m
2
, 9.14x10
-12
 m·s
-1
·Pa
-1
 and 0.995 respectively [182]; 𝜎 is reflection coefficient (it’s is a measure 
of the membranes ability to perfectly reject solute/salt passage) which generally approaches unity 
for high solute rejection membranes [198];  𝑇𝐶𝐹 is temperature correction factor, which varies 
exponentially with the water temperature, and is 0.84 for 20
o
C water [183]; 𝐹𝐹 is flow/fouling 
factor, which is ideally unity when there is no fouling, and is taken as 0.92 here. 
 
Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between measured and predicted flow rates; it can be seen that the 
model estimated the measured values with good agreement (within a relative error of about ±25%). 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Measured and model permeate flow rates 
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6.4.3 Time of operation 
The time of operation is dependent on the net driving pressure and concentration of the feed 
solution. However, these parameters translates to the permeate flow rate, thus, the operation time 
can be obtained from the permeate flow rate in relation to the water volume. Since the flow rate is 
not constant over the duration of the operation, the total time of operation can be obtained as the 
integral of the flow rate, or simply the summation of the elemental time between two successive 
points along the operation. 
 
 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = ∫
1
?̇?𝓅
𝑑𝑉𝑤 (6.56) 
Or 
 
 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = ∑
(𝑉𝑤,2 − 𝑉𝑤,1)
0.5 (?̇?𝓅,1 + ?̇?𝓅,2)
 (6.57) 
 
where, 𝑉𝑤,1 and 𝑉𝑤,2 are the volume of the water cylinder at two successive step points; while, ?̇?𝓅,1 
and ?̇?𝓅,2 are the corresponding flow rates determined. Although, ideally, the water cylinder volume 
ought to equal the permeate volume, in reality, the actual permeate volume is slightly less (it is 
largely a function of the speed of operation, amongst other factors), thus this phenomena is 
represented by the constant, ɕ𝑣, the value of which approaches 1 for slow speed (found to be about 
0.9 for the present study).  
 
6.4.4 Permeate concentration 
The permeate flow concentration can generally be obtained as the rate of salt passage through the 
membrane relative to the permeate water flow rate. However, in this batch configuration, the bulk 
salinity of the permeate can be taken as the ratio of the total mass of salt transported, to the volume 
of water produced.  
 
 𝐶𝓅 =  
∫ ℬ   𝐶𝑃𝐹  𝐶𝒻   𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑚
𝑉𝑤,𝑖𝑛𝑖
 (6.58) 
 
 𝐶𝒻 = 𝐶𝒻,𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑉𝑤,𝑖𝑛𝑖 + 𝑉𝑅𝑂)/(𝑉𝑤 + 𝑉𝑅𝑂) (6.59) 
where, ℬ and 𝐶𝑃𝐹 are respectively the membrane salt permeability coefficient and concentration 
polarisation factor, taken as 1.18 x 10
-7
 m/s and 1.2 respectively for the DesaLink system [182]; 
while 𝐶𝒻 is the feed concentration.     
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6.5. Integrated DesaLink Model 
Having developed the individual models describing the different subsystems of the ORC-DesaLink 
system, an integrated model is built by interconnecting the sub models of the different sub-systems, 
as depicted in Figure 6.12.  
 
 
Figure 6.12: The integrated model  
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In the figure, each sub component represents a set of the underlying sub models. The different sub 
models can simultaneously receive some independent input variables / operating parameters; 
however relevant input/output variables of dependent sub components are appropriately linked 
together. On operation, the interconnection is such that from a given set of operating parameters, the 
condenser pressure is set and impressed into the pump and the power cylinder. Input variable 
information such as pneumatic driving pressure and metering stroke, is used by pump to deliver a 
corresponding volume of the working fluid to the power cylinder, and imposes the evaporation 
pressure therein. However, the power cylinder calculates the instantaneous power pressure, which is 
fed (together with piston displacement information) to the linkage mechanism sub-model (which 
uses additional operating geometric information) to determine the mechanical advantage, with 
which the water pressure is calculated. The water pressure is subsequently used (together with the 
membrane characteristics) by the RO sub model to calculate the permeate flow rate, concentration 
and the cycle time. And finally, the SEC, together with the ORC efficiency are determined and 
presented as the system outputs.  
 
 
 
6.6 Chapter Summary 
The proposed ORC driven batch-RO desalination system have been studied and characterised by 
developing models to represent the behaviour, to aid prediction of the performance of the system. 
The model of the integrated system was obtained by developing and interconnecting sub-models of 
the individual components, using engineering equation solver software (the model EES code is 
appended in Appendix 5). The realisation of the developed individual subsystem models were based 
on underlying physical principles and use of non-dimensional factors (in linear or non-linear form) 
to adjust for deviation from ideal conditions. Key underlying system parameters that influence the 
outcome of subsequent dependent parameters were first modelled and validated with a set of 
experimental results from a range of working conditions; in most cases, the models were able to 
accurately correlate the experimental results with less than 10% error.  
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Chapter 7    Case Study 
 
This chapter illustrates how the models developed previously can be used to predict the 
performance of the isothermal ORC-DesaLink desalination system. For this purpose, two case 
studies, based on two different geographic locations with two different thermal sources (solar 
thermal and waste heat recovery) have been performed to illustrate the feasibility and performance 
of the ORC-RO system. The studies showed that multiple units of DesaLink can be employed to 
produce substantial quantity of fresh water from minimal thermal energy consumption. 
 
 
7.1 Introduction  
The previous chapters have presented the performance (from laboratory experiments) of the 
isothermal ORC engine in driving DesaLink batch desalination system; model(s) describing the 
operation of the integrated system have also been presented. Following this, case studies can be 
carried out in this chapter, to gain insights on the potential on-site performance of the integrated 
system. The thermal energy source in the laboratory experiments was provided by electrical heaters, 
however, as  introduced in chapter 1, solar thermal and waste heat are two attractive thermal energy 
sources that will be considered in this study. The solar thermal is especially attractive for remote or 
arid and semi-arid regions of the world where conventional power supply is unavailable or 
unreliable or with prohibitive cost; while, the waste heat is especially attractive where it is 
abundantly available. For this purpose, the case study site locations can be considered in India and 
USA, respectively for solar thermal and waste heat sources, owing to their available energy 
resources and considerable ground water salinity.    
For both cases of the thermal energy source, the relevant governing equations will be appended to 
the already developed DesaLink model; such that the potential desalination capacity (volume of 
fresh produced per day) can be calculated based on the thermal energy input or the availability of 
the resource, alternatively, where a target water production capacity is specified, the size of the 
thermal source system can be obtained based on the intended water production capacity. Hence for 
the thermal system of the solar case, emphasis will be placed on using the meteorological data of the 
location to determine the thermal energy that can be captured by a given solar collector; whereas, 
for the waste heat case, the emphasis will be on selecting an appropriating industrial scale waste 
heat source and determining the available energy that can be recovered via heat exchanger. 
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7.2 Case study 1 – Solar   
In India, salinity in ground water is prevalent mainly in the arid and semi-arid regions of the states 
of Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu [199]; with Rajasthan and Gujarat having the more affected land mass 
and population [200]. Of these states, Gujarat has been noted to be very active in setting up 
desalination plants [201]. Ground water salinity of more than 1500 ppm can be found in parts of 
several districts and villages of the state. Kadachhala (in Savil Taluka of Vadodara district) is one 
such village with salinity of about 4000 ppm [202]. Located towards the north east of the state, the 
area receives abundant solar radiation annually, thus making it well suited for a case study to predict 
the real life performance of our DesaLink system when driven by solar thermal energy. For this 
case, a nominal daily water production capacity of 1000 litres is targeted.  
 
The performance of solar thermal plants is generally dependent on the weather conditions (ambient 
temperature and solar irradiance) of the location; as such the meteorological data on the case study 
site is required in order to predict realistic results. The case study site – Kadachhala village – is 
located on Longitude 73.58
o
E and Latitude 22.17
o
N on the globe, at an altitude of 168 m. The 
variation of the monthly average ambient temperatures of the study area in a typical year is depicted 
in Figure 7.1, as can be seen from the figure, the average temperature increases from January, with 
the highest temperature (36
o
C) experienced in May. The valley in average temperature profile 
corresponds to the high precipitation (rainfall) experienced during the monsoon rainy season (June, 
July and August). The temperature peaks again, and then drops during the winter months. The solar 
irradiance on horizontal surface follows a similar profile, the maximum values of the mean 
irradiance are 620 and 860 W/m
2
 for the typical winter and summer day; however, the insolation 
drops during the monsoon rainy season, as the sun is often occluded. Such high solar irradiances, 
especially in the summer, give rise to a big advantage of utilizing solar thermal technologies in this 
area.  
 
The high solar irradiance and ambient temperatures are desirable for better performance of the 
thermal collector (and thus, enhanced freshwater production). Although the seasonal drops in the 
weather conditions would result to seasonal drops in freshwater outputs, however, this effect is 
likely to be compensated for by the fact that freshwater requirements by the inhabitants during this 
seasons is likely to be less, compared to the hot summer months.   
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Figure 7.1: Monthly average ambient temperature variation for Savli taluka. Generated from NASA 
Atmospheric Science Data Centre [203] 
 
7.2.1 Solar thermal field 
There are different types of solar thermal collectors that could be coupled to ORC system; reviews 
are available in literature [204, 205]. Low – medium temperature collector types include Flat plate 
collector (FPC), evacuated tube collector (ETC), parabolic trough collector (PTC), Linear Fresnel 
reflector (LFR), etc. In this study, the criteria for choosing the collector type for consideration 
includes, ease of commercial availability and operating temperature range. Thus, the collectors for 
consideration should be capable to exceed the 75
o
C evaporating temperature of the R245fa working 
fluid at the 7 bar driving pressure for DesaLink, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 5. As such, FPC 
(up to 90
o
C) and ETC (up to 150
o
C) are considered (details of the collectors are available in the 
datasheet as provided in Appendix 6).  
 
The solar thermal energy captured, 𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙 , by the collector can be given in terms of the solar 
irradiance (𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟) and collector area (𝐴𝑠𝑜𝑙). Thus the solar collector area required for the DesaLink 
system can be obtained by balancing the captured solar thermal energy and thermal power required 
for the desalination. 
 𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 𝐴𝑠𝑜𝑙  𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 (7.1) 
 
Where, 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟  is the solar collector efficiency, and can be determined from the collector’s 
performance characteristic curve, expressed as [61] 
 𝜂𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝜂0 − 𝑎1 (
𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
) − 𝑎2 (
𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
)
2
𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 
(7.2) 
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where 𝜂0, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are the efficiency parameters (Table 7.1), decided by the collector efficiency 
curves of the solar collector, 𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓 (ºC) and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 (ºC) are temperatures of the heat transfer fluid at 
the outlet of the solar collector and the ambient temperature respectively.  
 
Table 7.1: Technical parameters of the solar collectors [61]   
 
Parameters 
Flate plate collector 
(Sonnenkraft SK500) 
Evacuated tube 
collector 
(Sydney SK-6) 
𝜂0 0.768 0.665 
𝑎1 (𝑊/𝑚
2𝐾) 2.9 0.59 
𝑎2 (𝑊/𝑚
2𝐾2) 0.0108 0.0019 
Aperture area  (𝑚2) 2.307 1.088 
 
7.2.2 Results and discussion  
To analyse the DesaLink performance in this case study application, the aforementioned solar field 
governing equations and parameters were appended to the DesaLink model presented in the 
previous chapter. The appended model is such that: for the given feed water condition at the study 
site, the thermal energy required (with efficiency of the cylinder base heat exchange system taken 
into consideration) is calculated (so also the desalted water volume and operating cycle time); while 
the solar thermal energy captured by the solar collector (with consideration of the solar efficiency) 
is calculated based on the meteorological data of same study site.  
 
For the simulation, the meteorological data (solar irradiance, temperature, and hours of sunshine) of 
the study site’s geographical location is generated from Meteonorm 7.1 software and uploaded into 
a parametric table, as input parameters in the DesaLink model in Engineering Equation Solver, to 
calculate the solar energy captured by the collector.  To obtain optimal annual solar irradiation the 
collectors were assumed to be arranged in a true south orientation (0
o
Azimuth, and 25
o
 tilt angle). 
The simulation is carried out for daily monthly average, for the whole year. The main result is the 
average daily desalted water volume per unit solar collector area. 
 
Figure 7.2, shows the daily average quantity of fresh water produced per square meter of solar 
collector area (for both collectors) in a typical day of the months of the year. As would be expected 
The ETC yields more freshwater per square meter of collector area, mainly due to its superior 
efficiency. For the required heat transfer fluid temperature of 95
o
C, the ETC collector showed an 
average efficiency of around 57%, while that for FPC was around 35%. 
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Figure 7.2: Simulated average daily water production for the months of a year 
 
On the average, the ORC-RO DesaLink unit can desalinate about 100 litres per 8 h day; thus, from 
Figure 7.2, it can be seen that a square meter of solar field can power multiple units of DesaLink to 
produce over 400 litres daily, during the peak summer month. The criterion for eventually 
determining the size of solar field area can be based on the available solar field area space 
restriction or the desired water production capacity. For the desired production of 1000 litres of 
freshwater daily, the solar field area was determined, based on the least favourable weather season’s 
solar radiation (i.e., 480 W/m
2
) so as to ensure adequate production throughout the year. The result 
indicates a solar field area of about 7.5m
2
 for the FPC collectors, thus requiring 3 units of the FPC 
collectors (since the aperture area is 2.3 m
2
). While in the case of the ETC collectors, the solar field 
area is about 3.5 m
2
, thus similarly requiring 3 units of the collector (since the ETC aperture area is 
1.1m
2
). Figure 7.3 shows the potential desalination capacity for the ETC collector field, while an 
overview of the results for both collectors is presented in Table 7.2. 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Potential water production from multiple units of DesaLink systems driven by a solar 
field of 3 units of ETC 
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Table 7.2: Results overview for solar ORC DesaLink system   
 FPC ETC 
Solar field Area (m
2
) 7.5 3.5 
Number of collectors 3 3 
Average collector efficiency (%) 35 57 
Nominal desalted water production (litre/day) 1000 1000 
Nominal Number of DesaLink units 10 10 
Maximum water production (litre/day) 2900 1800 
Maximum number of DesaLink units 29 18 
 
 
7.3 Case study 2 – Waste heat recovery (WHR) 
 
In the United States, brackish groundwater resource is vastly available in the southern states like 
Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, California [206]. However, New Mexico is one of the states where 
the phenomenon is most acute, as approximately 75 percent of its ground water is too saline for 
most use, without treatment [207]. Although, the salinity of the groundwater varies across the state, 
salinity of about 4000 ppm has been reported in Alamogordo town, in Otero County, in the south 
central of the state [208]. 
 
Although, the city’s historical water supply mainly comes from surface water, in recent years, the 
available water from the surface sources has diminished severely, due to prevailing drought 
conditions. Consequently, adequate surface water is not available to meet the city’s increasing 
demands, and there is no adequate water supply to provide the inhabitants with an acceptable level 
of typical water use needs. This causes the city to explore the desalination of the brackish 
groundwater, to meet its water needs [209]. Information available at the town’s chamber of 
commerce portal [210] indicated that though there are reasonable business activities, especially 
goods and services, there are only a handful of manufacturing and process industries. One notable 
of such industries is a bakery – Western Baking Corporation.  In the bakery industry, baking is as 
energy intensive process, and generally loses significant amounts of heat to the environment. Thus it 
would be quite interesting to explore opportunities within the bakery to capture portions of the heat 
that would otherwise be wasted, to power desalination system in producing fresh water from the 
brackish ground water resource in the locality of the bakery. 
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7.3.1 Site description 
Western Baking Corporation [211] is a large (225,000 Square Feet) commercial bakery facility, 
located on a 28-acre land parcel in Alamogordo, New Mexico; and specialized in the production of 
a wide range of cookies and crackers. The facility has several high-end bakery equipment including 
five Baker Perkins’ 300 ft (100 m) 7-zone direct gas fired ovens. Direct gas fired ovens are widely 
used in baking industries. The baking chamber is heated directly with gas burners, with baking 
temperatures often exceeding 200
o
C; flue gas from the combustion (together with water vapour, 
traces of fat and particulates from the baking) gets ducted from the different zones and exhausted 
through chimney/stack, with typical flue gas temperature exceeding 120
o
C [212]. In the production 
of cookies and crackers, the baking process represents about 78% of the total energy requirement 
[213], while studies have also shown that, for a typical direct fired gas oven baking, about 20% of 
the gas energy is wasted in the exhaust [214, 215]; thus signifying a substantial potential for exhaust 
waste heat recovery. 
 
The bakery facility, on operation, bakes about 3000 to 4000 pounds (1360 to 1814 kg) of product 
per hour, with a total heat consumption rate of about 2625 – 6125 x103Btu/hr (769 – 1795 kW) 
(depending on the product baked); thus signifying a bakery specific gas energy consumption of 1.53 
– 4.75 MJ per kg of baked product. The ovens are generally operated for about 20 to 24 hours daily. 
  
To harness energy from the flue gas, appropriate waste heat recovery systems such as gas-to-liquid  
heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE) could be installed on the oven exhaust stacks to capture the flue 
gas energy (as depicted in Figure 7.4). Here, changeover dampers are employed to divert the flue 
gas through the heat exchanger, where the flue heat is transferred to the thermal fluid (ethylene 
glycol) which is circulated through the evaporator (finned cylinder base) of the ORC DesaLink 
system, to provide the needed heat in driving the system to desalinate batches of brackish water. In 
waste heat recovery heat exchanger (WHRX) applications, the heat pipe heat exchangers are really 
of particular choice when the flue gas contains substances and particles that could lead to fouling 
and clogging which could consequently hamper heat exchanger effectiveness. The construction of 
the heat exchanger allows the heat pipe surfaces to be easily accessible and cleaned quickly with 
very little system down-time; design options with self-cleaning mechanisms are also available. 
Other advantages include durability, compactness and low pressure drops [216, 217]. 
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Figure 7.4: Schematic of the bakery waste heat recovery ORC DesaLink 
 
7.3.2 Theory 
Although a sizeable portion (about 20%) of the gas energy is contained in the flue gas, in reality not 
all of this quantity is available for recovery at a given operating condition. The actual quantity of 
energy recovered by the recovery system strongly depends on the operating conditions, typically, 
the temperature difference between the flue gas and the thermal fluid.  
 
The actual heat transferred from the flue gas to the thermal fluid can be given by the energy balance 
 
 𝑄ӻ𝑔 =  𝜌ӻ𝑔?̇?ӻ𝑔𝑐𝑝ӻ𝑔(𝑇ӻ𝑔,𝑖 − 𝑇ӻ𝑔,𝑜) =  𝜌ℎ𝑡𝑓?̇?ℎ𝑡𝑓𝑐𝑝ℎ𝑡𝑓(𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓,𝑜 − 𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓,𝑖) 
(7.3) 
 
Where, 𝜌ӻ𝑔 , ?̇?ӻ𝑔, 𝑐𝑝ӻ𝑔 and  𝜌ℎ𝑡𝑓 , ?̇?ℎ𝑡𝑓, 𝑐𝑝ℎ𝑡𝑓 are the density, volumetric flow rate, heat capacity of 
the flue gas and the thermal fluid respectively; 𝑇ӻ𝑔,𝑖 ,  𝑇ӻ𝑔,𝑜 and 𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓,𝑖 , 𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑓,𝑜 are the inlet and out 
temperatures of the flue gas and the thermal fluid respectively entering and leaving the heat 
exchanger.    
 
As mentioned previously, the thermal fluid is supplied to the power cylinder base evaporator of the 
ORC DesaLink system at 95
o
C (inclusive of about 2
o
C transmission losses); from the experiments 
(in chapters 5 and 6), at steady state condition, it was observed that the temperature drop across the 
cylinder base evaporator was only about 0.13
o
C. Now, taking the power cylinder return line as the 
inlet to the WHRX, 94.8
o
C can be assumed as the thermal fluid inlet temperature at the WHRX. On 
Direct flue gas 
outlet 
Heat pipe heat 
exchanger 
Gas fired Oven 
ORC DesaLink 
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the other hand, the flue gas inlet temperature at the WHRX is taken as that from the oven’s exhaust, 
while the outlet temperature is assumed to be 10
o
C above incoming thermal fluid temperature.  
 
The volumetric flow rate of the flue gas is taken as the sum of the natural gas fuel flow rate at the 
burners (of the oven) and the flow rate of the air required for complete combustion and that of the 
gases released from the dough during baking. The amount (volume) of air relative to that of the gas 
fuel used in the combustion can be estimated from the air-fuel ratio, AFR, (The AFR, by volume, 
for complete combustion of natural gas is 9.4:1 [218]). 
 
Hence, the flue gas volumetric flow rate can be given as: 
 ?̇?ӻ𝑔 =  
?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝐻𝑉
+
?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝐻𝑉
𝐴𝐹𝑅 + ₲  𝑃𝑅 (7.4) 
 
Alternatively, the flow rate can also be given in terms of the specific gas energy consumption of 
baking as 
 
 ?̇?ӻ𝑔 =  𝑃𝑅 [
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝐻𝑉
+
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒 
𝐻𝑉
𝐴𝐹𝑅 + ₲] (7.5) 
 
Where, ?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙  is the heat level of the ovens’ gas burner (kJ/hr); 𝐻𝑉 is the higher heating value of the 
natural gas fuel, taken as 40 MJ/m
3
; 𝑃𝑅 is the baking production rate i.e. the total mass of doughs 
baked per hour (kg/hr); and ₲ is the volume of gases released (from the dough) per unit mass of 
dough baked, studies have shown this to be about 0.115 m
3
/kg for bread baking [215], here same is 
assumed for cookies and cracker; 𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒  is the average gas energy consumption per unit mass of 
dough baked, 2.9 MJ/kgdough.   
 
The thermo-physical properties (density and specific heat) of the flue gas are estimated based on the 
composition of the combined gasses from the combustion product and the baked product. Generally, 
natural gas fuel combustion product consists mainly of nitrogen (75%), carbon dioxide (13%), water 
vapour (11%) and others (1%); while the baked product gas consists mainly of water vapour (89%), 
carbon dioxide (5.4%) and others (5.6%) [215]. The combined composition of the flue gas (for the 
present parameters already defined above) can be shown to be: nitrogen – 65.6%, carbon dioxide – 
12%, water vapour – 20.8% and others – 1.6% (details in appendix 7). With the above combined 
composition, the thermo-physical properties are obtained, using a web based flue gas calculator 
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tool, FGKH
®
 [219]. The specific heat and the density are obtained as 1.13 kJ/kg
o
C and 0.91 kg/m
3
 
respectively. 
 
7.3.3 Results  
With flue gas properties and other relevant parameters defined, the actual quantity of heat 
transferred from the flue gas to the ORC-RO DesaLink system via the thermal fluid is determined; 
and then the quantity of desalted water that can be produced, based on the quantity of the recovered 
heat, is determined (like in the previous case study). As depicted in Figure 7.5, the result shows that, 
for a typical average baking production rate of 1500 kg/h (with average natural gas energy 
consumption of 2.9 MJ/kgdough and flue gas temperature of 120
o
C), about 2.5% of the exhaust heat 
(21 MJ) is recovered and utilised by multiple units of the ORC DesaLink system to desalinate about 
793 litres of water per hour, thus yielding a daily fresh water production of about 15,866 litres/day. 
It is interesting that such large quantity of fresh water can be produced from a very small fraction of 
the exhaust heat.  
 
 
Figure 7.5: Schematic of the systems set up, operating parameters and the results 
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Figure 7.6: Potential fresh water production rate variation with bakery production rate 
 
Figure 7.6 shows the potential desalination hourly and daily fresh water production rates varying 
linearly with the bakery production rate; indicating that, up to 18,000 litres/day could be desalted 
with a bakery rate of 1750 kg/hr, for the bakery average specific gas energy consumption of 2.9 
MJ/kgdough. However, depending on the type of product baked, given that, the specific gas energy 
consumed per unit mass of dough baked at the bakery facility varies from 1.53 to 4.75 MJ/kgdough; 
correspondingly, the water desalted varies linearly from 466 to 1236 litres/hr, i.e., 9,315 – 24,712 
litres/day (Figure 7.7).  
 
 
Figure 7.7: potential desalting capacity variation with bakery specific gas energy consumption (MJ 
per kg of baked dough) 
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7.4 Chapter Summary 
Two case studies have been presented to demonstrate the performance of the ORC-RO DesaLink 
system in desalinating batches of brackish ground water in practical scenarios, where the required 
thermal energy to drive the system is provided by two different thermal sources (solar thermal and 
waste heat recovery). The first case study showed the potential of the system when driven by solar 
thermal collectors in Kadachhala village (in Savil Taluka of Vadodara district), Gujarat, India. Here, 
the solar field sizing was based on a nominal fresh water production need of 1,000 litres per day. It 
was found that 3 units of FPC or ETC (with 7.5 and 3.5 m
2
 respectively) collectors could capture 
enough energy to meet this water needs, in the least favourable weather days; however, production 
could potentially be doubled in peak summer days. On the other hand, the second case study 
demonstrated the potential of the system when driven by waste heat recovered from oven exhaust of 
an industrial bakery facility in Alamogordo, New-Mexico, USA. It was shown that less than 5% of 
the exhaust heat could be recovered to drive the DesaLink system; and about 15,800 litres of fresh 
water could be produced daily when the bakery is operating at its average production capacity. 
From both studies, the ORC DesaLink system has been demonstrated to be potentially attractive in 
delivery substantial quantities of fresh water at minimal energy requirement. 
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Chapter 8    Conclusions 
 
 
The summary of this research thesis and the main contributions are discussed in this final chapter, 
by responding to the aims and objectives outlined in chapters 1and 2. Recommendations for further 
work are also proffered.  
 
8.1 Background 
Salinity of natural water resources contributes to the global shortfall in available fresh water for 
drinking.  Desalination of the saline water by means of reverse osmosis (RO) membrane is one 
interesting approach of alleviating/addressing this issue; and batch operating RO systems has been 
noted for exhibiting better recovery rate and requiring less energy compared to the more common 
continuously operated systems. The energy needed to drive the RO process could be sourced from 
renewable energy sources such as solar or waste heat recovery, so as to circumvent the challenges 
faced also with the conventional global energy supply (cost effective reliable supply and 
environmental concerns). Generally, heat cycle engines could be employed to convert the renewable 
thermal energy into mechanical work to drive the RO process; however, where the thermal resource 
is largely available as low temperature heat, obtainable efficiency will be consequently low. Thus 
fostering research interests in seeking ways of efficiency improvements; of which isothermal 
expansion is noted as a potential solution. As such this thesis broadly aimed to investigate the 
feasibility of applying the isothermal technique to low temperature organic Rankine cycle (ORC) 
heat engine to drive a batch-RO desalination system. In light of this broad aim, the specific 
objectives considered and the corresponding work carried out to meet the objectives are 
summarized in the following sections. 
 
8.1 Responses to objectives  
Objective 1: Review the state of the art in low temperature heat cycle engine driven RO 
desalination; and also review the current methods of achieving thermal cycle efficiency 
improvements by isothermal expansion, and identify potential or promising solution(s) for further 
consideration. 
 
This objective originated from the background that, heat cycle engines can be employed to convert 
thermal energy into mechanical work to drive reverse osmosis (RO) desalination. The review 
buttressed that the higher the cycle efficiency in thermal to mechanical energy conversion, the 
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higher the desalinated water output per unit thermal input, thus high thermal efficiency is desirable 
for improved heat utilisation and water production.  
 
In the heat cycle engine, isothermal expansion – continuous addition of heat to the working fluid in 
the expansion chamber (of the engine) during the expansion process – has been identified as an 
effective means of improving the specific work output and thus cycle efficiency of the engine. 
Various vapour power cycle heat engines with such isothermal or quasi-isothermal (less than ideal) 
operation include Rankine cycle with continuous heat addition during the expansion process, 
cryogenic heat engines, and Stirling cycle with a condensable vapour as working fluid (the vapour 
Stirling cycle exhibits higher specific work output compared to the traditional Stirling engines using 
gas). 
 
The methods found to be commonly employed to implement quasi-isothermal expansion have 
generally included liquid flooded expansion and expander surface heating. Liquid flooded 
expansion was found to approach isothermal behaviour with increasing oil fraction; but at the 
detriment of increased suction pressure drop and viscous losses that tends to wane the overall 
performance. On the other hand, the expansion chamber surface heating technique has been shown 
to achieve significant improvement in performance (over 40% and 20% increase in specific work 
output and efficiency respectively). Nevertheless, a relatively slower operating speed is required 
here to enable significant heat transfer during the expansion process, since the expansion chamber 
(plain cylinder wall, for reciprocating engines) surface area may not be sufficient to deliver the 
needed heat at a high rate. However, more heat transfer could be expedited by enhancing the 
expansion chamber with geometries of large surface area such as fins or porous matrix. The later 
promises very high surface-to-volume ratio (surface area density) and could be deployed with the 
aid of liquid piston. 
 
As a result of this first objective, the outcome and contributions to knowledge has been a novel 
review of state of the art in vapor power cycle engines with isothermal expansion. The work 
contained therein has been published in the journal, Energy: 
Igobo O.N. and Davies P. A. Review of low-temperature vapour power cycle engines with quasi-
isothermal expansion. Energy 70 (2014): 22-34. 
 
Objective 2: Design and build test engine to ascertain the practicability  
This objective had the broad aim of experimenting, analysing and selecting the optimum (in terms 
of performance and practicability) amongst two potential configurations of the heated expansion 
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chamber (i.e., heated plain wall and heated porous matrix) technique for effecting quasi-isothermal 
expansion highlighted by the previous objective. 
 
A thermodynamic analysis of the general isothermal cycle was introduced as a basis for theoretical 
development of these two configurations and subsequent developments in the thesis. The analysis 
showed that the ideal thermal efficiency of the isothermal Rankine cycle closely approaches the 
Carnot efficiency limit of the operating temperatures considered. 
 
The proposed versions of both configurations of the isothermal engine generally entailed direct 
injection of liquid working fluid into a heated expansion chamber, where it vaporises and performs 
work quasi-isothermally due to further heat addition from the chamber during expansion. The 
heated plain wall variant simply entailed heating the expander/cylinder surface, while the porous 
matrix variant was heated via thermal oil (which also acted as the liquid piston). A number of 
matrix options namely: packed spheres, packed rods, wire mesh and metal foam were analysed, 
using surface-area-density and porosity as the geometric parameters for matrix selection; and wire 
mesh was favoured for its reasonable balance between the two parameters, and relative availability. 
 
In preliminary experimental analysis of the two variants for similar operating conditions (250
o
C 
heat source temperature, 100 mm cylinder diameter and 100 mm stroke), although the porous matrix 
variant markedly had higher surface area available for heat transfer, the achieved performance 
(4.5% efficiency and 293 J work output from 3.5 mL injected water) was substantially poor, relative 
to that of the plain wall variant (14% efficiency and 378 J work output from 1.6 mL input water). 
The performance of the porous matrix variant was mired by practicality issues such as foaming of 
the oil, inadequate oil separation, and vapour condensation in the expansion chamber, which all 
adversely contributed to reduced specific work output. Attempting to address these practicality 
issues will require significant amount of optimisation efforts, as such the heated plain wall variant 
was preferred for its impressive performance with simple practicality.    
  
The contributions to knowledge made under the second objective are:  
 A simplified and more straightforward mathematical expression for estimating the 
obtainable thermal efficiency of isothermal steam Rankine cycle 
 Characterisation of the performance of isothermal steam Rankine cycle with respect to 
volume of injected working fluid 
 experimental study highlighting technical constraints in vaporising and expanding water in 
hot oil expansion chamber  
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Part of the work has been published in International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies: 
Igobo O.N. and Davies P.A. A high-efficiency solar Rankine engine with isothermal expansion. 
International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies. 2013;8(suppl 1):i27-i33. 
 
Objective 3: Optimise the engine for low temperature operation 
This objective was met in chapter 4. In this objective, firstly, a more complete thermodynamic 
analysis of the isothermal Rankine cycle was carried out, taking into account the practical effects of 
blow down, non-ideal isothermal operation and dead volume, which all tend to result in a 
performance less than the ideal potential indicated in the previous objective.  
 
To adapt the engine for low-temperature operation, organic working fluids were considered.  
Several organic working fluids were investigated for isothermal operation. The potential candidates 
were screened based on the fluid properties, engine performance and environmental considerations. 
The key parameters used were: vapour density, thermal conductivity, evaporating pressure, thermal 
efficiency and engine size. The analysis showed that, generally, the efficiency increases sharply 
with evaporation temperature, but the increase diminishes as the temperature approaches the critical 
temperature of the fluid. The study further showed that, at a reference evaporating temperature of 
100
o
C, R123 offers the highest cycle efficiency amongst the fluids studied, but suffers the 
disadvantage of large engine swept volume. Ammonia and R245fa also offer high efficiencies, with 
Ammonia (and R134a) having the most compact engine size but with detrimental high operating 
pressures and pump requirement.  
 
In experimenting with R245fa, it was observed that, the expansion process approached isothermal 
behaviour for operating speed < 200 mm/min. The work output increased steadily with increase in 
the volume of injected liquid; but, the resulting efficiency increase was however truncated due to 
limited expansion stroke of the piston (in the experimental set up); nevertheless the achieved 
efficiency was about 8.8%. 
   
Contributions to knowledge arising from this chapter are: 
 Comparative characterisation of different organic working fluids for isothermal operation, 
which contrast to studies available in literature which are based on adiabatic operation. 
 The achieved performance can serve as a practical performance reference for R245fa ORC 
operating in low temperature and low speed isothermal expansion. 
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The study completed in chapter 4 for the third objective has been published in Desalination and 
Water Treatment:  
Igobo O.N. Davies P.A. Low-temperature organic Rankine cycle engine with isothermal expansion 
for use in desalination. Desalination and Water Treatment. 2015;55(13):3694-703 
 
Objective 4: Further develop the engine and drive a pre-built batch desalination system to 
produce fresh water, and characterize its behaviour for a range of conditions. 
This objective was met in chapters 5 and 6. The previous design of the isothermal ORC system was 
scaled up by a factor of 10 and coupled to the pre-built batch RO desalination machine ‘DesaLink’. 
The integration of the ORC system with DesaLink entailed replacing the original power cylinder 
base of the DesaLink system with a bespoke fabricated fin cylinder base that facilitated heat transfer 
from a circulating thermal fluid, together with associated injection and condenser equipment. 
Experimental work carried out to access the performance of the integrated ORC-DesaLink system 
powered by 95
o
C heat source temperature of 70% ethylene glycol thermal fluid, showed that, with 
112 mL of R245fa liquid injected, the ORC achieved thermal efficiency of 7.9%, as the system 
produced 2.3 litres of fresh water (of approximately 500 ppm) from 4000 ppm saline feed water per 
cycle, at a specific thermal energy consumption of 4.4 kWh/m
3
 or specific mechanical energy 
consumption of 0.35 kWh/m
3
 (which is less than half of the energy requirement of conventional 
ORC-RO desalination systems); however, at a less than expected production rate of about 12 L of 
fresh water per hour. 
 
Further, having proved the feasibility of the integrated ORC-DesaLink batch desalination system, 
the work proceeded to developing integrated model to characterise the operation of the system. The 
integrated system model was built by developing and interconnecting a set of semi empirical models 
of the various sub-units/components of the system. In general, the models were able to correlate the 
experimental results with less than 20% relative error.  
 
The outcome and contributions to knowledge of this objective are: 
 Characterisation of the performance of a quasi-isothermal ORC driven batch RO 
desalination system; since no other author has reported work as regards the present 
configuration 
 Record low SEC compared to state of the art systems by a factor of 2 
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Objective 5: To access the potential field performance of the system in Case studies 
 
This objective of accessing the potential performance of the ORC-RO DesaLink system in real life 
scenarios was explored in chapter 7. Here, two case studies were presented to demonstrate the 
performance of the system, based on two different thermal energy sources (solar thermal and waste 
heat recovery) at two different geographic locations. For both cases, the appropriate governing 
equations characterizing the thermal energy source were identified/developed and appended to the 
ORC-DesaLink model already developed (in the previous objective). The first case, presented the 
application of the ORC-DesaLink system with a target water production capacity of 1000 litres of 
fresh water per day when powered by FPC or ETC solar thermal collectors in Gujarat, India. The 
simulation results indicated that 3 units of the solar collectors (with total area of 7.5 or 3.5 m
2
 
respectively) will be required to meet the desired water need.  
 
The second case demonstrated the potential of the system in utilizing waste heat recovered from the 
exhaust/flue gas of a natural gas fired oven of an industrial bakery facility in New-Mexico, USA. 
The study showed that, the potential water production rate varies linearly with the oven’s gas 
burning rate (per unit mass of baked product). It indicated that, less than 5% of the energy content 
of the exhaust gas can be recovered to the drive multiple units of the ORC-DesaLink system to 
produce about 15,000 litres of fresh water daily, when the bakery is operating at its average 
production capacity. The fresh water can be produced at about 0.5 litres per kg of products backed. 
From both studies, the ORC DesaLink system has been demonstrated to be potentially attractive in 
delivering substantial quantities of fresh water at minimal energy requirement.  
 
The outcome and contributions to knowledge arising from this objective are: 
 The characterization of the potential performance of an ORC-RO batch desalination system 
in waste heat recovery application. 
 The characterization of desalination water output with respect to bakery oven flue gas and 
bakery product mass production rate.  
  
 
8.2 Responses to overall aim 
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the feasibility of adopting low temperature organic 
Rankine cycle with isothermal expansion for batch RO desalination.  
 
This aim was successfully achieved through the research outcomes of the aforementioned 
objectives. The work was accomplished in four phases; the first phase (chapters 1 and 2) provided a 
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good insight into the background of the field of study, including the state-of-the-art and 
performance shortcomings; and potential solution techniques were identified. In the second phase 
(chapters 3 and 4), the decision for which technique to pursue was made, based on comparison of 
their experimental performance and complexity. As a result, expander wall heating technique was 
chosen for further consideration. Subsequently, the system was further developed and optimised for 
low temperature operation, with the appropriate organic working fluid (R245fa). In the third phase 
(chapter 5), a larger scale rig was developed and integrated to a pre-built batch desalination 
machine, and the integrated system performance was experimentally accessed. The results showed 
the isothermal ORC was able to successfully drive the batch RO desalination machine to produce 
fresh water at a relatively lower energy requirement than conventional RO systems. In the final 
phase (chapters 6 and 7) the theoretical models for characterising the operation and performance of 
the integrated system were outlined and used to demonstrate the potential desalting performance of 
the system in real world application, when powered by two alternative thermal energy sources (solar 
and waste heat), with superior energy efficiency as compared to state-of-the-art systems using low-
grade heat to drive desalination. 
 
 
8.3 Final remarks and future work 
 
The research work has successfully developed a quasi-isothermal low temperature ORC engine to 
drive a batch RO desalination system to produce fresh water at relatively modest energy 
requirement. Although the underlying principles and key components of the system have been 
thoroughly investigated, there are certain aspects of the system that require further investigations.  
 
One particular of such aspects recommended for further consideration is ‘heat loss’ from the heated 
cylinder. Although the cylinder wall was largely insulated, further improvement is recommended to 
minimise both direct and indirect heat losses. Given that there is a number of mating metal parts 
eventually connecting the heated cylinder to the steel chassis of the system, this inadvertently 
provides a medium for heat conduction to the ambient, thus it is recommended to investigate 
appropriate means of providing effective insulation without compromising on the systems’ 
structural robustness.   
 
Another aspect worth investigating further is the enhancement of the rate of vaporisation of the 
working fluid at the heated cylinder base and base plate confinement surfaces. Here it is 
recommended to investigate alternative design configurations (of the cylinder base and base plate) 
that could facilitate faster vapour evacuation (from the confinement area) without adverse effect on 
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overall performance. Also vaporisation rate enhancement by means of surface treatment for 
improved heat transfer could be investigated. However, these enhancements should be sought 
without seriously compromising the contact surface area between the two metal mating surfaces (so 
as not to negate the rate of heat transfer to the base plate). Thus, in general, the investigation should 
seek a balance between the vapour evacuation rate, metal-fluid heat transfer rate and metal-metal 
heat transfer rate. In addition, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of adopting 
nanofluids – dispersion of nano-particles in the base organic working fluid – for improvements in 
the thermal properties of the working fluid.  
 
In a nutshell, the quasi-isothermal ORC DesaLink system described in this thesis is demonstrated as 
a feasible and promising technology that may be worth commercialising, albeit with some further 
development. The study has been primarily focused on the technical rather than commercial 
prospects of the system. As such, an assessment of the cost (both capital and operating) of the 
technology will be worthwhile, to eventually assess whether it will be a commercially viable option 
compared to the conventional methods of utilising low grade thermal energy sources in driving RO 
desalination systems to produce fresh water, in the face of the global water and energy challenges. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Thermal fluid properties 
 
Table A.1: Thermo-physical properties of Globaltherm
TM
 Syntec thermal fluid 
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Appendix 2: Specific Surface Area of metal foam 
 
 
The specific surface area of foam is the amount of surface area within a given volume of foam. The 
Specific surface area increases with the foam pore density (defined as pores per inch (PPI)) 
and relative density. The graph below shows the variation of the specific surface area as a function 
of both of these key foam parameters.  
 
 
Figure A.1: Specific Surface Area of ERG Duocel® metal foams 
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Appendix 3: R245fa data sheet 
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Appendix 4: Cylinder base engineering drawing 
 
 
Figure A.2: Engineering drawing of the power cylinder base 
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Figure A.3: Cylinder base plate  
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Cross-sectional view of the cylinder base assembly of the power cylinder 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4: Cross-sectional view of the power cylinder base assembly 
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 Heat transfer Surface Areas of the fin cylinder base 
 
 
 
Figure A.5: Surface area of the cylinder base fins 
The planer surfaces of the sides of the fins and the base area are determined directly from 
SolidWorks, while the non-planer surfaces are calculated separately and added, to obtain the total 
heat transfer surface area (𝐴𝑓𝑏)  as 0.197 m
2
. 
 
 
 
Figure A.6: Surface area of the cylinder base plate 
The surface area of the base plate that makes direct contact with the cylinder base (𝐴𝑐𝑗) is 0.0118 
m
2
. 
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Appendix 5: Engineering Equation Solver (EES) code 
 
 
PROCEDURE index(Vp,Vvap,Vvapp,ny:n,y) 
 if (Vp<Vvap) Then   
    m:=0   
    z:=1 
     Endif 
    if (Vp>Vvap) Then 
       m:=0.85 
       z:=0 
    Endif 
 if (Vp>Vvap) and (Vp<Vvapp)  Then    
    m:=ny   
    z:=0  
 Endif 
 n:=m 
 y:=z 
End 
  
 
                                           "SYSTEM PARAMETRS" 
 
"Power cylinder gemometry"  
D=0.21[m] "diameter";  A_p = 3.142*D^2/4 "Area" ;  Ls=0.2188[m] "stroke"; {Vs=0.0007855[m^3];}  
{Vs=3.142*D^2/4*Ls };  vd=0.0002[m^3] "dead volume" ; 
 
"Water clinder geometry" 
D_w = 0.1[m]  ;  A_w = 3.142*D_w^2/4  ;   V_ro = 0.0011[m^3]  "minimum void volume in RO" 
 
" Feed water condition" 
C_nacl = 4[kg/m^3]  "Feed water salinity/concentration.  4000 ppm = 4000mg/L = 4kg/m^3"  ;   
T_nacl = 25[C]  "feed water temperature" ;  P_atm = 1[bar] 
 
Posm_ini = i*q*(C_nacl/Mm_nacl)*R#*T  "initial osmotic pressure" ; P_osm.ini=P_atm 
+Posm_ini*convert(kPa,bar) ;    Mm_nacl = 58.44[kg/kmol] "molar mass of nacl";   
 
T=convertTemp(C,K,T_nacl); i = 2 " no of ions, 2 for NACL"; q = 0.92 "dissociation and random 
pairing coefficient" ;  "R# is universal gas constant" 
 
 
//.............................................................................................................................................................
.................................................. 
 
                                           "LINKAGE MECHANISM" 
 
{Ap = 0.03464[m^2] } 
Vp = S_p * A_p + vd 
 
L_p = 0.765[m] 
L_w = 0.5[m] 
x_off = 0.28[m] 
y_off = 0.205[m] 
R_p = 0.25[m] 
R_w = 0.35[m] 
 
theta_p_min = 3[Deg] 
theta_p_max = 54.5[Deg] 
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theta_w_min = theta_p_min + 45[Deg] 
theta_w_max =  theta_p_max + 45[Deg] 
 
alpha_p_min = arcsin((R_p * sin(theta_p_min) + x_off)/L_p)  
alpha_p_max = arcsin((R_p * sin(theta_p_max) + x_off)/L_p ) 
alpha_w_min = arcsin((R_w * cos(theta_w_min) + y_off)/L_w) 
alpha_w_max =arcsin((R_w * cos(theta_w_max) + y_off)/L_w) 
 
 { theta_p=3[Deg] }     ;     theta_w=theta_p + 45[Deg]     ;     x=sin(theta_p) 
 
alpha_p =arcsin((R_p * sin(theta_p) + x_off)/L_p) 
alpha_w =arcsin((R_w * cos(theta_w) + y_off)/L_w) 
 
          "power piston displacement" 
 S_p = (R_p * cos(theta_p_min) + L_p * cos(alpha_p_min)) - (R_p * cos(theta_p) + 
L_p*cos(alpha_p))  
      "water piston displacement"             
 S_w = (R_w * sin(theta_w_max) + L_w * cos(alpha_w_max)) - (R_w * sin(theta_w) + 
L_w*cos(alpha_w))  
             "initial or maximum water displacement at start"                      
 S_w_ini = (R_w * sin(theta_w_max) + L_w * cos(alpha_w_max)) - (R_w * sin(theta_w_min) + 
L_w*cos(alpha_w_min))           
 S_w2 = (R_w * sin(theta_w_min) + L_w * cos(alpha_w_min)) - (R_w * sin(theta_w) + 
L_w*cos(alpha_w))  
           "mechanical advantage" 
 M.A = ( R_p*sin(theta_p) + R_p*cos(theta_p)*tan(alpha_p) ) / ( R_w*cos(theta_w) + 
R_w*sin(theta_w)*tan(alpha_w) )       
           "initial M.A at the start"         
 M.A_initial = ( R_p*sin(theta_p_min) + R_p*cos(theta_p_min)*tan(alpha_p_min) ) / ( 
R_w*cos(theta_w_min) + R_w*sin(theta_w_min)*tan(alpha_w_min) )   
 
S_p_min = 0[m] ;     S_p_max = 0.218[m]  ;                    S_w_min =0[m] ;     S_w_max =  0.35[m] 
 
theta_p_unit = theta_p / 1[Deg] 
 
Row=theta_p_unit -2             "Table Row number"  "Only required when solving Table" 
//Vp_old=tablevalue(Row-1,#Vp)          "Previous value in the table"  "Only required when solving 
Table" 
 
 
// 
...............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................  
 
                                        "CONDENSER" 
 
P_c=1.65[bar]   "condenser pressure";  
T_c=T_sat(R245fa,P=P_c);   "Temperature" 
rho_cnds=Density(R245fa,P=P_c, x=0)   "Density" 
 
//
 .........................................................................................................................................................
................................................... 
                                        "PUMP" 
 
 "Pump diameter : "  Dp=0.050[m];  "stroke : " LpA= 0.061[m] ;    "stroke volume : " VpA= 
3.142*Dp^2 /4 *LpA;   
"void vol in the injection tube : " vb=3.142*vdd^2/4*vbl;    vdd=0.0042[m] "tube i.d";    vbl = 0.080[m] 
"length of void in tube" ;  
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"volume of pumped liquid"; V_liq = VpA * Eff_vol ;     
 "mass of pumped liquid";   m_liq =  rho_cnds * V_liq      
 
Eff_vol = 1 - ((dp_p * Zz * r) + v_slip + (vb/VpA) )      "volumetric efficiency of the pump" ;   
 
       Zz = 1/(rho_cnds*SS^2) "Compressibility" ;     
                   SS=SoundSpeed(R245fa,P=P_c,x=0)  ; "compressibility = 1/modulus, but 
ss=(modulus/density)^0.5" 
       dp_p = (P_o - P_c)*convert(bar,Pa)                "differential pressure between the outlet and inlet" 
       r =  (vd_p +VpA)/ VpA                        "ratio of the total pumping chamber volume (including void 
volume at the ports) to piston displacement volume" ;  
            vd_p = 0.00001[m^3]  "estimated as 0.0000038+0.0000039+0.00000157"; 
       v_slip = 0.05        "loss due to fluid slippage back the valve before full closure - typical about 1 
to 5 %" 
                  
P_o = P_i * Eff_p    "output pressure from the pump" ;    
          Eff_p = 0.8 "pump mech efficiency" ;    
          P_i = 10.4[bar] "pump pneumatic driving pressure" 
 
// .......................................................................................................................... 
   
                                         "HEATED POWER CYLINDER" 
 
"Properties of 70% ethylene glycol heat transfer fluid, HTF, @ about 90 degC" ;  
       
C_htf = 0.7   "concentration";   Mu_htf = 0.00098[kg/m·s] "dynamic viscosity" ;  
Rho_htf = 950[kg/m^3] "density" ; cp_htf = 3.34[kJ/kg·K]  ;  
k_htf = 0.34[W/m·K] "thermal conductivity" 
//cp_htf2=Cp(EG,T=T_htf,C=C_htf) ; mu_htf2=Viscosity(EG,T=T_htf,C=C_htf); 
rho_htf2=Density(EG,T=T_htf,C=C_htf) ;k_htf2=Conductivity(EG,T=T_htf,C=C_htf); 
Pr_htf2=Prandtl(EG,T=T_htf,C=C_htf) 
 
 
"Fin cylinder base geometrics" 
"Fin : "  b = 0.004[m] "channel width" ;  H= 0.025[m] "channel height" ;  no=26 "no. of channels" ;  
A_ch = b*H*no "total flow area from channels" ; L_ch = 0.122[m] "average channel length" ; Dh = 
2*b*H/(b+H) "Hydraulic diameter" ; A_fb = 0.197[m^2] "Total heat transfer area" 
"Aluminium base : "  k_a = 210[W/m·K] "thermal condtvty"; th_a = 0.025[m] "thickness"; LB = 
0.222[m] "length of sides"; A_a = LB*LB "Area"; 
"Copper Clad : "      k_c = 400[W/m·K] ; th_c = 0.01[m] ; D_c =0.199[m] ; A_c = 3.142*D_c^2 /4 ; 
th_cj = 0.002[m] "copper junction thickness"; A_cj =0.0106[m^2] "copper junction Area"; 
"Other parameters" 
 F_dot_htf =0.00094[m^3/s] "flow rate of HTF"; T_htf = 95[C]  "inlet Temp for HTF";   DT = 
0.1175[K]  "average temp difference of HTF btw inlet and out, at steady state condition" ;  Eff_htf = 
0.45 "collector efficiency of cylinder base, at steady state condition" 
"                         "  
     Um_htf = F_dot_htf / A_ch "mean velocity";  Re_htf = Rho_htf*Um_htf *Dh/Mu_htf  "Reynold 
number"; Pr_htf = (Mu_htf *cp_htf / k_htf)*convert(kJ/s,W)  "Prandtle number"; L_dot_ch = 
L_ch/(Dh*Re_htf*Pr_htf) "dimensionless channel length from the inlet" 
 
"the base wall temperature" 
T_w=T_htf - Eff_htf * (Q_htf*convert(kJ/s,W)) * Rth ; Q_htf = Rho_htf * F_dot_htf *cp_htf * DT;  
              " Rth (= 1/UA) is the thermal resistance : "    
Rth = 1/(h_htf * A_fb) + th_a/(k_a*A_a) + TCR/A_cj + th_cj/(k_c*A_cj) + th_c/(k_c*A_c)  ;  
   TCR = 0.00012[m^2·K/W] "thermal contact resistance" ;   h_htf = Nu_b*k_htf/Dh ; 
 Nu_b = 8.235*(1-1.88*a+3.767*a^2 - 5.814*a^3 + 5.361*a^4) "Nusselt number";  a = b/H "aspect 
ratio" 
                
                                            "EVAPORATION AND EXPANSION" 
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 Vvapp = (v_g * rho_cnds * V_liq)   " Volume length of vaporisation phase"  ;  
    v_g = Volume(R245fa,P=P_o,x=1) ;    V_vap = (v_g * rho_cnds * V_liq) - vd ;  
       Vr = (V_liq/vd) ;  Vvap = (V_liq/vd)* (v_g * rho_cnds * V_liq)  
 
ny = 0.7*(Vp/Vvapp)^2 
 
CALL index(Vp,Vvap,Vvapp,ny:n,y) 
 
 
Pp = P1 * (Vp_1/Vp_2)^nn *MA.Posmt  "pressure" 
 
      MA.Posmt = 1 - g * M.A * (P1)/P_osmt   ;   g=0.004; 
         
  nn=n; yy=y ;                                                                  
                                 
Vp_1 = tablevalue(Row-1,#Vp) ;  P1 = tablevalue(Row-1,#P_p)  ; P2=P_p 
Vp_2 = Vp 
   
    
                                           "WATER PRESSURE" 
 
P_osmt = P_osm.ini * V_w.ini/V_w   ;   P_osm = P_osm.ini * (1 + ((V_w.ini - V_w)/V_w.ini))   ;    
 
          V_w = A_w*S_w +V_ro  ;  V_w.ini=A_w*S_w_ini +V_ro  "Water volume" 
 
 
P_w = ci* F_w / A_w  
    ci =  1 - 0.038 * M.A * (Pw_ideal)/P_osmt ;  
                Pw_ideal = F_w/A_w 
        F_w = F_p * M.A     "force delivered to the water piston"   ;    
       F_p = (Pp - P_c) * A_p   " force transmited from power piston" 
 
 
 
                                       "Permeate Flow Rate" 
 
F_dot_w = imp * A_mem * ((P_w - P_osmt)*(convert(bar,kPa))) *zet_w.flo 
 
 imp = 9.14E-09 [m^3/m^2·s·kPa]    "intrinsic membrane permeability" ;     
    A_mem = 2.6[m^2]  "active memrane area"  ;   
    zet_w.flo = 0.35+ 0.175 * M.A - 0.00*M.A^2 
 
   
                                     "Permeat Concentration" 
 
C_perm = B_salt * (CPF*C_f - 0)*A_mem / F_dot_w    "permemat contration" 
 
    B_salt = 1.18E-07[m/s] "salt permeability coefficient";     
        CPF =1.2  "concentration polarisation factor";    
        C_f = C_nacl * V_w.ini/V_w  "concentration at RO feed side" 
 
C_perm2 = m_salt.Tot / (V_w.ini - V_ro)  ;  
 
      m_salt = 0.5* (m_dot_salt1 + m_dot_salt)* T_oprtn  ;      
             m_dot_salt = B_salt * (CPF*C_f - 0)*A_mem     "salt mass transfer rate";     
             m_dot_salt1=tablevalue(Row-1,#m_dot_salt) ;    
      m_salt.Tot =  m_salt+tablevalue(Row-1,#m_salt.Tot)  
   
      CPF2=EXP(Jv/B_salt);  Jv=imp * ((P_w - P_osmt)*(convert(bar,kPa))) 
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                                          "Time of Operation"  
 
T_oprtn = 0.9 * ( V_w1 - V_w) / (0.5*(F_dot_w1 + F_dot_w)) "duration";       
 
Time=T_oprtn+tablevalue(Row-1,#Time)  "Time elasped" 
 
     V_w1=tablevalue(Row-1,#V_w)  "Previous value in the table. For solving tables only"  
     F_dot_w1=tablevalue(Row-1,#F_dot_w) 
 
V_w_min = A_w*S_w_min;      V_w_max = A_w*S_w_max 
 
                                                         
 
                                     "WORKDONE and EFFICIENCY" 
 
 
//T_w=87[C]  "cylinder base wall temperature" 
 
P_3 = P_o  ;   
P_4 = tablevalue(Row-1,#P_p) ;  
Vp_4 = tablevalue(Row-1,#Vp) 
 
 
P_1=P_c;    "after metering, @injection @expansion";        
P_ce=P_c  "residual pressure in the cylinder" ;  v_cge=Volume(R245fa,P=P_ce,x=1);   
 
 
T_cc=21[C]  ;  {T_c=T_sat(R245fa,P=P_c)} 
 
s_1=Entropy(R245fa,P=P_c,T=T_cc);  h_5=Enthalpy(R245fa,P=P_c,x=1) ; 
 
v_cf=Volume(R245fa,P=P_c,x=0); v_cg=Volume(R245fa,P=P_c,x=1);  
 
md=vd/v_cge  ;{m_d=Vs/v_cg} 
 
 
v_3g = v_g  ;   Vs=Vp_4  ;  m_inA = m_liq 
 
         
 
"start"                                                                                                                                                                      
{ P_3=8.4[bar] }  ;                                                                    
{ v_3g=Volume(R245fa,P=P_3,x=1) }; v_3f=Volume(R245fa,P=P_3,x=0);                      
 T_3=T_sat(R245fa,P=P_3);                                              
 s_3=Entropy(R245fa,P=P_3,x=1);                                              
                                                                                         
  h_2=Enthalpy(R245fa,s=s_1,P=P_3);                                                                                                                                                                         
 h_3=Enthalpy(R245fa,P=P_3,x=1);                           
 u_3=IntEnergy(R245fa,P=P_3,x=1); 
    q_vapA=h_3 - h_2;    
 
 
 "finish" 
 { P_4=3.657[bar] } ;    T_4=T_sat(R245fa,P=P_4); 
 v_4A=(Vp_4+vd)/(m_inA+md);  
  T_4A=Temperature(R245fa,P=P_4,v=v_4A);    
  s_4A=Entropy(R245fa,P=P_4,v=v_4A);  
q_34A = ConvertTemp(C,K,(0.5*(T_3+T_4A))) * (s_4A - s_3); 
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"isothermal finish with same mass"        
 P_4isoA = Pressure(R245fa,T=T_3,v=v_4A);   
 {v_4iso=v_4A} 
 {T_4iso=T_3} 
 s_4isoA=Entropy(R245fa,T=T_3,v=v_4A); 
q_34isoA=ConvertTemp(C,K,T_3)*(s_4isoA - s_3);  
 h_4=Enthalpy(R245fa,T=T_3,v=v_4A);  
 u_4=IntEnergy(R245fa,T=T_3,v=v_4A); 
 
"heat input" 
QvapA = (q_vapA + (q_34isoA*0.5)) * m_inA ;  
Q_vap =(q_vapA + q_34A)*m_inA 
 
"Workdone" 
W_totA=(w_2a3A+w_34A)*m_inA       "ideal work done";                           
 w_2a3A= P_3*(v_3g - v_3f)*convert(bar,kpa);                       w_34A=q_34isoA - (u_4 - u_3); 
 
W_p = 0.5 * (P1+P2)*convert(bar,kPa)* (Vp_2 - Vp_1) ; W_out =W_p + tablevalue(Row-1,#W_out)  
;  W_outA = W_out  ;   "Practical work out" 
 
 w_puA=v_cf *((P_o-P_c)*convert(bar,kpa))   "pump work";                        
W_exh=P_c*(Vp)*convert(bar,kpa)    "exhaust work";                              
 
 gamma_WA =  W_outA/W_totA      "Isothermicity"; 
 
"Efficiency" 
       eff_A=(W_totA -W_exh- w_puA*m_inA)/((q_vapA + q_34isoA)*m_liq);  "Ideal "   ; 
   eff_rA=(W_outA - W_exh- w_puA*m_inA) /((q_vapA + q_34A)*m_inA)   "Actual" 
       eff_rA2=(W_outA - W_exh- w_puA*m_inA) /((q_vapA + q_34isoA)*m_inA);        
  eff_rA3=(W_outA - W_exh- w_puA*m_inA) /((q_vapA + (q_34isoA*0.5))*m_inA) 
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Appendix 6: Solar collector data sheet 
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Appendix 7: Flue gas composition 
Operating parameters 
Specific energy consumption SEC = 2.9 MJ/kg  
Heat value HV = 40 MJ/m3 
Air-to-fuel ratio AFR = 10 
₲  = 0.115 m3/kg 
Production rate PR = 1500 kg/hr 
  
Flow rates 
 
Combustion product ?̇?c𝑔 = 𝑃𝑅 [
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝐻𝑉
+
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒 
𝐻𝑉
𝐴𝐹𝑅] = 1196 𝑚3/ℎ𝑟 
 
Baked product flow rate ?̇?𝑏𝑔 =  𝑃𝑅 ∗ ₲ = 172 𝑚3/ℎ𝑟   
 
Flue gas flow rate ?̇?ӻ𝑔 = ?̇?c𝑔 + ?̇?𝑏𝑔 = 1368 𝑚3/ℎ𝑟 
    
Natural Gas flow rate ?̇?N𝐺 = 𝑃𝑅 
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝐻𝑉
= 108.75 𝑚3/ℎ𝑟 
 
Air flow rate ?̇?A𝑖𝑟 = 𝐴𝐹𝑅  ?̇?N𝐺 = 1087.5 𝑚
3/ℎ𝑟  
 
Compositions 
Using the regular natural gas combustion products composition (%) from literature, the 
corresponding combustion product elements flow rates can be obtained as (% ?̇?c𝑔). Similarly, using 
the baked product gas composition (%) from literature, the corresponding baked product elements 
flow rates can be obtained as (% ?̇?b𝑔). While the flue gas (combined products) elements flow rates 
is obtained as the sum of both elements flows. Thus the composition of the flue gas can be obtained 
from the fraction of the total flow. 
 
 
Table 0.2: Estimated composition of the bakery oven flue gas 
 
Combustion product Baked product Flue gas 
Combined products 
 
%          m
3
/hr %    m
3
/hr m
3
/hr          % 
N2 75 897.1875 0 0 897.1875 65.5 
CO2 13 155.5125 5.4 9.315 164.8275 12.0 
H2O 11 131.5875 89 153.525 285.1125 20.8 
others 1 11.9625 5.6 9.66 21.6225 1.6 
Total      1344.825  
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